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UV RESONANCE RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY STUDY OF PEPTIDE
CONFORMATIONAL TRANSITIONS
ABSTRACT
Zhenmin Hong, PhD
University of Pittsburgh, 2014
The conformational transition between -helix-like conformations and the polyproline II
conformation (now recognized by many as the conformation of unfolded peptides) is
investigated here. We utilized UV resonance Raman spectroscopy together with circular
dichroism and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy to investigate the conformations of three
polyalanine peptides and the impacts of salt bridge side chain interaction and external surfactants
on the transitions between these conformations. We found that the macrodipole-terminal charge
interactions typically affect the -helix stability more strongly than the salt bridge side chain
interactions do. The -helix-turn--helix conformation can form in short peptides with ~20
residues. The arginine vibration band at ~1170 cm-1 was found to report on the guanidinium
group hydration. Addition of anionic surfactants induces -helix-like conformations in short
cationic peptides through the formation of peptide-surfactant aggregates. The studies here
highlight the crucial roles of hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic effect and electrostatic interactions
in the peptide conformational transitions. In addition, the impact of sample self absorption on the
observed resonance Raman intensities has also been theoretically investigated. In general, the
Raman intensities increase as the excitation approaches resonance. However, narrow bandwidth
impurity absorption can cause the observed Raman intensities to decrease.
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1.0

PROTEIN FOLDING

Proteins consist of one or more chains of amino acid residues. The length of a single chain
ranges from several amino acids to thousands of amino acids. Proteins are one of the most
abundant and important biological molecules in a living organism. They exist in every cell and
actively participate in all biological processes. Proteins serve many essential biological functions,
including, but not limit to, catalysis of biochemical reactions, cell signaling, immune responses,
and mechanical functions. The study of proteins and their functions is vital toward understanding
of various biological processes, disease diagnoses and drug discovery.

1.1

PROTEIN STRUCTURES

Unlike random coiled polymers, proteins adopt certain secondary and tertiary structures to
maintain specific biological functions. Protein misfolding causes many diseases including
Alzheimer's disease, Huntington's disease, Parkinson's disease and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease,
etc.1 The structures of proteins are determined by the amino acids sequence. Pauling first
described two types of protein secondary structures, -helix and -sheet.2 Other secondary
structures, like -turns and polyproline II, were discovered later.

1

1.1.1

Dihedral angle and Ramachandran plot

The bond between the carbonyl C atom and the N atom shows partial double bond character due
to the delocalization of  orbital electrons of the carbonyl. This partial double bond character
restrains the amide from free rotation. The two  bonds, between the N atom and the C atom,
the C atom and the C atom, are allowed to rotate freely. To quantitatively describe the rotation,
a pair of dihedral angles ( , ) has been defined. The

angle is defined as the dihedral angle

between the amide plane and the C-carbonyl plane, and the  angle is defined as the dihedral
angle between of C-C-N plane and amide plane (Figure 1. 1). Collectively, the ( , ) dihedral
pairs of all residues dictate the protein secondary and tertiary structures.





Figure 1. 1. Peptide backbone dihedral angles

A Ramachandran plot for an amino acid is generated by plotting the probabilities that the
peptide bond adopts a certain dihedral angle pair. Due to the steric hindrance of side chains, the
amino acids are unable to access all ( , ) space (Figure 1. 2D). The probability is much higher
for negative

angle than positive one, due to the chirality of amino acids. The smaller the side

chain is, the less constraint the amino acid has. The smallest amino acid, glycine (Gly), which
lacks side chain and is not chiral, can access most of ( ,  ) space and shows a symmetric

2

Ramachandran plot (Figure 1. 2A). Proline (Pro), which is a confined tertiary amide, can only
access a small ( , ) region of the Ramachandran plot (Figure 1. 2B).

A

B
A

D

C

Figure 1. 2. Ramachandran plot
(A) glycine, (B) proline, (C) other amino acids except glycine and proline, (D) all amino acids. These plots are
reproduced from http://kinemage.biochem.duke.edu/validation/model.html

The Ramachandran plot is classified as "core", "allowed", "generously allowed" and
"forbidden" regions.3 This classification is a qualitative energetic scale. The "core" regions
involve the most energetically preferred conformations, whereas the "forbidden" regions involve
the most unfavorable conformations. Different secondary structures have different dihedral
angles and locate in different regions of the Ramachandran plot (Figure 1. 2D). Most of the
amino acids fall in the "core" or "allowed" regions.

3

1.1.2

Secondary structure

Flory predicted that a completely flexible homogeneous polymer chain in solution without any
specific interactions is in a random coil state based on the three dimensional random walk
model.4 However, a peptide is neither completely flexible nor homogeneous. The partial double
bond character of the amide and the steric hindrance of side chains restrict polypeptide backbone
from free rotation. In addition, the carbonyl oxygen (C=O) can serve as a hydrogen bond (Hbond) acceptor to form two H-bonds; the amide hydrogen (N-H), as a donor, can form one Hbond. Therefore, peptides can form intrapeptide H-bonds that also restrict free rotation. The side
chains can also be involved in electrostatic interactions, hydrophobic interactions, cation-
interactions, etc. All these interactions together contribute to the determination of peptide
secondary structures.
310-helix

-helix

-helix

Figure 1. 3. CPK models of -helix, 310-helix and -helix
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The most common secondary structure is the -helix. The -helix is a right handed helix
with 3.6 residues per turn and the pitch is 5.4 Å. The N-H of the ith residue forms an intrapeptide H-bond with the C=O of the i+4 th residue. The N-H groups of the first four N-terminus
residues and the C=O groups of the first four C-terminus residues in an -helix cannot form
intrapeptide H-bonds effectively.
In a long -helix, each amide carries a dipole. All these dipoles from different amides
form a macrodipole which is parallel to the helix axis with a direction pointing from C-terminus
toward N-terminus. The perpendicular components of these dipoles are cancelled out. This
macrodipole plays an important role in helix stabilization and melting.5-6
The 310-helix and -helix are right handed helices. The 310-helix is a tightly twisted helix with 3 residues per turn. In contrast, the loosely twisted -helix has 4.4 residues in each
turn. 310-helix occasionally can be found in proteins, while the -helix is rare. Table 1. 1 and
Figure 1. 3 show the difference among three types of helices.
Table 1. 1. Three types of helices

Helix type

Abundance Residues/turn

Height/turn

H-bond type

-helix

Abundant

3.6

5.4 Å

i,i+4

(-60,-45)

310-helix

Infrequent

3.0

6.0 Å

i,i+3

(-50,-25)

-helix

Rare

4.4

4.8 Å

i,i+5

(-60,-70)

The second class of the protein secondary structure is -sheet, which are also abundant in
proteins. -sheets are formed by -strands that are H-bonded with the adjacent strands. The two
flanking -strands in a -sheet are only partially involved in inter-strand H-bonding.

5

antiparallel
-sheet

parallel
-sheet

Figure 1. 4. Mixed -sheet including antiparallel and parallel sheets

The consecutive strands in a -sheet can be either parallel with dihedral angles of (-120,
115) or antiparallel with dihedral angels of (-140, 135). In the antiparallel arrangement, the
consecutive strand reverses the propagation direction so that the N-terminus of one strand is
adjacent to the C-terminus of the next strand. This arrangement produces stronger inter-strand Hbonds between the C=O and N-H of adjacent strands, due to the optimized orientation of Hbonds. Each amide bond of a -strand also carries a dipole like that in an α-helix. All the dipoles
sum up into a macrodipole pointing from C-terminus toward N-terminus. The interaction of
macrodipoles of adjacent antiparallel strands is favorable, which stabilizes the antiparallel
arrangement. In the parallel arrangement, the successive strands are arranged in the same
direction. Therefore, the N (or C)-terminus of one strand is adjacent to the N (or C)-terminus of
the next strand. The macrodipole interaction between adjacent strands is unfavorable. In addition,
the configuration of the carbonyl and amine in adjacent strands is slightly off from the optimal
orientation. As a result, the parallel -sheet is slightly less stable than the antiparallel -sheet.

6

Turns are the third class of secondary structure.7-10 A turn links two secondary structures
together into a supersecondary structure. Based on the number of residues involved in a turn,
turns are divided into different types. The most common type is the -turn, which involves four
residues. The -turn includes various subclasses, namely, type I and I′, type II and II′, type III,
type V, type VIa, type VIb and type VIII. All these -turns involve a H-bond between CO of the
ith residue and NH of the (i+3)th residue. The smaller -turn involves three residues.
Proline is a special amino acid. It can only access to limited regions of the Ramachandran
plot (Figure 1. 2B), due to its tertiary amide structure. Polyproline peptides assume two different
conformations, polyproline I (PPI) and polyproline II (PPII). Recently, the PPII conformation
with dihedral angles (-75, 150) has received attentions since it has been proposed that unfolded
non-proline peptides adopt the PPII conformation11-12 instead of the random coil. The PPII
conformation is a left handed helix, where all the amides are H-bonded to water.

Figure 1. 5. Polyproline II conformation
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1.1.3

Tertiary structure

Proteins are composed of multiple secondary structures that assemble into specific
configurations that are known as the tertiary structure of proteins. Tertiary structure is the overall
three dimensional arrangement of all atoms of a protein. Amino acids that are far apart in the
primary sequence of a protein can be very close to each other in the tertiary structure and interact
with each other. The interaction may further help to maintain the tertiary structure.
Based on the tertiary structure, proteins can be classified into three groups: fibrous
proteins, globular proteins and intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). Fibrous proteins usually
contain -sheets or -strands and a few -turns, which are usually assembled into fibers.
Globular proteins contain several types of secondary structures and are usually folded into a
spherical or globular shape. In contrast, intrinsically disordered proteins are flexible, lacking
persistent secondary / tertiary structure.13-15 Fibrous proteins are generally insoluble in water and
rigid, providing functions such as structural support. Most enzymes and regulatory proteins are
globular proteins with hydrophobic cores buried inside and hydrophilic surfaces, which maintain
the solubility of proteins. The IDPs remain unstructured so to facilitate the folding upon binding
to their biological targets.

16-17

The fibrillation of globular proteins involves the aggregation of

proteins, which may cause many serious diseases.1,18-26

1.2

INTERACTIONS IN PROTEIN

The stability of protein relies on various interactions.27 These interactions include H-bonding,28
van der Waals interaction, hydrophobic interaction, electrostatic interaction (ion pair or salt
8

bridge)29-49 and cation- interaction45,50-53, etc. Proteins are only marginally stable in aqueous
solution at room temperature. A small perturbation may shift protein structure equilibrium and
denature a protein.

1.2.1

Hydrogen bonding

H-bonding is an interaction that a hydrogen atom is shared by two electronegative atoms.
Usually the H-bond donor is an amine or hydroxyl, while the acceptor is a carbonyl or other
group with large electronegative atoms having lone pairs. The H-bond usually is described as an
electrostatic interaction, though it shows some covalent bonding features. The H-bond acceptor
can form a limited number of H-bonds depending on its number of lone pairs, while the donor
can only form one H-bond.
The peptide backbone involves amides, each of which has an N-H group as a potential Hbonding donor and a carbonyl as H-bonding acceptor. It is therefore expected that a peptide in
aqueous solution would form not only intra-peptide H-bonds between N-H and C=O but also
intermolecular H-bonds with water molecules. Side chains with H-bonding donor or acceptor can
also form H-bonds.
The thermodynamics of H-bonding has also been extensively studied. It is adequate to
describe the system by classical thermodynamics treatment. The enthalpy and entropy are
temperature independent and the Gibbs free energy is thus simply a linear function of
temperature. Figure 1. 6A shows the diagram of thermodynamic parameters for H-bonding.
H-bonding is the dominant driving force for secondary structure formation. The intrapeptide H-bonding is usually slightly stronger than the peptide-water inter-molecular H-bonding.
If the number of intra-peptide H-bonds is sufficiently large, the intra-peptide H-bonding drive the
9

peptide to form appropriate compact secondary structures, usually -helix or -sheet from PPII
or other extended structures where peptide are fully inter-molecularly H-bonded to water.
The importance of H-bonding in the peptide secondary structure formation is proved by
experiments. Water has a very strong H-bonding donation ability and a moderate H-bonding
acceptance ability.54 Transferring peptides from aqueous solution into solvents that have weaker
H-bonding donation ability and/or weaker H-bonding acceptance ability stabilizes the secondary
structures. Indeed, trifluoroethanol (TFE)55-56 that has extremely strong H-bonding donation
ability and no H-bonding acceptance ability strongly promotes the formation of -helix in
peptides. Acetonitrile57 that has both weak H-bonding donation and acceptance abilities also
increases the -helix stability.
For an -helix in aqueous solution, polar side chains usually pack along the backbone,
shielding the backbone intra-peptide H-bonding from water molecules and thus increasing the
stability of the -helix.46-47 Also, peptides with side chains having appropriate H-bonding
acceptors, such as Asn, Asp, Glu, Ser, Gln, etc, close to the -helix N-terminus can stabilize the
-helix by forming H-bonds between these side chains and the N-terminal amide.58-59 Side
chains possessing H-bonding donors, such as Lys, His, Arg, Gln, etc, located nearby the -helix
C-terminus would stabilize the -helix by forming H-bonds with the C-terminal carbonyl.60-61

1.2.2

Hydrophobic effect

The hydrophobic effect is a phenomenon that causes nonpolar solutes to aggregate in aqueous
solution to minimize their exposure to water.62 The hydrophobic effect is an important driving
force for micelle formation and protein folding. The thermodynamics of hydrophobic effect is
10

well understood. For simple solutions, the Gibbs free energy shows a linear dependence on
temperature, as the enthalpy and entropy are temperature independent. For solutions involving
hydrophobic interaction, this transfer of a solute from nonpolar solvent into an aqueous solution
gives rise to a large heat capacity change. Therefore, the enthalpy and entropy are functions of
temperature. As a consequence, the Gibbs free energy is non-linearly dependent on temperature.
At the first order approximation, the heat capacity
enthalpy

and entropy

is taken to be constant, therefore the

are27,63-64
(1.1)

(1.2)
If we let

and

where

and

, the Gibbs free energy G is
(1.3)

Figure 1. 6B shows the diagram of the temperature dependent enthalpy, entropy and Gibbs free
energy for hydrophobic effect. The minimal G locates at exactly

.

Hydrophobic effect has been widely accepted as the most important driving force in
protein folding based on the following evidence. (1) In protein crystals, most nonpolar residues
are buried inside the core, while most polar residues are exposed to water. On average, 86% of
the carbon and sulfur atoms are buried inside, while 40% of the neutral oxygen and nitrogen
atoms and only 32% of the charged oxygen and nitrogen atoms are found inside the core.65 (2)
Nonpolar solvents tend to denature proteins. Nonpolar solvents reduce the free energy of
unfolded state of proteins by solvating the exposed nonpolar residues. (3) The native state
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conformation stability decreases at both low temperatures and high temperatures, indicating the
existence of a free energy minimum, which is predicted by eq. (1.3).

A

-T  S

B

C
-T  S

GHB

Energy

G

Tm

GT

Ts

Th

G

H

GHE

H

Temperature
Figure 1. 6. Comparison of enthalpy (H), entropy (S) and Gibbs free energy (G)
(A) H-bonding and (B) hydrophobic effect (C) comparison of G for H-bonding and hydrophobic effect as well as
their summation. Simulated using eqs. (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3)

Figure 1. 6C shows the contributions of H-bonding and hydrophobic effect to the total
Gibbs free energy of protein folding. The minimum of Gibbs free energy curve with hydrophobic
effect is shifted by H-bonding effect from
proteins will occur at temperature lower than

to a lower temperature,

. Cold denaturation of

. As the temperature increases from

to

, the

hydrophobic effect tends to stabilize the native state of proteins, while the weakened H-bonding
decreases its stability. As the temperature increases above Ts, both H-bonding and the
hydrophobic effect drive the protein toward the denatured state.
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1.2.3

Electrostatic interactions

Electrostatic interactions in proteins involve a long range interaction among charged residues and
macrodipoles. Although they are not the dominant driving forces in protein folding, electrostatic
interactions play a role in perturbing the native state conformation stability and the folding
dynamics.
Electrostatic interactions include ion pair and charge-dipole interaction. The interaction
energy, U, follows
(1.4)
where

is the charge, is the dielectric constant and r is the distance between charges. Since the

interaction energy is proportional to the reciprocal of dielectric constant and distance, increasing
and

will decrease the electrostatic interaction. High dielectric constant solvents and high salt

concentrations will decrease the interaction energy of ion pairs separated by solvent. The
interaction energy also depends on the product of charges. Changing the pH of protein solution
can change the net charge of proteins and the energy. Therefore acid and base can destabilize the
native state of proteins by introducing more net charge on the protein.
The macrodipoles in -helices and β-sheets can interact with side chain charges5-6 and
terminal charges.66 The interaction between a charge and a pole that have the same sign is
energetically unfavorable, while the interaction between a charge and a pole that have opposite
sign are favorable.67-71 For example, Glu and Asp at the -helix N-terminus are most commonly
found in proteins, in contrast, Lys and Arg usually locate at an -helix C-terminus.68 The
configuration of Glu and Asp at the N-terminus, as well as Lys and Arg at the C-terminus, are
expected to significantly increase -helix stability.72-73
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1.3

PROTEIN FOLDING MECHANISM

Anfinsen’s dogma postulates that the native structure of protein that is determined by its primary
sequence is a thermodynamically stable conformation and occurs at a minimum on the free
energy surface.74-75 Kinetically, for a midsize protein with 100 residues, the free energy surface
contains a huge number (1070) of configurations. If the protein searches the free energy minimum
randomly, it will take about 1057 seconds or 1050 years to complete the search and discover the
native structure if it searches at an upper limit speed of 10-13 seconds per trial. This time scale is
contradicted to the experimental results showing that most proteins fold in microseconds to
seconds depending on size. The contradiction was first proposed by Cyrus Levinthal, and now
has been named the "Levinthal Paradox".76-77 Many protein folding mechanisms have been
proposed to resolve this paradox.

1.3.1

Folding pathway

All configurations of a protein are not energetically equivalent. The energy surface possesses a
global minimum and a few local minima, at which protein has a better chance to adopt
configurations compared with other locations. To resolve the paradox, Levinthal first introduced
the concept of folding pathway, which is defined as a well-defined sequence of conformational
transitions that leads towards the native state.78 There are three models: (1) two-state model; (2)
off-pathway model; (3) sequential model. Figure 1. 7 shows the diagram of free energy surface
along the folding coordinate of these three models.
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Figure 1. 7. Diagram of free energy surface along folding coordinate of three models

The study of protein folding intermediates has lasted for decades.79-82 The first approach
is to study the protein folding kinetics after a perturbation of the solution condition, which in
most cases involves temperature change. By fitting the raw data to single- or multi-exponential
decay, information about on-pathway intermediates and off-pathway intermediates can be
obtained. Another method is to identify the intermediate by ultrafast experimental techniques. It
provides more direct and substantial evidence about the intermediate.
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1.3.2

Hierarchical folding

The idea of folding pathway solved half of the "Levinthal Paradox". It only answered the
question "why proteins fold so fast" but not the question "how do proteins fold so fast". The
hierarchical folding theory has been proposed to interpret the kinetics and the molecular detail of
protein folding.83-84 This theory consists of a series of folding steps, the configuration space of
each step is dramatically reduced. Figure 1. 8 shows three widely accepted scenarios.85-87
(1) Diffusion-collision model
The diffusion-collision model88-89 is based on the existence of fluctuating quasiparticles,
which are locally folded microdomains. Microdomains are only marginally stable, fluctuating
between fully unfolded and folded states. These microdomains, which may or may not be the
incipient element of secondary structure, move diffusively and may collide with each other.
When two matching microdomains collide, they may either coalesce into a certain secondary
structure or assemble into a part of the tertiary structure. Those two microdomains involved in
the collision may or may not be adjacent in the primary sequence.
The configuration space for a single microdomain is sufficiently small for the residues
involved to traverse all possible configurations and determine the relative stable configuration in
a short time period. All microdomains search through the corresponding spaces simultaneously,
which greatly reduces the searching time. The collision step is the assembly of the microdomains,
which has larger entropy cost than that of microdomain formation. Therefore, it is usually the
rate-limiting step. Once the coalescence or assembly occurs, the enthalpy contribution from Hbonding or hydrophobic effect plus the specific electrostatic interactions (if any) would stabilize
the structure.
(2) Hydrophobic collapse model
16

The hydrophobic collapse model27 is based on the assumption that hydrophobic effect is
the dominant driving force of protein folding. During protein folding, to avoid the unfavorable
exposure of nonpolar residues to water, the unfolded protein undergoes a quick collapse into a
significantly condensed volume, burying the nonpolar residue inside to form a hydrophobic core,
and leaving the hydrophilic residue exposed outside toward the water. It is followed by
arrangement of the buried residues.90
The hydrophobic collapse is driven by the large entropy gain of the excluded water with a
small energy barrier. Thermodynamically, it is a downhill transition, and kinetically, it is a fast
and irreversible step. The condensed volume constrains the movement of the residues and hence
significantly reduces the configuration space to a reasonable size that protein could search
through the native conformation with insignificant enthalpic driven force. The arrangement and
packing step should be the rate-limiting step of folding in this scenario.
(3) Nucleation-condensation model
The diffusion-collision model91-93 and hydrophobic collapse model describe two extreme
cases in protein folding. The diffusion-collision model emphasizes that the secondary structure
formation is prior to the tertiary structure. On the contrary, the hydrophobic collapse model
emphasizes the formation of tertiary structure prior to the secondary structure. The nucleationcondensation model merges the above two models. Figure 1. 8 compares the three scenarios.
The nucleation-condensation model postulates the existence of a nucleus. The nucleus
possesses features of both secondary structure and the tertiary structure. The nonlocal
interactions occur among the collapsed unfolded residues. Initialized by the nucleus, the
unfolded residues condense and grow into a fully folded state with no energy barrier.
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The formation of nucleus greatly reduces the configuration space. The relative ordered
condensation and growth of the unfolded residues into folded state further decrease the number
of configurations that protein needs to search.

Figure 1. 8. Cartoons showing three folding scenarios

1.3.3

Energy landscape theory

Though the native state of a protein is a well-defined conformation, the denatured state of a
protein is actually an ensemble of all unfolded structures instead of a single specific structure.
Different unfolded structures may be slightly energetically different and constantly change from
one structure to another. Based on this view, energy landscape theory has been proposed to
interpret protein folding.76,86,94-95
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Figure 1. 9. Folding funnels
(A) Levinthal paradox, (B) single folding pathway, (C) rugged energy landscape and multiple folding pathways, (D)
slices of folding pathways in (C)

The energy landscape theory constructs the energy surface in cylindrical coordinates
instead of the normal Cartesian coordinates. The vertical axis represents the "internal free
energy", which includes hydrophobic and solvation free energies, H-bonding free energy, ion
pair free energy, etc. except conformational entropy. The conformational entropy, which is the
conformational degeneracy with a certain free energy, is represented by the size of the surface at
certain height. The global minimum is a deep well on the z-axis, representing the single welldefined native state conformation. As the free energy increases, the number of conformations
19

grows dramatically, so does the area of energy surface. The whole energy surface looks like a
funnel.
The view of folding funnel has two significant impacts on understanding the protein
folding. (1) Unfolded conformations at the funnel edge spontaneously proceeds towards the
bottom of the deep well, which is the native state. (2) The unfolded conformations can undergo
different routes towards the native state, in other words, a protein can fold in multiple pathways.
The folding funnel is an ensemble of the unfolded state and folding pathways.
Figure 1. 9 shows the folding funnels in three cases. (1) The energy landscape of
Levinthal paradox is shown in Figure 1. 9A. Except the native state conformation, all
conformations, which are energetically degenerate, sit on a broad and flat surface. When the
unfolded protein searches the native state, there are so many configurations it needs to try that it
is kinetically impossible to fall in the hole. (2) The folding pathway view is shown in Figure 1.
9B. A trough connecting the unfolded conformations to the native state can guide the protein
folding. It may have valleys (intermediates) and hills (transition states) on the trough or off the
trough (off-pathway intermediates). (3) The energy landscape of protein is shown in Figure 1. 9C.
The energy landscape is extremely rugged with hills and valleys. The local minima can be deep
enough to kinetically trap proteins in misfolded conformations, as shown in pathway B and D in
Figure 1. 9D.
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2.0

RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

Raman scattering is an inelastic light scattering phenomenon occurring when a photon impinges
on a molecule. The incident electromagnetic field and the molecule exchange a quantum of
energy. The difference of energy for incident and scattered photons thus provide information
about the molecular quantum energy levels. This feature of Raman scattering has been widely
exploited to study molecules and materials of interest.

2.1

2.1.1

RAMAN SCATTERING POLARIZABILITY

Classical theory

Classical theory1 views a molecule as a collection of charges. An incident electric field would
interact with the electron cloud and hence induce a dipole moment. Since the size of the
molecules is usually much smaller than the wavelength of incident light, electric field that the
molecule experiences is constant. Therefore, the dipole moment could be expended as a Taylor
series:
(2.1)
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where P is the dipole moment, and E is the electric field. The first term is the permanent dipole
moment. The second term is the induced dipole moment that governs the scattering. The induced
dipole moment can be expressed as:
(2.2)
where

is the polarizability tensor of the molecule, describing the electric field-induced

displacement of the charges. The polarizability tensor

is a function of vibrational coordinate

associated with every vibrational normal mode. We expand the expression of

in a Taylor series

with respect to vibrational normal coordinate as
(2.3)
where

is displacement from equilibrium position along the kth vibration normal mode

coordinate. If we truncate after the first order term and refer to the derivative as

, we may

write eq. (2.3) as
(2.4)
We now consider

. Assuming simple harmonic vibration, the time dependence of

is

given by
(2.5)
where

is the maximum displacement,

is the angular frequency of the vibration

and k is a phase factor. Substituting eq. (2.5) into eq. (2.4) yields
(2.6)
The incident electric field is oscillating with a frequency
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, given by eq. (2.6)

(2.7)
Substituting eq. (2.6) and eq. (2.7) into eq. (2.2), and using the trigonometric identity, we then
obtain:

(2.8)

It is clearly seen from eq. (2.8) that the induced moment resulted from the interaction of
light with molecule is composed of three terms. The first term is an oscillating dipole at the same
frequency as the incident electromagnetic field, therefore the scattered photon radiated from this
dipole has the same frequency as the incident photon. This is known as Rayleigh scattering. The
second term is the summation of oscillating dipoles over all vibrational normal modes. The
frequencies of these dipoles are downshifted by vibrational normal mode frequencies. As a
consequence, the scattered photons radiated from these dipoles are a series of frequencies that
are downshifted from the incident frequency. This is known as Stokes Raman scattering. The
third term is similar to the second term, except it results from a frequency upshift. This term
describes the so called anti-Stokes Raman scattering.

Figure 2. 1. Classical view of light scattering by a molecule
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2.1.2

Vibronic coupling theory

While the classical theory provides a framework to treat the Raman scattering, it cannot provide
insight into the molecular origin of Raman scattering. To get insight into the factors that dictate
the Raman scattering, quantum mechanics is applied to treat the molecule, while the
electromagnetic field is treated classically for the sake of simplification1.
Analogous to the classical treatment, we expand the dipole moment
(2.9)
where subscript fi refers to the transition from initial state
permanent dipole moment;

to final state

;

is the

, which is linear with E, is the induced dipole moment. The total

transition electric dipole is given by
(2.10)
where

and

are the time-dependent wave functions of the initial and final states of the

molecules. Perturbation theory allows

and

to be given by:

(2.11)

where the superscript is the order of the perturbation. Therefore, plugging eq. (2.11) into eq.
(2.10) and collecting terms, we then find the expression of induced dipole moment as
(2.12)
We can further express

and

as linear combinations of a complete set of

unperturbed time-independent wave functions
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(2.13)

is the angular frequency andr is a phenomenological damping factor of state
equals the reciprocal of state

and

lifetime. Plugging eq. (2.13) in time-dependent Schrödinger

equation, the coefficients are found as2-3

(2.14)

where
and
and

is the time-dependent perturbation Hamiltonian,
. At t=0, the system is at state
have infinite lifetime,

, therefore

. Also, the states

. We can remove the summation and integrate the right-

hand side of eq. (2.14),

(2.15)

Substituting eq. (2.15) into eq. (2.13) and evaluating each term in eq. (2.12), we get

(2.16)
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It is noticed that the electric field is modulated into four frequencies,
and
summation over all

,

,

. The four terms with frequencies involving

rapidly vanish due to the

states. The two terms with the frequency of

account for Raman

scattering, of which we are most concerned.
Therefore, for Raman scattering, we have
(2.17)
where

is the frequency of the scattered photon, subscripts  and  represent the

coordinates. Taking the complex conjugate into account, it is straightforward to write the Raman
scattering polarizability tensor
(2.18)
This Kramers-Heisenberg-Dirac (KHD) expression reveals the microscopic picture of the
light scattering process. As the incident electromagnetic field interacts with the molecule, the
molecule undergoes a transition from initial state to a virtual state, and immediately undergoes
another transition to final state from the virtual state, accompanying with the "emission" of a
photon. The virtual state is actually a linear combination of all eigenstates of the system. The
Rayleigh scattering is a process in which the final and initial states involved are identical. The
Stokes Raman scattering is a process in which the final state is in higher energy level than initial
state, while in the anti-Stokes Raman scattering, the energy level of final state is lower.
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is usually small compared with

and

. As the excitation frequency

approaches electronic excited state energy, the denominator of the first term in eq. (2.18)
approaches

. This term thus dominates and is called the “resonance term”. The second term is

called the “non-resonance term”.

2.1.3

Time-dependent theory

Time-dependent theory views Raman scattering process dynamically as the wave packet
propagating in phase space (Figure 2. 2). The wave packet

, which is a superposition of wave

functions, initially propagates on an electronic state (usually ground state) potential energy
surface. After some time, at

, the wave packet is excited to an intermediate potential surface

and propagates along this surface. At

, another photon arrives and scatters the wave packet to

the final potential surface .4 Therefore, assuming the wave packet at the initial or final potential
surface has an infinite lifetime, the second order amplitude of the wave packet at time t is

(2.19)

The second term in eq. (2.19) which describes the process that a scattered photon emits before
the incident photon arrives is the non-resonance term and will be discarded hereafter.
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Figure 2. 2. Diagram showing two-photon process from time-dependent perspective

The amplitude for finding the molecule in state

through a Raman scattering process

at time t is thus

(2.20)

Defining
(2.21)
Inserting

into the right-hand side of eq. (2.21),
(2.22)

It is immediately recognized that by performing the integration, eq. (2.22) is equivalent to the
resonance term of the KHD expression of Raman scattering polarizability tensor in eq. (2.18)
which is derived from vibronic coupling theory.
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2.2

2.2.1

VIBRATIONAL RESONANCE RAMAN SCATTERING

Resonance Raman scattering

In normal Raman scattering (Figure 2. 3A), the energy of the incident photon is much lower than
electronic excited state, the virtual state involves large contributions from the vibrational states
on the electronic ground state and is lower than the first electronic excited state. The nonresonance term in eq. (2.18) has a magnitude comparable to the resonance term.
Time-dependent theory also describes normal Raman scattering. The time t2-t1 in which
the scattering process takes place is so short that the energy is large enough for the wave packet
to reach at least the first electronic excited state due to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.5 The
time that the wave packet propagates on the electronic excited state potential surface is extremely
short and eq. (2.22) converges very rapidly.
As the energy of incident photon approaches an electronic excited state, the virtual state
adopts a large contribution from that vibronic state and minor contributions from other states.
This is the pre-resonance situation shown in Figure 2. 3B.
Figure 2. 3C shows the resonance Raman scattering. In this situation, the incident photon
has sufficient energy to excite a molecule from the electronic ground state to an electronic
excited state. Consequently, the virtual state is contributed mainly from the closely lying
vibronic states of this electronic excited state; and the summation in eq. (2.18) can be
approximately confined to these vibronic states. Moreover, the denominator of the resonance
term is much smaller than the non-resonance term. It is appropriate to ignore the non-resonance
term. The resultant equation is written as:
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(2.23)
Applying the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we can separate the vibrational wave
functions from the electronic wave functions. Assuming the initial state is state
state is state

, and the states

are states

, the final

, eq. (2.23) is rewritten as:
(2.24)

The terms

and

are the electronic transition dipole moment, therefore, eq.

(2.24) predicts that the resonance Raman polarizability is proportional to the square of electronic
transition dipole moment. The terms

and

are known as Franck-Condon integrals,

depending on the overlap between the initial vibrational state and the vibrational state in the
electronic excited state and the overlap of the final vibrational state and the vibrational state in
the electronic excited state.
Application of Born-Oppenheimer approximation on eq. (2.22) leads to6
(2.25)
The Franck-Condon integral in eq. (2.24) and eq. (2.25) is the overlap of vibrational wave
functions in electronic ground and excited states. For non-zero Franck-Condon integral, the
electronic excited potential surface has to shift or differ from the ground state potential surface.
Otherwise the vibrational wave functions belong to the same complete set of eigenfunctions and
the integral vanishes as dictated by the orthogonality of the vibrational wave functions. The
estimation of the Franck-Condon integral is not trivial. It requires the knowledge of the
vibrational wave functions on the electronic excited state, which are usually difficult to obtain,
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especially for polyatomic molecules. In the limit of no Duschinsky rotation, the
multidimensional Franck-Condon integral can be separated and evaluated in one-dimension.6-7

A

B

Normal
Raman
scattering

C

Pre-resonance
Raman
scattering

Resonance
Raman
scattering

Figure 2. 3. Three types of Raman scattering

In time dependent theory, if it is assumed that a Gaussian wave packet propagates on a
harmonic potential surface, under short time dynamics approximation,4 semiclassical treatment8-9
gives an expression of Raman scattering cross section10-11
(2.26)
where

and

are the angular frequencies of excitation and kth vibration,

is the force of the first electronic excited state along kth mass weighted vibrational normal
coordinate at the electronic ground state equilibrium geometry. Eq. (2.26) requires determining
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the force of electronic excited potential surface that is easier to evaluate than the vibrational
frequencies of electronic excited potential surface. Eq. (2.26) avoids the difficulty of estimating
the Franck-Condon integrals in eq. (2.24) and eq. (2.25).
If the condition of no Duschinsky rotation or frequency changes on electronic excited
state is imposed, eq. (2.26) can be rewritten as
(2.27)
where

is the displacement of the electronic excited state equilibrium

away from electronic ground state equilibrium along kth vibrational dimensionless normal
coordinate. Eq. (2.27) provides a way to investigate the excited state equilibrium geometry.7,12

2.2.2

Normal modes analysis

The geometry of a molecule is described by 3N Cartesian coordinates . The kinetic energy
and potential energy

of the molecule are respectively13-14

(2.28)

where

is a 3N × 3N matrix containing masses of atoms and

is the Cartesian Hessian matrix,

is the equilibrium position.
Excluding translational and rotational motions, a molecule has 3N-6 (3N-5 for linear
molecule) vibrations. Intuitively, the vibrations are described by the changes of bond length,
bond angle and dihedral angle, which constitute internal coordinates . Then eq. (2.28) becomes
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(2.29)

where

is a (3N-6) × (3N-6) matrix containing reduced masses for each internal

coordinate and matrix

is the internal coordinate Hessian. The transformation matrix

is a (3N-6) × 3N matrix and can be obtained from taking the derivative of internal coordinates
with respect to Cartesian coordinates .14-15 Therefore,
(2.30)
The 3N-6 vibrations of a molecule form a vector in a 3N-6 dimensional Euclidean space.
Internal coordinates

is the projection of this vector onto a basis, which is usually not

orthogonal. However, it is possible to find an orthogonal basis, each basis vector of which is a
normal vibration where all atoms move in phase with a particular frequency. The projection of
the vibration vector on this orthogonal basis is called normal coordinates . Eq. (2.29) becomes

(2.31)

where

is a (3N-6) × (3N-6) matrix containing reduced masses for each normal

coordinate. The normal coordinates Hessian matrix

is a diagonal matrix with

corresponding force constants of the normal vibrations as diagonal elements. The off-diagonal
elements vanish by taking second derivative with respect to the orthogonal normal coordinates.
The transformation matrix

connects internal coordinates

and normal coordinates .
(2.32)
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However,

cannot be straightforwardly obtained by taking the derivatives of

because

is usually unknown.

with respect to ,

can be obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalue

problem14
(2.33)
The

matrix that satisfies eq. (2.33) transforms

constants

into a unit matrix. The diagonal force

is obtained through the solving of eq. (2.33).

The potential energy distributions (PED) are defined as14
(2.34)
Eq. (2.34) describes the relative potential energy contribution of jth internal coordinate to the kth
normal coordinate. PED provides a quantitative way to understanding the nature of a normal
vibrational mode. PED are also very useful in understanding and predicting how a particular
interaction, for example, H-bonding, affects the band frequency that we observe in a vibrational
spectrum. For instance, vibrations involving C=O stretching downshifts if the carbonyl group is
H-bonded; if an N-H group is H-bonded, the vibrations involving N-H stretching will downshift,
while vibrations involving N-H bending upshifts.
Based on the methods described above, We wrote a computer program16 in matlab to
perform normal mode analysis and calculate PED with Gaussian frequency calculation results as
input. Figure 2. 4 shows the flow chart of this program. This program helps to generate internal
coordinates and combines internal coordinates into symmetry adapted coordinates.17 It can also
calculate the PED of isotope substituted molecule. With a known excited state geometry or
potential energy gradients obtained from Gaussian calculation, this program can also calculate
resonance Raman spectra by using eq. (2.26) or eq. (2.27).
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Load molecular Cartesian
coordinates, atomic number,
mass, Cartesian Hessian, etc.

Generate internal coordinates

and transformation matrix

Combine internal coordinates according to symmetry to generate
symmetry adapted coordinates and transformation matrix

Solve the generalized eigenvalue problem to obtain matrix
constants , calculate vibrational frequencies

and force

Calculate PED

Isotope substitution?

Yes

No
Output frequency and PED results

Calculate resonance
Raman spectra?

No

Yes
Load excitation wavelength, excited state geometry and potential energy
gradient along Cartesian coordinates

Calculate and output resonance Raman spectra

Terminate
Figure 2. 4. Flow chart of the home-developed PED calculation program
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2.2.3

Duschinsky rotation

In the limit of no Duschinsky rotation, the Franck-Condon integrals can be factored into onedimension integrals and evaluated.6-7,18 Eq. (2.27) also assumes no Duschinsky rotation or
frequency change occurs on electronic excited state. However, the electronic excited state
potential surface is in general different from that of electronic ground state. The vibrational
normal coordinates are thus different in general between ground state and electronic excited state.
Duschinsky rotation describes a compositional change between the vibrational normal
coordinates of the electronic excited and ground states. Figure 2. 5 shows two-dimensional
ground and excited state potential surfaces. The excited state potential surface is shifted from the
ground state. The excited state normal coordinates are rotated from those of the ground state,
indicating a Duschinsky rotation. The frequencies differ as well.
With zero-order axis-switching approximation,19 The excited state normal coordinates
thus can be connected to the ground state normal coordinates
rotation matrix and a displacement vector

by the Duschinsky

.
(2.35)

The calculation of

is straightforward, however, the calculation of is much more complicated

since it must involve rotational motions.20-22 The translational and rotational axes differ between
the electronic ground and excited states and are thus coupled with the vibrational coordinates. A
method to calculate the Duschinsky rotation matrix has been proposed.19,23
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Excited state potential surface

Ground state potential surface
Figure 2. 5. Ground and excited state potential surfaces and vertical transition
The red lines indicate the directions of normal coordinates, the intersection points of the red lines are the equilibrium
positions of the potentials. The black arrow indicates a vertical transition from the ground state equilibrium position
to the excited state potential surface

Figure 2. 6 shows the Duschinsky rotation matrix of formaldehyde between the ground
and the first excited state calculated by Gaussian 09.24 The original Duschinsky rotation matrix is
converted into angles between an electronic ground state normal mode and the electronic first
excited state normal mode. It is clear that for formaldehyde, the corresponding normal modes in
the ground and first electronic excited states are either parallel or antiparallel with an angle close
to 0°or 180°, as the blocks along the diagonal are either in dark blue or dark red, substantially
distinct from the off-diagonal blocks. For large molecules, in general, more significant
Duschinsky rotations occur and the diagonal elements of the matrix are less distinct from offdiagonal elements.
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Figure 2. 6. Duschinsky rotation matrix of formaldehyde between electronic ground and first excited states
Along the horizontal axis and vertical axis are the electronic ground state and first excited state vibrational normal
modes, respectively, ordered by their frequencies. Each block connects a vibrational normal coordinate of the
electronic ground state normal mode and a vibrational normal coordinate of the first excited state normal mode. The
Duschinsky rotation matrix elements are converted to the angle between these two normal coordinates and plotted in
different color. The color of the block indicates the values of these angles. Dark blue (0°) indicates the two normal
coordinates are parallel, while dark red (180°) indicates the two normal coordinates are antiparallel
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3.0

UV RESONANCE RAMAN STUDY OF PROTEIN SECONDARY STRUCTURES

Many theoretical and experimental approaches have been developed to study protein folding.
Currently, limited by the computational power available, it is impossible to simulate protein
folding from first principles. Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD) with empirical or
semiempirical force fields are two practical simulation methods currently available for protein
folding.1
Various experimental techniques, especially spectroscopy, have been applied to study
protein folding. X-ray diffraction (XRD) with angstrom resolution is a superior technique to
study the protein molecular structure. Unfortunately, it cannot provide information on solution
protein dynamics. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is another powerful method
for studying protein folding. It can be applied not only to static state structure, but also to fleeting
dynamic structures at a temporal resolution of microseconds. However, the temporal resolution is
not high enough for protein folding where fast events occur on the order of nanoseconds. Optical
spectroscopy has excellent temporal resolution. The ultrafast laser spectroscopy and pump-probe
techniques can increase the time resolution to femtoseconds. Circular dichroism (CD)
spectroscopy is a useful and classical method to study protein secondary structures. Vibrational
spectroscopy gives many details about the proteins. However, infrared (IR) spectroscopy can
only be carried out in D2O. Compared with the above techniques, UV resonance Raman (UVRR)
spectroscopy offers many advantages to study protein conformations and folding.2-3
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3.1

3.1.1

ADVANTAGES OF UV RESONANCE RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

High sensitivity

The intensity of a Raman band for orientationally averaged molecules is given by:4-5
(3.1)
where

is the Raman scattering cross section associated with the vibrational band of interest
-

with units of
intensity of the excitation.

.

is the number of molecules irradiated and

is the

is a geometric parameter depending on the solid angle of

collection. The spontaneous Raman cross section

is proportional to the square of

polarizability tensor and approximately to the fourth power of the excitation frequency. The
expression for

is:
(3.2)

In

general,

the

Raman
-

(
(

-

scattering
),

compared

cross

section
to

Raman scattering, the intensity increases as the excitation frequency,
and

very

of

small

absorbance
-

) or fluorescence (

a fourth power relationship between

that

is

). For normal

, increases, according to

as shown in eq. (3.2). In normal Raman

spectroscopy, the sample is usually excited in the visible or near IR region with wavelength
between 1200 and 400 nm. For a colorless material, which has little absorbance in the visible
region, tuning the excitation frequency from 1200 nm to 400 nm will increase the Raman
intensity by a factor of 81 (34). If the excitation wavelength is further lowered to 200 nm, an
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additional factor of 16 can be achieved. Therefore, in general, moving the excitation to shorter
wavelength helps to increase the sensitivity.
Tuning the excitation into resonance of an electronic transition gives an even larger
enhancement of the Raman scattering cross section. The resonance Raman polarizability tensor
estimated by eq. (2.24) is usually 2 or 3 orders of magnitude larger than the normal Raman
polarizability tensor in eq. (2.18), which leads to an enhancement factor of 104-106. This great
enhancement allows studies on dilute samples and enables investigations of biological samples in
living cell or tissue.

3.1.2

High selectivity

Resonance Raman scattering does not equally increase the intensities of all vibrational modes.
For a particular resonant electronic excited state, only the vibrational modes with large FrankCondon integrals are resonance enhanced. This requires the electronic excited state potential
surface to significantly shift from the ground state minimum along those vibrational modes,
which results in a large force on the excited state potential surface at the ground state equilibrium
geometry. This fact enables resonance Raman spectroscopy to selectively enhance different
vibrations by tuning the excitation wavelength to different electronic transition wavelengths.
The selectivity of resonance Raman spectroscopy is important for the study of
macromolecules, especially proteins and DNA. For macromolecules, say, of 100 atoms, the
number of vibrational modes would be too large (294) to separate one vibration from other
vibrations in the spectrum. By tuning the excitation wavelength, we can selectively enhance the
vibrational modes that we are interested in.
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Figure 3. 1. Selectively excitation of myoglobin resonance Raman spectra

Figure 3. 1 shows an example of myoglobin Raman spectra excited at different
wavelengths6. The weak absorption band at ~500 nm involves a charge transfer transitions
between the iron and its ligands. The Raman spectrum excited at this wavelength therefore
shows the vibrations involving the iron and its ligands. The Raman spectrum excited at the Soret
band (~400 nm) of the myoglobin heme -* transition is dominated by the in-plane vibrations
of heme group. The absorption band between 300 and 270 nm is due to aromatic side chains,
tryptophan (Trp) and tyrosine (Tyr). The large absorbance between 250 and 220 nm arises from
Trp and Tyr as well. Therefore, excitation between 220 to 230 nm gives rise to a resonance
Raman spectrum with predominately Trp and Tyr vibrations with little peptide backbone amide
vibrations. The very intense absorbance below 220 nm derives from the peptide amide -*
transition. Raman spectra excited below 220 nm result in the great enhancement of the amide
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backbone vibrations, which contain information on protein secondary structure because the
frequencies and intensities of these vibrational bands are sensitive to the protein secondary
structure and H-bonding states of the amides. The high selectivity of UVRR spectroscopy also
allows the study of proteins in complex environments, such as membrane proteins,7-8 proteinligand binding,9 and protein-DNA interaction.10-11

3.1.3

Excellent temporal resolution

A complete protein (un)folding process occurs on a time regime of picoseconds to seconds; the
(un)folding of peptide secondary structures usually occurs from the nanosecond to microsecond
time regime; and fast events, such as proton transfer and H-bonding, may extend into the
picosecond time regime. Traditional techniques such as NMR do not have the temporal
resolution to study proteins (un)folding process on those fast time scales at the molecular level.
For vibrational spectroscopy, such as UVRR spectroscopy, the required temporal
resolution can be easily achieved by using pump-probe techniques with short pulsed lasers.
The temperature-jump (T-jump) technique involving an IR pump pulse and a UV probe
pulse has been developed and used to investigate the (un)folding of peptide secondary
structures.12-18 Water has an absorbance band attributed to the combination mode of O-H
stretching and H-O-H bending at 1.9 m with an absorption coefficient of  130 cm-1, and also
the overtone of O-H stretching at 1.5 m with an absorption coefficient of  32 cm-1.19-20 The
vibrational relaxation of the water combination mode and overtone are fast (<10 ps),21 giving rise
to a heating temporal profile shown in Figure 3. 2 (blue curve). Therefore, both near IR light at
1.9 m22-23 and 1.5 m24-25 can serve as the pump wavelength to heat the sample.
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Figure 3. 2. Temporal profile of IR pulse, water heating and T-jump resulted from the IR pulse
The IR pulse is assumed to have a Gaussian temporal profile with a FWHM of 3 ns. The heating curve is the integral
of the IR pulse intensity. The overall T-jump curve is calculated from the heating curve assuming
with

and

heat
heat

heat

The diffusion of heat from the hot spot to external cool regions is fairly slow compared
with the heating step,25 which results in an overall T-jump temporal profile (green curve) in
Figure 3. 2. The T-jump stays almost constant until 1 ms, when the temperature decreases by
10%. It can be seen that the laser induced T-jump can last for a large time window from 10 ns to
1 ms time regime, where most secondary structure (un)folding processes occur.
The T-jump temporal profile shown in Figure 3. 2 is for static samples. The slow cooling
time limits maximum the laser repetition rate. However, for flowing samples, the hot spot can be
moved away from the probing spot before it cools down. For example, for a typical size probing
spot, say 100 m, on a 1 m∙s-1 stream, the heated sample stays in probing spot for <100 s. This
allows the use of kHz lasers, which significantly increases the signal.
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3.2

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PROTEIN SECONDARY STRUCTURES AND UV
RESONANCE RAMAN SPECTRA

UVRR can selectively enhance vibrations of interest. The backbone amide vibrations contain
information about H-bonding and Ramachandran dihedral angles that can be used to identify the
secondary structures. The side chain vibrations report on side chain H-bonding and hydration
that are relevant to tertiary structures.

3.2.1

Resonance enhanced amide vibrations

The amide frontier orbitals involve mixing of two oxygen sp2 orbitals and three p orbitals from
oxygen, carbon and nitrogen, respectively. The resultant frontier molecular orbitals have two
non-bonding lone pair orbitals and three  orbitals as shown in Figure 3. 3. An n orbital is the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the  orbital is the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO).
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Figure 3. 3. Frontier molecular orbitals and electronic transitions in an amide unit

The lowest n-* transition at ~220 nm is magnetically allowed but electronically
forbidden. The first electronically allowed transition is therefore the n-* transition at ~190
nm.26 This n-* transition results in significant displacements along carbonyl and C-N bond: an
elongated carbonyl and an elongated C-N bond.27 Thus any vibrations that involve CO and CN
stretching are resonance enhanced if the amide bond is excited at ~190 nm. N-methylacetamide
(NMA) is a classic model compound that mimics the peptide amide unit. Table 3. 1 shows the
comparison of NMA calculated bond lengths between ground state equilibrium geometry and the
second electronic excited state equilibrium geometry in vacuum. Upon excited to the second
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electronic excited state, the C-N bond length increases most, followed by the C=O bond,
compared with the ground state equilibrium geometry. The C-C bond contracts, while the N-H
and N-C′ bond length changes slightly. This result qualitatively agrees with previously
determined NMA -* excited state geometry by using UVRR spectroscopy.27

Amide I

Amide II

Amide III

C-H bending

Figure 3. 4. Resonance enhanced amide backbone vibrations

In UVRR spectra, there are four amide vibrations within the region 1000-2000 cm-1,
namely the Amide I (Am I), Amide II (Am II), Amide III (Am III) and C-H bending (Figure 3.
4).28-29 The Am I vibration at ~1660 cm-1 is mainly contributed from the C-O stretching with a
slight amount of C-N stretch. Am II vibration at ~1550 cm-1 and Am III vibration at ~1250 cm-1
involve the coupling of C-N stretching and N-H in-plane bending with different phases. Potential
energy distributions (PED) of NMA vibrations are listed in Table 3. 2. The C-H bending at
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~1380 cm-1 is resonance enhanced due to the coupling to N-H bending at some Ramachandran
dihedral angles.30 The assignment of these vibration bands in proteins has been well studied.31-33
Table 3. 1. NMA Bond lengths of ground state and second electronic excited state

Bond

*

Bond length / Å
Ground state

Second excited state

Difference

C-O

1.2252

1.2625

0.0373

C-N

1.3691

1.4304

0.0613

N-H

1.0074

1.0079

0.0005

N-C′

1.4520

1.4545

0.0025

C-C

1.5173

1.4999

-0.0175

The ground state was optimized at MP2 / 6-311++G** level of theory and the second electronic excited state was

optimized at CIS / 6-311++G** level of theory by using Gaussian 09.34

Table 3. 2. Potential energy distribution of NMA amide vibrations

Vibrations

Frequency / cm-1

Potential energy distribution (%)

Am I

1744

C=O str (76), C-CN ipb (7), C-N str (6)

Am II

1559

N-H ipb (41), C-N str (23), C′-H3 asym def (12), C′-H3
rock (10)

Am III

1265

C-N str (29), N-H ipb (20), C-O ipb (15), C′-H3 asym def
(11), N-C′ str (5)

*

Calculated at B3LYP / 6-311++G** level of theory with an optimized geometry at the same level of theory by

using Gaussian 03.35 The frequencies are not scaled. PED are cut off at 5%. str: stretching, ipb: in-plane bending,
rock: rocking, asym def: asymmetric deformation.
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3.2.2

Correlations between amide hydrogen bonding and UV resonance Raman spectrum

Amides can participate in H-bonding. The carbonyl oxygen with two lone pairs of electrons can
be an H-bond acceptor, and the N-H hydrogen can be an H-bond donor. For example, NMA can
H-bond with three water molecules as shown in Figure 3. 5. The formation of H-bonds can affect
the vibration frequencies. The impact of H-bonding can be understood through the resonance
model.36 Figure 3. 6 shows two NMA resonance structures.

C2 site

C1 site

N site

Figure 3. 5. Definition of atomic labels and H-bonding sites in NMA

Figure 3. 6. Resonance structures of NMA
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Table 3. 3. Bond length in NMA for different H-bonded waters

Bond

Bond length / Å
NMA

*

NMA-H2O

NMA-H2O

NMA-H2O

NMA-H2O

NMA-H2O

(N)

(C1)

(C2)

(C1, C2)

(N, C1, C2)

C-O

1.2211

1.2247

1.2291

1.2304

1.2387

1.2424

C-N

1.3676

1.3599

1.3552

1.3566

1.3482

1.3432

N-H

1.0069

1.0113

1.0065

1.0064

1.0068

1.0132

N- C′

1.4541

1.4538

1.4602

1.4570

1.4619

1.4597

C-C

1.5192

1.5200

1.5159

1.5139

1.5114

1.5120

The geometry was optimized at B3LYP / 6-311++G** level of theory with PCM by using Gaussian 0335 or

Gaussian 09.34

Table 3. 4. NBO bond order in NMA with different H-bonded waters

Bond

Bond order
NMA

*

NMA-H2O

NMA-H2O

NMA-H2O

NMA-H2O

NMA-H2O

(N)

(C1)

(C2)

(C1, C2)

(N, C1, C2)

C-O

1.66

1.65

1.60

1.60

1.54

1.52

C-N

1.19

1.21

1.23

1.22

1.26

1.29

N-H

0.83

0.78

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.77

N- C′

0.97

0.98

0.96

0.97

0.96

0.96

C-C

0.99

0.99

1.00

1.00

1.01

1.01

The geometry was optimized at B3LYP / 6-311++G** level of theory with PCM by using Gaussian 0335 or

Gaussian 09.34
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H-bonding donors residing at C1 and C2 sites (Figure 3. 5) that can form H-bonds with
the C=O stabilize the zwitterionic form of an amide (Figure 3. 6). Thus stronger H-bonding at
these sites results in a longer C=O bond length and a lower C=O bond order. As a consequence,
the Am I vibration, mainly C=O stretching, (Table 3. 2) downshifts its frequency. These H-bonds
also decrease the C-N bond length and increase the C-N bond order, usually giving rise to
upshifted Am II and Am III frequencies. However, the Am II vibration contains relatively little
C-N stretching (Table 3. 2). Consequently, the upshift is insignificant.37-38
An H-bonding acceptor residing at the N site (Figure 3. 5), which is H-bonded to the N-H
hydrogen, can also stabilize the zwitterionic form of the amide by donating some electron
density to the N-H group. Therefore, a stronger H-bonding at the N site downshifts the Am I
frequency and upshifts the Am II and Am III frequencies similar to what occurs when there is the
H-bonding at C1 and C2 sites (Figure 3. 5). Additionally, a stronger H-bonding at the N site can
increase the N-H bending frequency.39 As a consequence, the Am II and Am III frequencies will
further increase.
Table 3. 3 and Table 3. 4 list the calculated bond lengths and bond orders of relevant
NMA amide bonds in different H-bonding states with water calculated by DFT and the natural
bond orbital (NBO) method. The impact of H-bonding on NMA bond length change are very
similar to a previously reported calculation performed at HF / 6-31++G** level of theory.40
These calculated results are consistent with the previous qualitative analysis that H-bonding
stabilizes the zwitterionic form of an amide unit. H-bonding at any site decreases the C=O bond
order while increasing the C-N bond order, which is in agreement with the C=O and C-N bond
length changes upon H-bonding. The impact of H-bonding on N-C′ and C-C bond lengths are
less significant but still noticeable. Table 3. 5 lists the NBO atomic charges in NMA upon H-
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bonding with water. When NMA is H-bonded, the H-bonding donor and/or the acceptor pulls
and/or pushes the electron density through O-C-N p orbitals to change the bond lengths and bond
orders.
Table 3. 5. NBO atomic charges in NMA with different H-bonded waters

Atom

Charge
NMA

*

NMA-H2O

NMA-H2O

NMA-H2O

NMA-H2O

NMA-H2O

(N)

(C1)

(C2)

(C1, C2)

(N, C1, C2)

C1 (C)

-0.658

-0.661

-0.655

-0.664

-0.663

-0.663

H2

0.193

0.203

0.196

0.196

0.199

0.209

H3

0.228

0.222

0.230

0.245

0.252

0.242

H4

0.228

0.222

0.231

0.236

0.235

0.231

C5 (C)

0.672

0.669

0.685

0.685

0.698

0.697

O6

-0.642

-0.653

-0.681

-0.675

-0.720

-0.734

N7

-0.634

-0.651

-0.618

-0.621

-0.604

-0.621

H8

0.380

0.420

0.387

0.388

0.390

0.427

C9 (C′)

-0.373

-0.365

-0.375

-0.366

-0.377

-0.376

H10

0.187

0.189

0.194

0.194

0.196

0.195

H11

0.187

0.200

0.204

0.209

0.205

0.202

H12

0.231

0.194

0.220

0.198

0.225

0.219

Total

0.000

-0.010

0.019

0.025

0.036

0.029

The geometry was optimized at B3LYP / 6-311++G** level of theory with PCM by using Gaussian 0335 or

Gaussian 09.34
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Table 3. 6 lists some calculated NMA Am I, Am II and Am III frequencies in different Hbonding states with different partners. In general, stronger H-bonding downshifts the Am I
frequency and upshifts Am II and Am III frequencies.

Table 3. 6. NMA vibrational frequency dependence on H-bonding state in vacuum

N site

C1 site

C2 site

Am I freq /

Am II freq /

Am III freq /

cm-1

cm-1

cm-1

-

-

-

1744

1559

1265

H2O

-

-

1732

1570

1296

EtOH

-

-

1731

1574

1300

NMA

-

-

1732

1600

1298

EtSH

-

-

1734

1560

1300

EtSMe

-

-

1732

1562

1294

(EtO)2PO2-

-

-

1700

1638

1341

EtOSO3-

-

-

1704

1617

1330

-

H2O-d2

-

1719

1557

1290

-

EtNH3+-d8

-

1648

1589

1321

-

-

H2O-d2

1712

1555

1291

-

-

NMA

1718

1570

1283

-

-

EtNH3+-d8

1648

1589

1321

-

H2O-d2

H2O-d2

1687

1568

1304

-

H2O-d2

NMA

1693

1568

1301
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*

NMA

-

NMA

1698

1602

1326

H2O-d6

H2O-d6

H2O-d6

1679

1597

1329

EtOH-d6

EtOH-d6

EtOH-d6

1677

1600

1332

TFE-d3

TFE-d3

TFE-d3

1673

1598

1332

H2O-d2

H2O-d2

NMA

1686

1598

1328

NMA

H2O-d2

NMA

1679

1614

1340

(EtO)2PO2-

H2O-d2

H2O-d2

1665

1671

1368

EtOSO3-

H2O-d2

H2O-d2

1671

1648

1631

Calculated at B3LYP / 6-311++G** level of theory with optimized geometry at the same level of theory by using

Gaussian 0335 or Gaussian 09.34 The frequencies are not scaled. Some ligands are deuterated to remove coupling
between NMA amide vibrations and ligand vibrations.

3.2.3

Correlations between protein secondary structures and UV resonance Raman

spectra

A protein or peptide contains multiple amide units and therefore multiple amide vibrations. The
Am I vibration usually has a strong transition dipole moment and could couple with other in
different amide units. The Am I vibration is widely used in IR spectroscopy to identify protein
secondary structures. In UVRR spectroscopy, however, the Am I vibration is fairly insensitive to
secondary structure changes.
Unlike the Am I, the Am II, Am III and C-H bending vibrations have much smaller
transition dipole moments. The coupling of these vibrations between different amide units is
negligible. Therefore, the vibrations are essentially localized in the amide unit and contain only
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the information about that specific amide unit without interference from other units.41-43 The
UVRR spectrum of a whole protein or peptide can be modeled as a sum of spectra from all the
individual amide units. For example, Figure 3. 7 shows a modeling of the 204 nm excited UVRR
spectra of oligoglycines as a sum of the internal peptide bond spectra and the flanking peptide
bond spectra.44 If different secondary structures occur at different locations within a peptide, the
overall peptide spectrum can be modeled as a sum of the basis spectra of different secondary
structures. The fractions of occurring secondary structures can be readily calculated if the basis
spectra are known.

Figure 3. 7. 204 nm excited UVRR spectra of oligoglycines
Reproduced with permission from Ref44

A quantitative methodology based on the linear modeling of measured spectra with basis
spectra to determine the protein secondary structure has been developed.45 The basis spectra of
-helix, -sheet and unordered structure has been obtained from the UVRR spectra of a set of
proteins with known fractions of secondary structures by applying a chemometrics method. By
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fitting the unknown protein spectra with these basis spectra, the fractions of -helix, -sheet and
unordered structure can be determined.
Figure 3. 8 shows 206.5 nm excited Raman spectra of horse myoglobin at various pH
values.46-47 The pH dependent secondary structure fractions were calculated using the above
quantitative method. As the pH decreases, the Am III band intensity increases and downshifts,
the C-H band intensity increases significantly, and the Am I band shows a slight upshift.

Figure 3. 8. UVRR spectra of horse myoglobin dependent on pH
Reproduced with permission from Ref46

Figure 3. 9 shows the 204 nm excited Raman spectra of polyglutamic acid (PGA) at
different temperatures. The temperature dependent secondary structure fractions were calculated
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using the previous described quantitative method. As the temperature increases, -helix melts to
PPII conformation.48 The spectral change includes a slight upshift of the Am I band, a significant
C-H band intensity increase, an Am III band intensity increase and a frequency downshift.

Figure 3. 9. UVRR spectra of PGA dependent on temperature
Reproduced with permission from Ref30

These spectral changes arise from two origins: the change in H-bonding state and the
change in conformation. The Am I band change is mainly due to the change of H-bonding as
discussed in Section 3.2.2. As the conformation changes from -helix to unordered structure,
which is now proven to be PPII-like conformation48-51, the intra-molecular H-bonds are broken
and form weaker amide-water inter-molecular H-bonds, which upshifts the Am I band
frequency.38,52-54
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The C-H band is also a marker to distinguish different secondary structures. If the C-H
is "cis" to the N-H bond (

, -sheet or PPII conformation, Figure 3.

,

10A), the C-H bending couples with the N-H bending and hence is resonance enhanced. In
contrary, when it is in "trans" position (

,

, -helix-like conformation,

Figure 3. 10B), the spectrum will show little C-H band intensity.30,55

A

B

Cis

Trans

Figure 3. 10. Relative positions of C-H and N-H bonds in different configurations
(A) cis-configuration, (B) trans-configuration

The Am III band is sensitive to peptide conformation despite a small dependence on Hbonding. N-H bending contributes substantially to the Am III band (Table 3. 2). The coupling
between the C-H bending and the N-H bending not only gives rise to the resonance
enhancement of the C-H bending mode, but also affects the Am III frequency.30 A larger
coupling will result in a bigger downshift of the Am III frequency. This coupling depends on the
projection of the C-H bending motion on the N-H bending, and has a sine dependence on the
Ramachandran

angle.

The Am III frequency can be correlated to the
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angle56-59 as

(3.3)
The offset,

, depends on temperature,

amplitude,
known

, and phase,

, and H-bonding state of the peptide bond. The

, can be experimental determined from small peptide crystals with

angles. Figure 3. 11 plots the correlation between Am III band frequency and

angles.

If the impact of temperature and H-bonding can be specified, we can use this correlation to
angle from the Am III frequency for monitoring the secondary structures.55,60-63

AmIII3 Frequency / cm -1

calculate the

Ψ - angle / o
Figure 3. 11. The correlation between Am III band frequency and
Reproduced with permission from Ref55
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angle

3.2.4

Ramachandran

angle distribution and Gibbs free energy landscapes of peptide

bond

Previous studies on small peptide crystals also found the homogeneous linewidth of Am III band
to be 15 cm-1 (FWHM).48 This value is significantly narrower than the common Am III
bandwidth in solution spectrum, indicating that the Am III band in solution spectrum contains
multiple

angle contributions that come either from a single fluctuating secondary structure or

multiple different secondary structures. To distinguish these two situations, we could calculate
the probability distribution along the

angle coordinates from the Am III band deconvolution.

An observed Am III band, , is an integral of continuously distributed Lorentzian bands
(3.4)
where

is the Lorentzian band depending on center frequency,
, and band width,

, intensity,

. In a discrete form, the integral is replaced with summation
(3.5)

Assuming the homogeneous line width does not change with different

angles, we can

deconvolute the Am III band into a series of Lorentzian bands with a fixed homogeneous
bandwidth

. The deconvoluted Lorentzian frequency interval,

By applying eq. (3.3), we could convert

to

, can be arbitrarily chosen.
, which is related to normalized

probability of an peptide bond occurring at , through
(3.6)
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where

is the resolution interval between

angles.

can be shown to depend on

from

eq. (3.3)
(3.7)
Assuming the torsion potential of a peptide bond along its
parabolic around the optimal
distribution. Calculated

angle coordinate is a

angle, a secondary structure will give rise to Gaussian

angle

angle distributions deviating from a single Gaussian suggest the

existence of multiple secondary structures. We could fit the calculated

angle distribution to

multiple Gaussians to reveal the secondary structures. Moreover, the torsional force constants
along

angle can also be calculated from the standard deviation

of the Gaussian distribution

that is obtained from the fitting
(3.8)
If multiple secondary structures resolved above are in equilibrium , we can calculate the
Gibbs free energy landscapes (GFEL) by using the Boltzmann relationship:60
(3.9)
where
angle;

and

are the probability density and Gibbs free energy of a peptide at a specific

and

energy minimum

are the probability and the Gibbs free energy of a peptide bond at the
.
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3.2.5

Resonance enhanced protein side chain vibrations

Besides peptide bond vibrations, vibrations of aromatic side chains, including tryptophan (Trp),
tyrosine (Tyr) and phenylalanine (Phe), as well as histidine (His), arginine (Arg) (Figure 3. 12),
asparagines (Asn) and glutamine (Gln) are also resonance enhanced with UV excitation.64-68

Figure 3. 12. Aromatic side chains

As demonstrated in Figure 3. 1, Trp, Tyr and Phe side chain vibrations are resonance
enhanced with an excitation in their -* transitions at ~230 nm. The -* electronic transitions
of these aromatic side chains can shift in different solvation environments due to the different
(de)stabilization effect of solvation on ground and electronic excited states.69 The resonance
Raman scattering cross section is proportional to the square of the absorbance cross section
(Section 2.2.1). Therefore, the change in absorptivity at a specific wavelength due to the
electronic transition shift is manifested in Raman scattering cross section at that excitation
wavelength. The UVRR intensities of these aromatic side chain vibrations can report on their
environment. In folded state, these hydrophobic aromatic side chains are usually buried inside
the protein; while in unfolded state, they are usually exposed to water. Therefore, the UVRR
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spectra of these aromatic side chains can be correlated to their water exposure which depends
upon the tertiary structure of a protein.
For example, the redshift of -* transition in hydrophobic environment significantly
increases the 229 nm excited Raman cross section for Trp and Tyr vibrations.70 The Raman cross
section that has been related with the solvent accessible surface area, was applied to the study of
myoglobin acid denaturation46 and Trp-cage thermal unfolding.71 A similar relationship between
Phe vibration UVRR intensity and environment hydrophobicity has been reported72 and used to
monitor lysozyme fibrillation.73
The N-H on the indole ring of Trp and the O-H on the phenol group of Tyr can serve as
H-bonding donors. Resonance enhanced vibrations with large contributions from the N-H
bending or O-H bending can be used to report on the H-bonding in which these side chains
participate.72,74-77
The two nitrogen atoms on the imidazole ring in His side chains are often found to be
involved in coordination. The C4=C5 stretching77 has been used in the study of metal ion binding
proteins including Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase,78-79 Zn finger peptide80 and prion protein.81
Due to the electron delocalization on trigonal planar guanidinium group, Arg,82 is
resonance enhanced at  200 nm excitation. The primary amide side chain, Asn and Gln, are also
resonance enhanced below  200 nm excitation.
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4.0

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

In this work, UVRR spectroscopy is the main technique applied to study the peptide structure
and folding dynamics. However, other techniques, such as CD spectroscopy and NMR
spectroscopy have been used as complementary techniques.

4.1

4.1.1

UV RESONANCE RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

UV resonance Raman spectroscopy instrumentation

The details about the UVRR spectroscopy instrument have been described in previous
publication.1 Figure 4. 1 shows a diagram of UVRR spectroscopy instrument consisting of a UV
(and additional IR for T-jump experiment) laser light source, a sample holder, a spectrometer and
a detector.
Two 204 nm UV laser light sources that are in resonance with the peptide bond first
allowed ππ* electronic transition and selectively enhance peptide backbone amides vibrations
have been used in this work. (1) The 355 nm third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser (Coherent
Infinity) was anti-Stokes Raman shifted five harmonics to 204 nm in 40 psi hydrogen gas. This
laser is operated at 100 Hz repetition rate with a 3 ns pulse duration. The average power is 1
mW. (2) The third harmonic (272 nm) of a Nd:YLF (second harmonic at 527 nm) pumped
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Ti:Sapphire laser (Photonic Industries, Inc.) was frequency mixed with the Ti:Sapphire
fundamental (816 nm), giving rise to a 204 nm light source. This laser was operated at 1 kHz
repetition rate with a 10 ns pulse duration. The average power was 1 mW.

Figure 4. 1. Diagram of UVRR spectroscopy instrumentation

The excitation beam was directed to the sample. Depending on the purpose of the study
and the properties of the sample, the sample can be held in different ways. (1) Solution samples
can be circulated by a pump in an open flowing stream that is free of background (except air).
The metal tubing is enclosed within a water-jacket to control the sample temperature. (2) For
small volume samples, a spinning quartz NMR tube can be used. The quartz NMR tube would
cause additional spectral background from quartz that can be subtracted. It is difficult to
precisely control the sample temperature in this setup.
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The back-scattered light was collected by optics and focused on a partially subtractive
double monochromator that removed the Rayleigh scattering and disperses the Raman scattering
signals. The dispersed signal was finally detected by a liquid nitrogen cooled, Lumogen coated
back-thinned CCD camera (Princeton Instruments Spec-10:400B).

4.1.2

Calculation of Raman scattering cross section

The Raman scattering cross section of a specific band is calculated by:
(4.1)
where

is the Raman scattering cross section,

intensity of a specific band, and
Raman band. The subscript

S

is the concentration,

is the integrated

is the instrument efficiency at the frequency of a specific

denotes the sample, while the subscript

IS

denotes the perchlorate

internal standard. The instrument efficiencies at the sample band ( ) and the internal standard
band (

) are assumed to be equal. The Raman scattering cross section of perchlorate has been

estimated to be 0.12×10-26 cm2 ·molecule sr-1 at 204 nm excitation by extrapolating the Raman
cross section measurement of Dudik et al2.

4.2

4.2.1

OTHER EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Circular dichroism spectroscopy

A Jasco J-710 CD spectropolarimeter was used to measure the CD spectra of samples.
Temperature controlled quartz cuvette with 0.2 mm, 1 mm or 10 mm path length was used
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depending on the sample concentration. The CD spectra were collected at 0.2 nm data intervals
and averaged over 5 or 10 scans. If necessary, the second order Savitzky-Golay method over 15
data points was applied to smooth the CD spectra. This smooth process does not affect the CD
bandshapes because the band widths (> 10 nm) are usually much broader than the smooth
window (3 nm).

4.2.2

Pulsed field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

All diffusion coefficient measurements were performed using a Bruker Avance III 600 MHz
spectrometer with a BBFO Plus probe. Temperatures were controlled to a ±1 K accuracy using a
Bruker BVT3000 temperature control system. The spectrometer was calibrated against the water
self-diffusion coefficient at 25°C. The samples were prepared in D2O and the residual HOD
resonance

was used as an internal chemical shift standard. Diffusion coefficients were

determined using a stimulated echo pulsed field gradient pulse sequence with bipolar gradients. 34

To obtain the diffusion coefficient, the peak intensity vs. gradient strength data were fit to the

Stejskal-Tanner equation5-6
(4.2)
where and

are the intensities of a specific band (or the intensity at a specific chemical shift)

with and without the magnetic field gradient;
MHz∙T-1 for 1H nuclei;

and

is the gyromagnetic ratio that equals 42.58

are the pulse width and the pulse interval,

is the diffusion

coefficient of the species in D2O; and G is the gradient strength applied to the sample. For each
sample, 16 spectra were taken with gradient strengths that varied from 0 to 50 G/cm, while the
duration of the gradient

was held constant throughout the experiment.
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To plot the results as two dimensional diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) contours
with respect to the chemical shift and diffusion coefficient, these 16 spectra were fitted to eq.
(4.2) to obtain

and the intensity

at each chemical shift . A normal distribution of

intensities was generated along the diffusion coefficient axis at each chemical shift. The peak
height, center position and standard deviation of the normal distribution are labeled as
and

,

), respectively7

(standard error of

(4.3)
The integrated intensities of resonances from the same species were globally fit to obtain
a single diffusion coefficient for qualitative analysis by using eq. (4.2).

4.3

4.3.1

MATERIALS

Peptides

Table 4. 1 lists the peptides studied in this work.
Table 4. 1. Peptides studied in this work

*

Peptide

Sequence

Manufacturer

purity

AP

A8RA4RA4RA2

Anaspec, Inc

> 95%

AEP

A9RA3EA4RA2

Anaspec, Inc

> 95 %

Ac-AP-NH2

Ac-A8RA4RA4RA2-NH2

Anaspec, Inc

> 95 %

XAO

Ac-X2A7O2-NH2*

Pittsburgh Peptide Facility

HPLC pure

X: diaminobutyric acid; O: orthinine
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The peptide concentrations for UVRR spectroscopy was typically

. For CD

spectroscopy, the peptide concentrations varied depending on the experimental requirement.

4.3.2

Purchased chemicals

Table 4. 1 lists purchased chemicals that were used in this work. All chemicals are used as
received without further modification or purification.
Table 4. 2. Purchased chemical used in this work

Chemicals

Name

Manufacturer

purity

NaOH

Sodium hydroxide

Sigma-Aldrich

> 97%

HCl

Hydrochloric acid

J. T. Baker

36.5% - 38%

NaCl

Sodium chloride

Mallinckrodt

AR

NaClO4

Sodium perchlorate

Sigma-Aldrich

98%

Ba(ClO4)2

Barium perchlorate

Sigma-Aldrich

97%

AgClO4

Silver perchlorate

Sigma-Aldrich

Anhydrous, 97%

GC

Guanidinium chloride

Sigma-Aldrich

99%

EGS

Ethylguanidinium sulfate

Sigma-Aldrich

98%

L-Arginine

Sigma-Aldrich

98%

Arg∙HCl
AAOC

hydrochloride

N-acety-arginine methyl ester

Bachem

hydrochloride
SES

Sodium ethylsulfate

TCI

98%

SPS

Sodium pentylsulfate

Alfa Aesar

99%

SOS

Sodium octylsulfate

Alfa Aesar

99%
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SDeS

Sodium decylsulfate

Alfa Aesar

99%

SDS

Sodium dodecylsulfate

Sigma-Aldrich

99%

DTAC

Dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride

Sigma-Aldrich

99%

DPC

Dodecylphosphosphocholine

Avanti polar

99%

lipids, Inc
DDM

Avanti polar

Dodecyl--D-maltoside

99%

lipids, Inc
CH3CN

acetonitrile

Sigma-Aldrich

spectrophotometric
grade

D2O

Deuterium oxide

Cambridge

99.9%

Isotope
Laboratories, Inc.

4.3.3

Synthesized materials

Due to the high charge density of sulfate and chloride anions, EGS and AAOC are insoluble in
acetonitrile. We exchanged the sulfate and chloride counter ions to perchlorate in order to make
the compounds soluble.
To convert EGS and AAOC into ethylguanidinium perchlorate (EGPC) and Ac-Arg-OMe
perchlorate (AAOPC), ~0.1 M Ba(ClO4)2 or ~0.1 M AgClO4 was slowly added to the ~0.1 M
EGS or ~0.1 M AAOC aqueous solutions to form insoluble BaSO4 or AgCl, respectively. The
suspension was centrifuged several times to remove the precipitate. The supernatant was
collected and gently heated with stirring to evaporate the water. The resulting EGPC and
AAOPC were very light yellow viscous ionic liquids at room temperature. The yellow color
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derived from impurities. The calculated yields were 93% and 105%, respectively. The fact that
the yield was greater than 100% indicated that a small amount of water remains in AAOPC.

4.4
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5.0

CD AND UV RESONANCE RAMAN INDICATE LITTLE ARG-GLU SIDE
CHAIN -HELIX PEPTIDE STABILIZATION
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Electrostatic interactions between side chains can control the conformation and folding of
peptides and proteins. We used CD and UV resonance Raman spectroscopy (UVRR) to examine
the impact of side chain charge on the conformations of two 21 residue mainly polyala peptides
with a few Arg and Glu residues. We expected that attractions between Arg-10 and Glu-14 side
chains would stabilize the -helix conformation compared to a peptide with an Arg-14.
Surprisingly, CD suggests that the peptide with the Glu-14 is less helical. In contrast, the UVRR
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show that these two peptides have similar -helix content. We conclude that the peptide with
Glu-14 has the same net -helix content as the peptide with the Arg, but has two -helices of
shorter length. Thus, side chain interactions between Arg-10 and Glu-14 have a minor impact on
-helix stability. The thermal melting of these two peptides is similar. However the Glu-14
peptide pH induced melting forms type III turn structures that form -helix-turn--helix
conformations.

5.1

INTRODUCTION

For most proteins the information needed to fold into their native states is encoded in their
primary sequences.1-2 Despite decades of studies of protein folding it is still impossible to predict
the secondary structure of a protein from only its primary sequence, if an analogous sequence has
not been previously characterized. The native structure is determined by amino acid side chain
interactions such as hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions.
The strength and long range nature of electrostatic interactions allow them to dominate side
chain interactions. Side chain ion pairs are commonly found in protein crystal structures,
especially within the hydrophobic cores of protein.3-7 However, the impact of these types of
interactions on, for example, -helix structures is still unclear.8-24
We have been using UV resonance Raman spectroscopy (UVRR) to examine equilibrium
protein and peptide solution conformations, as well as the kinetics of unfolding.25-37 We recently
developed a method to determine the Gibbs free energy landscape along the Ramachandran 
angle folding coordinate.37-39 We also monitored the kinetics of folding of -helical peptides and
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were able to monitor both 310 helix and π bulge conformations in equilibrium with the pure helix conformation.
In the work here we use UVRR and CD to examine the solution conformations and pH
and ionic strength dependences of the conformations of two related mainly polyala peptides AP
and AEP. The AP peptide sequence is A8RAA3RA4RA2 while the AEP sequence is
A8ARA3EA4RA2. We tested the hypothesis that the Arg-10 and Glu-14 salt bridge would form in
AEP and would stabilize the -helix conformation. This hypothesis was based on previous
studies that showed the impact of salt bridges on the -helix conformation.8-15,40-42 These studies
indicated that oppositely charged side chains located at positions i and i+4 should stabilize helices by ~-2 kJ·mol-1,43 while an i and i+3 spacing should show a significantly smaller
stabilization energy; while an i and i+5 spacing should show negligible stabilization. For
titratable side chains, the stabilization will also depend upon pH, as well as, the solution ionic
strength.
Surprisingly, we find that the Glu substitution in AEP does not enhance -helix stability.
Instead, it results in a similar -helix content as in AP, but shifts the -helix length distribution
towards more numerous, but smaller length -helix segments; AEP, thus, has an increased
concentration of -helix-turn--helix conformations.
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5.2

5.2.1

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials

The AP peptide (A8RA4RA4RA2, > 95% purity) and the AEP peptide (A9RA3EA4RA2, > 95%
purity) were synthesized by Anaspec Inc. Sodium hydroxide (97%+) was purchased from Sigma,
hydrochloric acid (36.5%-38%) was purchased from J.T. Baker and sodium chloride (AR) was
purchased from Mallinckrodt. All chemicals were used as received. The sample pH was adjusted
by adding HCl or NaOH solution. The volume added was less than 1% of the sample solution.

5.2.2

Circular dichroism measurements

CD spectra were measured by using a Jasco J-710 spectrometer. We used temperature-controlled
quartz cuvette of 0.2 mm (for 1.0 mg/ml samples) or 1 mm (for 0.2 mg/ml samples) path length.
The CD spectra shown are the average of 10 scans.

5.2.3

UV resonance Raman spectra

The UVRR instrument was described in detail elsewhere.44 The third harmonic of a Nd:YAG
laser (Coherent Infinity) was anti-Stokes Raman shifted five harmonics in 40 psi hydrogen gas to
204 nm, which is in resonance with the peptide bond first allowed ππ* transition. The
backscattered Raman light was collected and dispersed with a partially subtractive double
monochromator and detected by a Princeton Instruments Spec-10 CCD.
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5.3

5.3.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Temperature dependence of conformational transitions

Figure 5.1a shows the temperature dependence of the CD spectra of AEP at pH 7.0. The 4 °C
spectrum shows two minima at ~222 nm and ~205 nm, which derive from the -helix
conformation.45 These spectra clearly indicate a dominating -helix conformation at 4 °C. As the
temperature increases the 222 nm trough becomes less evident, while the 205 nm minimum
shifts to shorter wavelength due to -helix melting. The temperature dependent spectra up to 50
ºC show an isodichroic point at 202.4 nm, indicating that up to 50 ºC the transition appears
spectroscopically two-state. In contrast, the 60 – 70 °C spectra deviate from the isodichroic
point, indicating formation of additional conformations. The high temperature AEP CD spectra
look identical to those of AP, for which we have clearly demonstrated melting to a PPII-like
conformation.32
The CD spectra of samples cooled from 70 °C to 20 °C and 4 °C, show somewhat less
negative ellipticities and troughs that are red shifted by ~1 nm compared to the original 20 °C
and 4 °C CD spectra. This suggests irreversible sample alterations due to the high temperature
exposure.
The magnitude of the 222 nm CD band that is characteristic of -helix conformations can
be directly related to the fraction of -helix-like conformations (fH).
fH 

   PPII
α   PPII

(1)

where is the mean residue ellipticity at 222 nm, and and PPII are the mean residue
ellipticities at 222 nm of the -helix and PPII-like conformations. Our previous AP study29
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showed that and PPII are -26000±1000 deg·cm2·dmol-1 and -3200±600 deg·cm2·dmol-1,
respectively.
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Figure 5. 1. a) Temperature dependence of CD spectra of AEP at pH 7.0. The solid lines indicate the heating
process, the dashed lines indicate the spectra measured after cooling process. Inset compares CD spectra of AP and
AEP. b) Temperature dependent -helical fraction and melting curves of AEP at different pH. The -helical
fractions are calculated from the CD spectra by using eq. (1). The melting curve is the fit of the temperature
dependent -helical fraction by using eq. (3). The inset shows the AEP pH 7.0 melting curves, calculated from CD
and Raman spectra, and the AP pH 7.0 melting curve calculated from the CD spectra.
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We calculated the Zimm-Bragg model nucleation parameter  and propagation parameter
s from the Figure 5.1 melting data. is related to the likelihood of initiating an -helical residue
from a non--helix state, and in the typical model is considered temperature independent. s is the
ratio of the α-helix partition function to the non--helix partition function, and is related to the
enthalpy and entropy. If the partition function for the non--helix conformation is assigned a
value of 1,
 h s 
s  exp  
 
 RT R 

(2)

where h and s are the enthalpy and entropy changes per residue, respectively, for the peptide
bond to adopt an -helix compared to a non--helix state. Statistical treatment with appropriate
approximations gives the following quantitative melting curve:46-47

fH 


1 
2
1  s   1  s   4s 
s

s  1  2 
1  s 2  4s 

(3)

Assuming that the α-helix is stabilized by interresidue hydrogen bonding, the
thermodynamically least favored-helix conformation would have a span of four α-helix
residues. A four-residue -helix span is too short to allow interresidue hydrogen bonding. Thus,
this four -helical residue conformation suffers an entropic penalty of 4s without any enthalpic
hydrogen bonding compensation. Based on this argument, the temperature independent  is
calculated as
 4s 

 R 

  exp 

(4)

The  values obtained from the fitting our AEP data are comparable to those of previous
studies48-49 but somewhat larger than values obtained from the host-guest methods.50-51 It should
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be noted that these host-guest method results have been questioned because poly(hydroxybutylor hydroxypropyl-)-L-glutamine hosts strongly favor formation of long -helices and thus distort
the estimation of  values of the guest residues.48-49,52
When s = 1, Tm, the midpoint of the melting curve is:

Tm 

h
s

(5)

Figure 5.1b shows the best fits of the temperature dependence of the calculated -helix
fractions between 4 °C to 50 °C. The 60 °C and 70 °C data were not included because of the
irreversible changes found upon high temperatures incubation. The fitted thermodynamics
parameters h, s and Tm are listed in Table 5. 1. These h and s values are close to those
found in earlier studies,53-55 but are significantly smaller than those found recently.31,37,48 Also,
the Tm values obtained from these fits are systematically smaller.31,37,48 This discrepancy might
arise from the previous model which only permitted a single -helix segment per peptide, which
was thought to be reasonable for these short peptides. This approximation, as discussed below,
appears inappropriate for our AEP peptide.
he hydrogen bonding enthalpy is expected to dominate h, but a relatively small
hydrophobic contribution also occurs. A peptide chain of m -helix segments of segment length
Lm results in a total number of hydrogen bonds of Lm-4m, since each -helix segment forms Lm4 hydrogen bonds. The zipper model assumes only one helix segment per peptide such that all
helical peptide bonds are counted within one segment. This over counts the number of hydrogen
bonds as Lm-4. As a consequence, h is overestimated by 4(m-1) hydrogen bonds enthalpies.56
The zipper model may also overestimate s, since the entropy of -helical terminal residues is
somewhat greater than those of the central residues. The overestimation of s, however, is likely
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to be smaller than the overestimation of h; this may bias the zipper model calculated Tm
towards higher temperature.
Table 5. 1. Thermodynamic parameters obtained by Zimm-Bragg model fitting of the CD melting curves

Ionic strength

pH

h/ kJ·mol-1

s / J·mol-1·K-1

Tm / °C

R2

AP

0 M NaCl

7.0

-3.19±0.05

-11.5±0.2

4

0.985

AEP

0 M NaCl

2.0

-3.10±0.03

-11.0±0.1

9

0.994

4.0

-3.12±0.03

-11.3±0.1

3

0.996

7.0

-2.82±0.04

-10.5±0.1

-5

0.993

10.0

-3.15±0.03

-11.1±0.1

11

0.994

2.0

-3.18±0.04

-11.0±0.1

16

0.992

4.0

-3.20±0.03

-11.2±0.1

13

0.995

7.0

-3.08±0.05

-10.9±0.2

9

0.985

10.0

-3.08±0.08

-11.0±0.3

7

0.969

Peptide

1.0 M NaCl

Figure 5.2a shows the temperature dependence of the UVRR spectra of AEP between 4
°C to 40 °C at pH 7.0. These spectra are very similar to those of AP (Figure 5.3). At 4 °C, the
broad band at ~1650 cm-1 is composed of at least two overlapping bands: the AmI band at ~1661
cm-1, and a 1645 cm-1 band which arises from the CN3 asymmetric stretch of the guanidinium
group of the Arg side chains. The AmII band occurs at ~1556 cm-1. The C-H b bands occur at
~1367 cm-1 and ~1392 cm-1. The intensities of the C-H b bands are inversely proportional to the
-helical fraction.30,36,57 The AmIII1 band occurs at ~1338 cm-1, the AmIII2 band occurs at ~1307
cm-1, and the AmIII3 band occurs at ~1256 cm-1. The ~1170 cm-1 band consists of multiple
contributions and involves NH2 rocking of the Arg side chain guanidinium group, which makes
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this band sensitive to the environment, especially hydrogen bonding. Thus, this band is
potentially useful for identifying the environment of Arg side chains.
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Figure 5. 2. a) Temperature dependence of UVRR spectra of AEP at pH 7.0. b) AmIII3 and C-H band frequencies
and integrated intensities from deconvolution of UVRR spectra. The error bars shown are standard deviations from
the deconvolution.
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The Figure 5.2a spectra show that as the temperature increases, the two C-H bands
become more intense, due to melting of the -helix and formation of PPII-like conformations
(Figure 5.2b). The AmIII3 band downshifts and its intensity increases. In contrast, the AmIII1
band becomes weaker, whereas the AmIII2 band shows little change. The similarity of the AEP
and AP UVRR temperature dependence allows us to ascribe the observed AEP spectral changes
to the melting of the -helix to PPII-like conformations.

5.3.2

Comparison between AEP and AP

The CD spectra calculated α-helical fraction, fH of the 4 °C pH 7.0 AEP sample (Figure 5.1) is
smaller (0.37±0.03) than that of AP (0.48±0.04). In contrast, the Figure 5.3 UVRR spectra of
AEP and AP in the Am III and C-H b regions are essentially identical, indicating identical
Ramachandran  angle distributions of AP and AEP. This indicates identical conformational
distributions and identical helical fractions, in contrast to the CD results.
This disagreement results from the different mechanisms of CD and Raman spectroscopy.
The CD phenomenon results from the coupling of electric and magnetic dipole transition
moments whose values increase surpralinearly with the -helix length.58-60 Thus, the CD signal
per peptide bond is stronger for long -helices, and weaker for shorter helices. We previously
estimated that the mean residue ellipticity at 222 nm changed from ~ -3000 deg·cm2·dmol-1·res-1
for a fully unfolded peptide to ~ -4000 deg·cm2·dmol-1·res-1 when the peptide adopts only a
single α-helix turn.61
In contrast to CD, UVRR of peptide bonds show a more linear intensity dependence since
each peptide bond independently contributes to the AmIII3 and the Cα-H b band intensities.35,62-63
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The only nonlinear dependence of the UVRR band peptide bond cross sections results from a
bias against long -helices due to the decrease in electronic transition oscillator strength because
of the hypochromism which results from excitonic interactions between the transition dipoles of
adjacent peptide bonds in the -helix conformation.64-65 Since the Raman scattering cross section
is roughly proportional to the square of the absorptivity, the α-helix Raman cross sections per αhelix peptide bonds will decrease for longer helices that have more excitonic interactions.
Considering the CD and Raman results together, we conclude that AEP has essentially
the same -helix fraction as AP, but differs in that it adopts more -helix segments of shorter
length than does AP; molecular dynamics simulation of polyala peptides found that -helix-turn-helix conformations are common.56,66-67
Recent MD simulation by Zhang et al. showed that the Fs peptides (which has the same
sequence as AP, but is capped by acetyl and amide groups) forms a single -helix and -helixturn--helix conformation.67 Due to the lower intrinsic -helical propensity of the AEP Glu-14
than that of Arg-14 in AP,68 it is likely that AEP forms more -helix-turn--helix conformations,
with the turn structures occurring around Glu-14. The -helix segment between Glu-14 and Cterminus is probably too short to contribute much of a CD signature, whereas this short segment
contributes well to the UVRR.
AEP has two Arg compared to the three of AP. Thus, unless there is a conformational
dependence of the Arg Raman intensities the ~1170 cm-1 Arg band intensity should decrease by
a third in AEP. However, Figure 5.3 shows that the AEP Arg band intensity decreases by only 20
percent and its frequency downshifts in AEP from that in AP demonstrating that the Arg Raman
cross section and band frequencies depend upon the side chain environment and peptide
conformation.
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Figure 5. 3. UV Resonance Raman spectra of AEP and AP and their difference spectrum at 4 °C, pH 7.0.

The ~1170 cm-1 Arg band appears to consist of, at least, two components (Figure 5.3),
which presumably result from Arg side chains in different environments. One component
probably arises from Arg side chains completely accessible to water. A fully hydrated Arg would
occur, for example, in the extended PPII-like conformation. The other component probably
results from a partially hydrated state where the Arg side chain occurs in a more folded state,
such as in an -helix-like conformation. In the -helix-like conformation, the Arg side chain
would be partially shielded from water by the backbone, preventing full hydrogen bonding
between water and the guanidinium group. In addition, in the -helix, the peptide bond carbonyls
are intramolecularly hydrogen bonded to the peptide bond NH groups, which prevent hydrogen
bonding between the guanidinium and peptide bond carbonyls.
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5.3.3

pH and ionic strength dependence of AEP conformations

The helix stability is determined by the helix propensities of the amino acids and the possible
interactions between the side chains and the macrodipole.68 the Gibbs free energy change for the
conversion of the unfolded conformation to the -helix conformation (U→),
ND
CD
SD
CR
SB
SS
GUH   GUAA
H  GUH  GUH   GUH  GUH  GUH   GUH
AA

 G

AA
U H

SD

(6)

SS

is the summation of the -helix propensity contributions to the -helix

AA

ND
stability of all the residues; GU
H is the contribution from the electrostatic interaction between

CD
the N-terminal amino group (-NH3+) and the -helix macro-dipole; GU
H is the contribution

from the electrostatic interaction between the C-terminal carboxylate (-COO-) and the -helix
macro-dipole;

 G

SD
U H

is the summation of the contributions from the electrostatic

SD

interactions between charged side chains (Arg-10, Arg-19 and Glu-14, if charged) and the CR
helix macro-dipole; GU
H is the contribution from the electrostatic interaction between the
SB
Arg-19 side chain guanidinium cation and the α-helix C-terminal anion; GU
H is the

contribution from the possible salt bridge formation between the Arg-10 and Glu-14 side chains,
including the contribution of a hydrogen bond from the Arg guanidinium to the Glu carboxylate;

 G

SS
U H

is the summation of contributions to the -helix stability from side chain-side chain

SS

interactions except for the possible salt bridge.
These electrostatic interactions depend upon the solution pH and ionic strength; the
charge states of AEP depend upon pH. These different charge states show different -helix
stabilizations/destabilizations. In order to study the impact of pH on -helix stability, we
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measured the pH dependence of the -helical fraction of AEP at 4 °C by using CD and UVRR
spectroscopy.

Scheme 5. 1. Species in AEP solution
The subscript H and U represent -helix and unfolded conformations

In AEP, there are three titratable groups: the C-terminal carboxyl, the Glu-14 side chain
carboxyl and the N-terminal amine. Therefore, there are four charge states in AEP. The peptide
in each charge state will occur in different -helix/unfolded conformation equilibria due to the
different -helix stabilization/destabilization. Scheme 5. 1 defines these states and the transitions
between them.
The pH dependent -helical fraction of AEP is given by (See Appendix for derivation):
fH 

1  1 K

A
U H

  1  1 K

B
U H

1  10 pH  pKH1  10 2 pH  pKH1  pKH2  10 3 pH  pKH1  pKH2  pKH3
 10 pH  pKH1  1  1 K UCH  10 2 pH  pKH1  pKH2  1  1 K UDH  10 3 pH  pKH1  pKH2  pKH3











(7)

The pKH1, pKH2 and pKH3 are the pKa of the C-terminal carboxyl, the Glu-14 side chain
carboxyl and the N-terminal amine in the -helix conformations. The -helical formation
A
B
C
D
equilibrium constants K U
H , K UH , K UH and K UH were obtained from the CD and the

UVRR data.
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At pH 2.0, the C-terminal and Glu-14 side chain carboxyls are protonated and neutral,
while the N-terminal amino group is protonated and cationic. This corresponds to state A in
Scheme 5. 1 The concentrations of other charged states are negligible. Therefore,
K UAH 

f H 2.0
.
1  f H 2.0

At pH 4.5, the C-terminal carboxyl is mainly deprotonated, while the Glu-14 side chain
carboxyl and N-terminal amino group remain protonated. This corresponds to state B. Therefore,
K UBH 

f H 4.5
.
1  f H 4.5

At pH 7.0, state C with two carboxylates and a protonated N-terminal amino group, is the
major AEP component. Thus K UCH 

f H 7.0
.
1  f H 7.0

At pH 11.0, state D dominates, where all titratable groups are deprotonated. Therefore,
K UDH 

f H 11.0
.
1  f H 11.0

The values of these -helical formation equilibrium constants calculated from the CD
and UVRR data are listed in Table 5. 2. We fitted the experimental -helical fraction data
A
calculated from the CD and UVRR spectra, to eq. (6) using the corresponding measured K U
H,

B
C
D
K U
H , K UH and K UH values (Figure 5.4a). The fitting results are listed in Table 5. 2.

In the conversion from state B to state C, the Glu-14 is deprotonated and a salt bridge
may form. In state C, there may be an interaction between the Glu-14 charge and the macrodipole. The helix propensity for the state C deprotonated Glu-14 differs from that of the state B
protonated Glu-14. Except for the possible salt bridge formation, the interaction between the
Glu-14 and the macrodipole and the helix propensity difference, all other interactions not
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involving Glu-14 should be identical for states B and C. The states B and C Gibbs free energy
changes for the conversion from the unfolded conformation to the -helix conformation can be
written:
A
E
ND
CD
SD
CR
SS
GUBH   GUA
H  GUH  GUH  GUH   GUH  GUH   GUH
0

AA

SD

SS

A
E
ND
CD
SD
ED
CR
SB
SS
GUCH   GUA
H  GUH  GUH  GUH   GUH  GUH  GUH  GUH   GUH
-

AA

-

SD

(8)

SS

Table 5. 2 Equilibrium constants obtained by fitting the CD and Raman pH dependent helical fractions with eq. (7)

-helical formation equilibrium constant a

CD

Raman

A
K U
H

1.2±0.2

1.44±0.02

B
K U
H

0.68±0.10

1.04±0.02

C
K U
H

0.58±0.08

1.04±0.01

D
K U
H

1.8±0.3

1.89±0.02

pKab

CD

Raman

pKH1

3.4±0.2

±0.2

pKH2

7.0±2.0

±1.9

pKH3

7.4±0.2

±0.3

pKa (pKH- pKU) c

CD

Raman

pKa1

0.2±0.1

0.14±0.01

pKa2

0.1±0.1

0.00±0.01

pKa3

-0.5±0.1

-0.30±0.01

a

Measured equilibrium constants, which are fixed in fitting. The errors are experimental standard deviations.

b

Errors are standard deviations from fitting.

c

Errors calculated from the errors of -helical formation equilibrium constants.
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The helix propensities of the state B protonated Glu-14 and the state C deprotonated Glu14 are explicitly separated from those of the other residues, which are denoted as AA′. The
summation over SD′ denotes the interactions between the Arg-10 and Arg-19 charges and the
macro-dipole; GUEDH is the contribution from the interaction between the Glu-14 charge and the
-

macro-dipole. By taking the difference between states B and C,





(9)



(10)

GUCH  GUBH  GUSBH  GUEDH  GUEH  GUEH
-

-

0

By rearranging we obtain:



GUSBH  GUEDH  GUCH  GUBH   GUEH  GUEH
-

-

0

The two Gibbs free energy differences in the second term are expected to be 1.81 kJ·mol1

E
E
E
E
for GU
mol-1 for GU
H , and 0.941 kJ·
H (Values for GUH and GUH are taken from
-

0

-

0

B
C
Table 5.2 of ref.68). GU
H and GUH can be calculated from the measured -helical

B
C
formation equilibrium constant K U
H and K UH for states B and C:

GUBH   RT ln K UBH

GUCH   RT ln K UCH

(11)

We, thus, obtain a value GUSBH  GUEDH = -0.5 ± 0.5 kJ·mol-1, which indicates that the
-

salt bridge, together with the interaction between Glu-14 charge and macro-dipole, probably has
little impact on the -helix stability.
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Figure 5. 4. a) pH dependence of helical fraction, fH of AEP at 4 °C in pure water calculated from the CD and
UVRR spectra via eq. (1). The curves show the fit to eq. (7). b) Calculated AEP species fractions from CD spectra
(see Scheme 5. 1). Red: state A; Blue: state B, Green: state C, Magenta: state D. Dashed lines: -helix
conformation; Dotted lines: unfolded conformation; Solid lines: total AEP fraction in each state including helix and
unfolded conformations. Thick solid black line: total helical fraction.

We can estimate the contribution from the interaction between the C-terminal carboxylate
CD
charge and the macro-dipole ( GU
H ), plus the interaction between the C-terminal carboxylate

CR
charge and the Arg-19 side chain ( GU
H ) to the -helix stability, as well as the contribution
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ND
from the interaction between the N-terminal amino charge and the macro-dipole ( GU
H ) to the

-helix stability.



GUCDH  GUCRH  GUBH  GUAH   RT ln K UBH  ln K UAH



C
D
C
D
GUND
H  GUH  GUH   RT ln K UH  ln K UH





(12)

ND
From above equations, we estimate that GUCDH  GUCRH = 1.3 ± 0.5 kJ·mol-1; GU
H=

2.6 ± 0.5 kJ·mol-1. These two values are significantly larger than GUSBH  GUEDH , indicating
-

that these unfavorable interactions have greater impact on the -helix stability than does the
favorable salt bridge.
These results explain the pH dependences of helical fraction: at low or high pH, AEP has
a higher -helical fraction than at neutral pH. The deprotonation of C-terminal carboxyl, which
turns on the interaction between the C-terminal carboxylate charge and the macro-dipole (
CD
GU
H ), as well as, the interaction between the C-terminal carboxylate charge and the Arg-19

CR
side chain ( GU
H ), destabilize the -helix. At high pH, the neutralization of the N-terminal

amino, which eliminates the interaction between the N-terminal amino charge and the macroND
dipole ( GU
H ) stabilizes the -helix. Because the C-terminal carboxyl and N-terminal amino

are involved in the interactions that affect the -helix stability, their pKa values differ between
the unfolded and the -helix conformations. The pKa differences between the -helix
conformation and the unfolded conformation ( pK a  pK H  pK U ) calculated from the helical formation equilibrium constants are listed in Table 5.2 (see Appendix for details).
ND
We also can calculate GUSBH  GUEDH , GUCDH  GUCRH and GU
H from the UVRR
-

spectra. The C-H b bands derive from the PPII-like conformations. Thus, the integrated
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intensity of the C-H b band is proportional to the PPII fraction. By assuming a two-state
transition, we can calculate the helical fraction from the UVRR spectra. At pH 7.0 and 4 °C,
AEP has the identical C-H b band intensity as does AP (Figure 5.3), indicating identical helical
fractions of ~ 0.51;29,37 at pH 7.0 and 4 °C, AEP has a PPII fraction of ~ 0.49. We therefore
calculate the PPII fractions of AEP at other pH values by the proportionality between the PPII
fraction and the C-H b bands integrated intensity, and subsequently calculate the pH dependent
helical fractions.
Figure 5.4a shows the calculated pH dependence of the AEP helical fraction calculated
from the CD and Raman spectra. By applying the procedure to the Raman results, we calculated
ND
that GUSBH  GUEDH = -0.9 ± 0.1 kJ·mol-1, GUCDH  GUCRH = 0.8 ± 0.1 kJ·mol-1, and GU
H=
-

1.4 ± 0.1 kJ·mol-1. These values are somewhat different than the values obtained from the CD
spectra, due to the fact that the CD is biased towards smaller -helix fraction as discussed above.
Table 5.1 shows our CD calculated average residue enthalpy changes (h) and entropy
changes (s) (also shown in Figure 5.5b), as well as, Tm. These thermodynamic parameters, h
and s are for the transition from the unfolded to the -helix conformation at specific pH values
and ionic strengths. Figure 5.5b shows that h and s at pH 7.0 are more positive than at other
pH values due to the two -helix destabilizing terminal charge-macro-dipole (C-terminal-macrodipole and N-terminal-macro-dipole) interactions. At pH 2.0 and pH 10.0 only a single
unfavorable terminal charge-macro-dipole interaction occurs.
The smaller Tm and h of AEP compared to those of AP at pH 7.0 can be explained by
more -helix-turn--helix conformations in AEP. The peptide bonds at both ends of an -helix
segment can only form single intrapeptide hydrogen bonds. Thus, the average h should be more
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positive for -helix-turn--helix conformations than for the same total number of -helical
residues within a single helix segment.
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Figure 5. 5. a) pH dependence of the -helical fraction, fH of AEP at 4 °C in pure water and 1.0 M NaCl. b) pH
dependence of average enthalpy change (h) and entropy change (s) per residue for forming an -helical peptide
bond conformation at 4 °C in pure water and in 1.0 M NaCl. See Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.6a shows the pH dependence of the AEP UVRR spectra at 4 °C. The intensities
of the AmIII3 and C-H b bands are larger at pH 7.0 than at pH 2.0 or 11.0, while the AmIII3
frequency varies by < 4 cm-1 (Figure 5.6b). The increased C-H b and AmIII3 band intensities at
pH 7.0 clearly signal the melting of the -helix conformation. However, the lack of an AmIII3
band frequency shift indicates that the melting is not to a PPII-like conformation, but the melting
occurs to conformations with similar Ramachandran  angles to that of the -helix.

5.3.4

AEP forms -helix-turn--helix conformation

Both the (pH 2.0 - pH 7.0) and (pH 11.0 - pH 7.0) UVRR difference spectra show a negative
trough at ~1251 cm-1, from which we can calculate the Ramachandran  angle.36 Since the
hydrogen bonding status of the residues is unknown, we estimate the  angle by using equations
(6E) in ref.36 36 and obtain a value of -27°. A perfect type III turn has an  angle of -30°.
Therefore, the negative trough of 1251 cm-1 suggests that at pH 7.0, the AEP -helix partially
melts to a type III turn-like structure. This type III turn-like structure is likely to occur around the
Glu-14, because the helix propensity of Glu is lower than ala and Arg.68-69
Figure 5.4a compares the pH dependences of AEP helical fractions obtained from CD
and UVRR. At low or high pH, the helical fractions calculated from CD and UVRR spectra are
similar. At neutral pH, there is a significant discrepancy between helical fractions calculated
from the CD and UVRR spectra. As discussed previously, the similar -helix content measured
by CD and UVRR at low and high pH indicates that at these pH values AEP adopts long helical
segments that have large CD ellipticities. The large discrepancy at neutral pH indicates that the
-helix forms multiple short helices that only show small ellipticities and thus bias the CD
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measurement towards small -helical contents. Therefore, we conclude that at low and high pH,
AEP has less turn structures and a longer -helix segment. At neutral pH, AEP has more turn
structures and shorter -helix segments.

5.4

CONCLUSIONS

We compared the polyala peptide AP that has three Arg side chains to the peptide AEP
where the Arg-14 is replaced with a Glu. We find that the AEP peptide has an increased
concentration of -helix-turn--helix conformations. We examined the nature of the electrostatic
interactions that (de)stabilize -helix conformations. The inter-residue interactions between the
Arg-10 and Glu-14 in AEP makes only a minor contribution to the -helix stabilization. As the
temperature increases, the AEP melts from -helix to PPII-like conformations, while the pH
induced melting causes the formation of an -helix-type III turn--helix conformation.

5.5

5.5.1

APPENDIX

Derivation of eq. (7)

In Scheme 5. 1, the -helical fraction of AEP is a function of pH:
f H  A H   BH   C H   D H 
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(A1)

where A H  , BH  , C H  and D H  are the helical fractions in states A, B, C and D. For each
charge state, the relationship between the -helix conformation and the unfolded conformation is
given by:

A U   AAH 

;

BU   BBH 

;

C U   CCH 

;

K U H

K U H

K U H

D U   DDH  .

(A2)

K U H

The peptide concentration is conserved in solution, therefore,

A H   A U   BH   BU   CH   CU   DH   DU   1

(A3)

Substituting eq. (A2) into eq. (A3), we eliminate four unknowns:

1  1 K

A
UH

A   1  1 K
H

B
UH

B   1  1 K
H

C
UH

C   1  1 K
H

D
UH

D   1
H

(A4)

The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation gives relationships between two adjacent states:

BH   A H 10 pH pK

H1

;

CH   BH 10 pH pK

H2

;

DH   CH 10 pH pK

(A5)

H3

Combining eq. (A5) and eq. (A4), we obtain expressions for A H  , BH  , C H  and D H  :

A H  

1  1 K

A
U H

  1  1 K

B
U H

 10

pH  pKH1

B H  

1  1 K

A
U H

  1  1 K

B
U H

 10

pH  pKH1

1
 1  1 K UCH  10 2 pH  pKH1  pKH2  1  1 K UDH  10 3 pH  pKH1  pKH2  pKH3









10 pH  pKH1
 1  1 K UBH  10 2 pH  pKH1  pKH2  1  1 K UDH  10 3 pH  pKH1  pKH2  pKH3
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C H  
D H  

1  1 K

1  1 K

A
U H

A
U H

  1  1 K

  1  1 K

B
U H

 10









10 3 pH  pKH1  pKH2  pKH3
 1  1 K UCH  10 2 pH  pKH1  pKH2  1  1 K UDH  10 3 pH  pKH1  pKH2  pKH3

(A6)

1  10 pH  pKH1  10 2 pH  pKH1  pKH2  10 3 pH  pKH1  pKH2  pKH3
 10 pH  pKH1  1  1 K UCH  10 2 pH  pKH1  pKH2  1  1 K UDH  10 3 pH  pKH1  pKH2  pKH3

(A7)

 10

B
U H

10 2 pH  pKH1  pKH2
 1  1 K UCH  10 2 pH  pKH1  pKH2  1  1 K UDH  10 3 pH  pKH1  pKH2  pKH3

pH  pKH1

pH  pKH1









Therefore, explicitly,
fH 

5.5.2

1  1 K

A
U H

  1  1 K

B
U H











Calculation of pKa difference (pKa) in Table 5.2

The calculations of pKa1, pKa2 and pKa3 are similar. Here we only give the calculation of
pKa1 as an example. Consider the closed thermodynamic cycle of states A and B. The fraction
of the unfolded conformation in sate B can be calculated:
 pK
BU   BBH   AH10 B

K U H

H  K

H1

(A8)

U H

However,

BU   AU  10  pK

H 



U1

AH 10  pK

H  K


U1

A
U H

(A9)

Therefore,

AH 10  pK

H  K


H1

B
U H


AH 10  pK


H  K


U1

A
U H

(A10)

 

Eliminating A H  and H  and rearranging eq. (A10):

10  pKH1 K UBH

10  pKU1 K UAH

10  pKH1 pKU1  

K UBH
K UAH
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(A11)

(A12)

Substitute the definition of pKa difference pK a1  pK H1  pK U1 into eq. (A12):

pK a1  log10 K UAH  log10 K UBH
For f x   log10 x , the uncertainty is df x  





(A13)

dx
, therefore the uncertainty of pK a1 is:
2.303x



2



 d K UAH   d K UBH 
  

d pK a1   
A
B
2.303
K
2.303
K
U H 
U H 



2

(A14)

The calculations of pKa2 and pKa3 can be achieved by examining the closed thermodynamic
cycles of states B and C and of states C and D.
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5.7

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Figure 5. 7. Temperature dependence of CD spectra of AEP at pH 2.0.
The solid lines represent heating process, the dashed lines represent cooling process.

Figure 5. 8. Temperature dependence of CD spectra of AEP at pH 4.0.
The solid lines represent heating process, the dashed lines represent cooling process.
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Figure 5. 9. Temperature dependence of CD spectra of AEP at pH 10.0.
The solid lines represent heating process, the dashed lines represent cooling process.
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6.0

UV RESONANCE RAMAN AND DFT STUDIES OF ARGININE SIDE CHAINS
IN PEPTIDES: INSIGHTS INTO ARGININE HYDRATION
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We examined the UV resonance Raman (UVRR) spectra of four models of the Arg side chain,
guanidinium (gdn), ethylguanidinium (EG), arginine (Arg) and Ac-Arg-OMe (AAO) in H2O and
D2O, in order to identify spectral markers that report on the environment of the Arg side chain.
To elucidate the resonance Raman enhancement mechanism of the Arg side chain, we used DFT
to calculate the equilibrium geometries of the electronic ground state and the first excited state.
We determined the vibrational mode frequencies of the ground state and the first derivative of
the first electronic excited state potential energy with respect to each vibrational normal mode of
the electronic ground state at the electronic ground state equilibrium geometry. The DFT
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calculations and the potential energy distributions reveal that, in addition to the gdn group C-N
stretching vibrations, the C-N bond stretching vibration of the gdn group-methylene linkage is
also strongly resonance enhanced in EG, Arg and AAO. From the UVRR spectra, we find that
the Raman cross section and frequency of the ~1170 cm-1 vibration of the Arg side chain
depends on its hydration state and can be used to determine the hydration state of the Arg side
chain in peptides and proteins. We examined the hydration of the Arg side chain in two polyala
peptides and found that in the -helical conformation the Arg side chain in the AEP peptide
(sequence: A9RA3EA4RA2) is less hydrated than that in the AP peptide (sequence:
A8RA4RA4RA2).

6.1

INTRODUCTION

UV resonance Raman (UVRR) spectroscopy has been shown to be a powerful tool to study the
conformations and folding dynamics of peptides and proteins.1-10 Excitation in the deep UV (<
230 nm) selectively excites protein backbone vibrations and amino acid side chain vibrations.
The side chain vibrations are sensitive to hydration and hydrogen bonding. The UVRR spectra of
tryptophan,11-18 tyrosine,11-13,19 phenylalanine11-12,19 and histidine18,20 have been extensively
studied, while the UVRR spectrum of the arginine (Arg) side chain that is resonance enhanced
by ~200 nm excitation has been little investigated.
Hudson and coworkers21 systematically studied the electronic and vibrational modes of
guanidinium (gdn) and some substituted derivatives. They studied the excitation profiles of gdn,
methylguanidinium, and N,N-dimethylguanidinium in both H2O and D2O. They calculated the
electronic ground and first excited states of these compounds using the semiempirical INDO/S
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methods and assigned some of the Raman bands; however, due to their relatively poor spectral
resolution and their poor signal-to-noise ratios, they were unable to study ethylguanidinium (EG)
and Arg in detail.
The Arg side chain is positively charged up to pH 12 and should be strongly hydrated in
water. Early measurements of the Arg amino acid distribution coefficient between water and the
vapor phase suggested that Arg is the most hydrated residue; the hydration energy is double that
of negatively charged asp or Glu.22 More recent studies implied that Arg might not be as
hydrated as previously suggested. Mason et al.23-25, on the basis of neutron diffraction and MD
simulations, claimed that gdn could form dimers in aqueous solution. Hunger et al.26 used
broadband dielectric relaxation spectroscopy to examine the hydration of gdn and found that gdn
does not bind strongly to water molecules. McQuinn et al.27 utilized energy-dependent ESIMS/MS to study the dehydration of gdn-water and methylated gdn-water nanodroplets and found
that the number of water molecules bound to the gdn group decreases upon alkyl group
substitution. These studies suggest that the gdn group in Arg might not be very hydrated.
Garica et. al.,28 using MD simulations, calculated that the mean residence time of water in
the hydration shells of Arg residues in proteins was comparable, and even slightly less than that
of negatively charged asp and Glu; this result indicated that Arg is not more hydrated than the
other charged residues. The conclusions of Garcia et. al. were later confirmed by whole-residue
hydrophobicity scales obtained by measuring the transfer free energy of a specific residue in a
host peptide from water to a bilayer interface or to n-octanol.29 On the whole-residue
hydrophobicity scale, Arg is the least hydrated charged residue (among lys, his, Glu and asp).
We here extend the work of Hudson and coworkers to EG, Arg and N-acetyl arginine
methyl ester (Ac-Arg-OMe, AAO). The ethyl substituent of EG breaks the gdn symmetry,
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turning on some Raman inactive vibrations in gdn to result in a different UVRR spectrum. AAO
is an N-acetyl-capped arginine methyl ester, modeling the Arg residue in peptides. Our recent
study on the Arg residue Raman excitation profile suggested that the Arg side chain electronic
transitions would interact with the peptide backbone amide -* transition.30 Figure 6.1 shows
the molecular structures of gdn, EG, Arg and AAO.

Figure 6. 1. The calculated electronic ground state equilibrium geometries of gdn, EG, Arg and AAO.

We measured the 204 nm excited UVRR spectra of gdn, EG, Arg and AAO and used
DFT to calculate their electronic ground and first excited state conformations and their resonance
Raman spectra. We also find that the ~1170 cm-1 Arg band is sensitive to the hydration of the
gdn group. We used this marker band to study the conformational dependence of the hydration of
Arg in the peptides AP (sequence: A8RA4RA4RA2) and AEP (sequence: A9RA3EA4RA2).
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6.2

6.2.1

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials

Guanidinium chloride (GC), ethylguanidinium sulfate (98%, EGS), L-arginine chloride (98%),
sodium perchlorate (98%, NaClO4), barium perchlorate (97%, Ba(ClO4)2), silver perchlorate
(anhydrous, 97%, AgClO4) and acetonitrile (spectrophotometric grade) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich Co. and used as received. Ba(ClO4)2 and AgClO4 are explosive, handle with care.
Ac-Arg-OMe chloride (AAOC) was purchased from Bachem Americas, Inc. The AP
(A8RA4RA4RA2, >95% purity) and AEP (A9RA3EA4RA2, >95% purity) peptides were
synthesized by Anaspec Inc. D2O (99.9%) was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories,
Inc. Water (18.2 M·cm) was purified by a NANOPURE Infinity™ ultrapure water purifier.
The concentrations of gdn, EG, Arg and AAO for UVRR were 10 mM. 0.2 M NaClO4 was
added as an internal standard for each solution.

6.2.2

Synthesis of ethylguanidinium perchlorate and Ac-Arg-OMe perchlorate

Due to the high charge density of sulfate and chloride anions, EGS and AAOC are insoluble in
acetonitrile. We exchanged the sulfate and chloride counter ions to perchlorate in order to make
the compounds soluble.
To convert EGS and AAOC into ethylguanidinium perchlorate (EGPC) and Ac-Arg-OMe
perchlorate (AAOPC), ~0.1 M Ba(ClO4)2 or ~0.1 M AgClO4 was slowly added to the ~0.1 M
EGS or ~0.1 M AAOC aqueous solutions to form insoluble BaSO4 or AgCl, respectively. The
suspension was centrifuged several times to remove the precipitate. The supernatant was
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collected and gently heated with stirring to evaporate the water. The resulting EGPC and
AAOPC were very light yellow viscous ionic liquids at room temperature. The yellow color
derived from impurities. The calculated yields were 93% and 105%, respectively. The fact that
the yield was greater than 100% indicated that a small amount of water remained in AAOPC.

6.2.3

204 nm excited UVRR spectra

The UVRR instrumentation has been described in detail elsewhere.31 Briefly, the 204 nm
excitation beam, generated from the frequency mixing of the fundamental and the third harmonic
of a Nd:YLF pumped Ti:Sapphire laser (Photonic Industries, Inc.), was directed to an open flow
sample stream. The backscattered Raman light was collected and then dispersed using a partially
subtractive double monochromator and finally detected by a liquid nitrogen cooled, Lumogen
coated, back-thinned CCD camera (Princeton Instruments Spec-10:400B).
The Raman scattering cross section of a specific band is calculated by:
(1)
where

is the Raman scattering cross section,

integrated intensity of a specific band, and
specific Raman band. The subscript
subscript

IS

S

represents the concentration,

is the

is the instrument efficiency at the frequency of the

denotes the sample, which is EG or AAO, while the

denotes the perchlorate internal standard. The instrument efficiencies at the sample

band ( ) and the internal standard band (

) were assumed to be equal. The Raman scattering

cross section of perchlorate was estimated to be 0.12×10-26 cm2 · molecule sr-1 at 204 nm
excitation by extrapolating the Raman cross section measurement of Dudik et al32.
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6.2.4

DFT calculations

The electronic ground state equilibrium structures of gdn, EG, Arg and AAO, as well as their
electronic ground state vibrational frequencies, were calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level
in water using the Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) to model solvent effects with the
Gaussian 09 package.33 The calculated frequencies were not scaled. The potential energy
distributions (PED) of the vibrational normal modes were calculated using a program that we
wrote.34-36 The force along a ground state vibrational normal coordinate in the first electronic
excited state at the ground state equilibrium geometry is the negative of the first derivative of the
first electronic excited state potential energy function with respect to the ground state normal
coordinate at the ground state equilibrium geometry. These first electronic excited state forces at
the ground state equilibrium geometry, the first electronic excited state equilibrium geometries
and the vibrational frequencies of gdn and EG were calculated by time-dependent DFT at the
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level in water with the PCM using the Gaussian 09 package.33 The atomic
charges were calculated using the atoms-in-molecules (AIM) method using the Bader charge
analysis program developed by Andri Arnaldsson, Wenjie Tang and Graeme Henkelman from
the University of Texas at Austin.37-39
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6.3

6.3.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Vibrational assignments

Figure 6.2 shows the 204 nm excited UVRR spectra of gdn, EG, Arg and AAO in both H2O and
D2O. The gdn UVRR spectra are very similar to those measured by Hudson and coworkers.21
The spectrum of gdn in H2O shows a sharp intense CN3 symmetric stretching band at 1008 cm-1
in addition to three weak, broad bands at ~1684 cm-1, ~1578 cm-1 and ~1466 cm-1. The 1684 cm1

and 1578 cm-1 bands result from the coupling between CN3 asymmetric stretching and NH2

scissoring vibrations.

gdn
gdn-d

10

Intensity / a. u.

EG
EG-d

Arg
Arg-d

AAO
AAO-d

800

1000

1200

1400

Frequency / cm
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Figure 6. 2. The 204 nm excited UVRR spectra of gdn, EG, Arg, AAO in both H2O and D2O.
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For gdn-d, the NH2 hydrogen exchange for deuterium, causing the CN3 asymmetric
stretching and NH2 scissoring vibrations to decouple and shift to 1604 cm-1 for the CN3
asymmetric stretching and to 1278 cm-1 for ND2 scissoring. The 1278 cm-1 band is resonance
enhanced due to a significant contribution from CN3 symmetric stretching as discussed below.
Table 6. 1. Gdn and gdn-d vibrational normal modes involving at least 5% contribution from CN3 stretching

gdn

Exp (cm-1)

Calc (cm-1)

1684

1694

N3-H2 scs (40), N4-H2 scs (40), N1-H2 scs (12), C2-N3 s str (5)

1674

C2-N3 as str′ (39), N3-H2 scs (26), N4-H2 scs (26), C2-N3N4 rock (5)

1673

N1-H2 scs (45), C2-N3 as str (38), C2-N3N4 scs (5)

1592

C2-N3 as str (35), N1-H2 scs (33), C2-N3N4 scs (11), N4-H2 rock (7), N3-

1578

PED (%)*

H2 rock (7)
1588

C2-N3 as str′ (35), N3-H2 scs (21), N4-H2 scs (21), C2-N3N4 rock (10),
N1-H2 rock (8)

gdn-d

1126

N4-H2 rock (35), N3-H2 rock (35), C2-N3 as str (28)

1116

N1-H2 rock (45), C2-N3 as str′ (27), N4-H2 rock (13), N3-H2 rock (12)

1008

1023

C2-N3 s str (98)

1604

1602

C2-N3 as str′ (76), C2-N3N4 rock (12), N1-D2 rock (5)

1601

C2-N3 as str (75), C2-N3N4 scs (13)

1278

1302

N3-D2 scs (26), N4-D2 scs (26), C2-N3 s str (26), N1-D2 scs (21)

919

920

C2-N3 s str (70), N1-D2 scs (7)

911

N4-D2 rock (28), N3-D2 rock (28), C2-N3 as str (17), C2-N3 s str (10), C2N3N4 scs (8)

909

N1-D2 scs (43), C2-N3 as str′ (19), N4-D2 rock (11), N3-D2 rock (11), C2N3N4 rock (9)

*

as str: asymmetric stretching; s str: symmetric stretching; scs: scissoring; rock: rocking;

Table 6.1 shows the calculated PED for the normal modes of gdn and gdn-d that contain
at least 5% contributions from CN3 stretching. The 1466 cm-1 gdn band in H2O and the 1451 cm120

1

gdn-d band in D2O are assigned to the first overtone of the CN3 out-of-plane deformation

mode. The CN3 out-of-plane deformation mode, calculated to be 727 cm-1 for gdn or 709 cm-1
for gdn-d, is Raman inactive; however, its first overtone is Raman active. The small downshift of
this gdn-d band in D2O indicates that this vibrational mode also contains a small contribution
from ND2 motions. In D2O, the 919 cm-1 CN3 symmetric stretching band downshifts from its
1008 cm-1 frequency in H2O, confirming that CN3 symmetric stretching is coupled to ND2
scissoring.
Table 6.2 displays the PED for the normal modes of EG and EG-d. The EG UVRR
spectra in both H2O and D2O show more features than the gdn UVRR spectra because the ethyl
group substitution breaks the gdn symmetry. The CN3 asymmetric stretching motion couples to
NH2 scissoring and a small amount of CN2 rocking and/or CN2 scissoring, giving rise to three
moderately resolved bands at ~1674 cm-1, ~1639 cm-1 and ~1590 cm-1. For EG-d, the CN3
asymmetric stretching and ND2 scissoring are decoupled, giving rise to a narrow 1617 cm-1 band
with a shoulder at ~1588 cm-1.
Table 6. 2. EG and EG-d vibrational normal modes involving at least 5% contribution from CN3 stretching

EG

Exp (cm-1)

Calc (cm-1)

PED (%)*

~1674

1689

N4-H2 scs (46), N1-H2 scs (32), C2-N3 as str (7), C2-N3 as str′ (5)

1673

N1-H2 scs (35), C2-N3 as str′ (33), N4-H2 scs (9), N3-H ipb (8), C2-N1N4
rock (5), C2-N3 as str (5)

1639

1644

C2-N3 as str (43), N1-H2 scs (16), N3-H ipb (15), C2-N1N4 scs (7), N4-H2
scs (6), N4-H2 rock (46)

1590

1603

N4-H2 scs (33), C2-N3 as str (16), C2-N3 as str′ (16), N3-H ipb (11), N1-H2
rock (8), C2-N1N4 rock (6), C2-N1N4 scs (5)

1457

N3-H ipb (36), C2-N3 as str′ (20), C10-H2 wag (18)

1381

C10-H2 wag (66), N3-H ipb (13), C2-N3 as str′ (5), C13-H3 s def (5)
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1180

1180

N3-C10str (47), C13-H3 rock′ (12), N1-H2 rock (9), C2-N3 s str (8)

1141

N4-H2 rock (22), C13-H3 rock′ (15), C10-C13 str (10), C2-N3 as str (9),
C10-C13N3 scs (9), N1-H2 rock (7), C2-N3 s str (5), C13-H3 rock (5), C2-N3
as str′ (5)

1075

1084

C2-N3 s str (33), N1-H2 rock (27), C2-N3 as str (13), C10-C13 str (10), N3C10str (9)

975

1070

N4-H2 rock (45), N1-H2 rock (33), C2-N3 as str′ (6), C13-H3 rock′ (5)

1016

C10-C13 str (58), C2-N3 s str (31), N3-C10str (5)

907

C13-H3 rock′ (24), N3-C10str (19), C2-N3 s str (11), N3-C2C10 ipb (10),
C13-H3 rock (9), C10-H2 wag (6), C2-N1N4 rock (6)

EG-d

1617

1612

C2-N3 as str (68), C2-N1N4 scs (11)

~1585

1593

C2-N3 as str′ (68), C2-N1N4 rock (14)

1326

1307

N1-D2 scs (34), C2-N3 s str (28), N4-D2 scs (14), N3-D ipb (12), N3-C10str
(5)

945

956

N3-D ipb (44), C2-N3 s str (32), N3-C10str (6), C13-H3 rock′ (5), N4-D2
scs (5)

913

910

N4-D2 rock (26), N1-D2 rock (24), C2-N3 as str (16), C2-N3 s str (16), C2N1N4 rock (7)

899

C13-H3 rock′ (20), N3-C10str (14), N4-D2 rock (11), C2-N3 s str (9), N3C2C10 ipb (9), C2-N1N4 rock (8), C13-H3 rock (7), C10-H2 wag (5)

785
*

813

N1-D2 rock (46), N4-D2 rock (25), N3-C10str (8), C2-N3 s str (5)

as str: asymmetric stretching; s str: symmetric stretching; scs: scissoring; rock: rocking; wag: wagging; twist:

twisting; ipb: in-plane bending; s def: symmetric deformation

Hudson and coworkers21 proposed that the overtone of the CN3 out-of-plane deformation
mode is Raman active in alkyl substituted gdns. By comparing the ~1457 cm-1 band of EG and
the ~1442 cm-1 band of EG-d with the 1466 cm-1 band of gdn and the 1451 cm-1 band of gdn-d, it
is reasonable to assign these bands to the first overtones of the CN3 out-of-plane deformation
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modes. This assignment is supported by the calculation, which gives fundamental frequencies of
728 cm-1 for EG and 720 cm-1 for EG-d. The methylene CH2 scissoring band appears as a
shoulder at ~1482 cm-1 in the spectra of both EG and EG-d. The bands at ~1389 cm-1 and ~1356
cm-1 show little frequency shift between EG and EG-d. Thus, these bands are assigned to the
methyl CH3 umbrella mode and the methylene CH2 wagging. The band at 1180 cm-1 involving
C10-N3 stretching is strongly resonance enhanced as shown below. This band is sensitive to the
environment of the gdn group.
In EG and EG-d, the CN3 symmetric stretching motion is distributed over several bands.
We are unable to unambiguously assign the bands below 1100 cm-1.
The Arg and Arg-d PED for its vibrational normal modes are given in Table 6.3. The
UVRR spectra of Arg and Arg-d are very similar to those of EG and EG-d; however, the Arg
bands are somewhat broader than those of EG and EG-d. Similar to the 1180 cm-1 band EG, the
~1175 cm-1 band involving C13-N16 stretching is well resolved in the UVRR spectra of Arg.
The bands below 1000 cm-1 differ significantly from those of EG.
Table 6. 3. Arg amd Arg-d vibrational normal modes involving at least 5% contribution from CN3 stretching

Arg

Exp (cm-1)

Calc (cm-1)

PED (%)*

~1667

1686

N17-H2 scs (54), N18-H2 scs (25), C16-N3 as str (6), C16-N3 as str′ (6)

1672

N18-H2 scs (37), C16-N3 as str′ (32), N14-H ipb (8), N17-H2 scs (7), C16N3 as str (6), C16-N17N18 rock (5)

1640

1643

C18-N3 as str (46), N18-H2 scs (17), N14-H ipb (12), C16-N17N18 scs (8),
N17-H2 rock (5)

1596

1598

N17-H2 scs (32), C16-N3 as str′ (18), N14-H ipb (13), C16-N3 as str (11),
C16-N17N18 rock (7), N18-H2 rock (7), N18-H2 scs (6)

1176

1459

N14-H ipb (30), C11-H2 wag (29), C16-N3 as str′ (17)

1167

N14-C11str (25), N18-H2 rock (12), C16-N3 s str (10), N27-H3 rock′ (8),
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N17-H2 rock (7), C16-N3 as str (6), C1-C3 str (5)
1085

1084

C16-N3 s str (18), N17-H2 rock (17) , C16-N3 as str (12), N14-C11str (7),
N18-H2 rock (7), N27-H3 rock (5), C3-C7 str (5)

1072

N18-H2 rock (36), N17-H2 rock (15), C16-N3 s str (8), C7-C11 str(7), C3C7 str (7)

975

1005

C1-N27 str (20), C16-N3 s str (16), C1-C3 str (15), N27-H3 rock′ (10), N14C11str (6)

966

C1-N27 str (22), C16-N3 s str (22), N14-C11str (13), C3-C7 str (12), C7C11 str(7)

Arg-d

1612

1613

C16-N3 as str (70), C16-N17N18 scs (11)

~1586

1593

C16-N3 as str′ (70), C16-N17N18 rock (14)

1279

1314

N18-D2 scs (17), C16-N3 s str (17), C3-H2 wag (16), C7-H2 wag (13), N17D2 scs (8), N14-D ipb (8)

1297

C1-H rock′ (22), C7-H2 wag (19), C3-H2 wag (13), N18-D2 scs (7), C11-H2
wag (5), C11-H2 twist (5), C16-N3 s str (5)

1294

C1-H rock′ (20), C1-H rock (13), C11-H2 twist (11), C7-H2 twist (7), N18D2 scs (7), C3-H2 rock(6), C7-H2 wag (5), C16-N3 s str (5)

942

C1-N27 str (18), C1-C4 str (10), C16-N3 s str (9), N14-D ipb (8), C11-H2
rock (6), C3-H2 rock (5)

907

926

C16-N3 s str (31), C1-N27 str (9), N17-D2 rock (6), C3-C7 str (6)

907

N17-D2 rock (28), N18-D2 rock (24), C16-N3 as str (16), C16-N3 s str (15),
C16-N17N18 scs (7)

*

as str: asymmetric stretching; s str: symmetric stretching; scs: scissoring; rock: rocking; wag: wagging; twist:

twisting; ipb: in-plane bending

The PED for the vibrational normal modes of AAO and AAO-d are shown in Table 6.4.
In addition to enhancement of Arg vibrations, the AAO and AAO-d UVRR spectra show
enhancement of amide vibrations because the amide -* electronic transition is also in
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resonance with 204 nm excitation. The Am I band overlaps with the gdn group CN3 asymmetric
stretching band. The Am II band appears at ~1570 cm-1. The band at 1452 cm-1 in AAO and the
shoulder appearing at ~1435 cm-1 in AAO-d are assigned to the overtones of the CN3 out-ofplane deformation modes. The narrow band at 1381 cm-1 originates from the coupling of the
methyl CH3 bending mode of the acetyl group with the N-H bending mode of the amide bond.
The Am III band occurs at 1319 cm-1. The AAO 1170 cm-1 band that involves C13-N16
stretching is well resolved in the UVRR spectrum. This band is equivalent to the 1180 cm-1 band
of EG and is also sensitive to the gdn group environment.
Table 6. 4. AAO and AAO-d vibrational normal modes involving at least 5% contribution from CN3 stretching
Exp (cm-1)
AAO

Calc (cm-1)

PED (%)*

1692

N19-H2 scs (50), N20-H2 scs (28), C18-N3 as str (6), C18-N3 as str′ (5)

1673

N20-H2 scs (39), C18-N3 as str′ (31), N19-H2 scs (8), N16-H ipb (7),
C18-N3 as str (6), C18-N19N20 rock (5)

1644

C18-N3 as str (43), N16-H ipb (16), N20-H2 scs (15), C18-N19N20 scs
(7), N19-H2 scs (6), N19-H2 rock (5)

1605

N19-H2 scs (29), C18-N3 as str′ (17), C18-N3 as str (17), N16-H ipb (11),
N20-H2 rock (8), C18-N19N20 rock (6), C18-N19N20 scs (5),

1170

1461

N16-H ipb (32), C13-H2 wag (23), C18-N3 as str′ (19)

1170

N16-C13str (39), N20-H2 rock (8), C18-N3 s str (13), N19-H2 rock (8),
C18-N3 as str (7)

1091

1084

C18-N3 s str (29), N20-H2 rock (29), C18-N3 as str (11), C9-C13 str (10),
N16-C13str (6)

~1018

1005

C26-O25 str (29), C3-C6 str (18), C3-C5 str (14), C18-N3 s str (6)

990

C26-O25 str (14), C30-C32 str (11), N1-C3C30 ipb (8), C6-C3-N1 def
(6), C18-N3 s str (6), C30-N1 str (6), C30-O31 ipb (5)

966

973

C18-N3 s str (22), N16-C13str (12), C5-C9 str (10), C26-O25 str (6), C9-
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C13 str (6), C3-C6 str (5)
AAO-d

1617

1282

1612

C18-N3 as str (69), C18-N19N20 scs (11)

1593

C18-N3 as str′ (68), C18-N19N20 rock (14)

1308

N20-D2 scs (25), C18-N3 s str (20), N19-D2 scs (11), C3-H rock (10),
N16-D ipb (8), N16-C13str (5), C13-H2 twist (5)

944

907

935

C18-N3 s str (23), N1-D ipb (21), C30-N1 str (9), C32-H3 rock′ (5)

931

C18-N3 s str (23), N1-D ipb (16), C30-N1 str (12), C32-H3 rock′ (5)

910

N19-D2 rock (31), N20-D2 rock (22), C18-N3 as str (16), C18-N3 s str (1),
C18-N19N20 scs (7)

*

as str: asymmetric stretching; s str: symmetric stretching; scs: scissoring; rock: rocking; wag: wagging; twist:

twisting; ipb: in-plane bending; def: deformation

For AAO-d, the Am I, Am II and Am III bands disappear, while the Am II’ band (C-N
stretching) appears at 1483 cm-1, revealing the CN3 asymmetric stretching at 1617 cm-1. The
weak, broad bump at ~1376 cm-1 is probably an overlapping methylene CH2 wagging band.

6.3.2

Calculated electronic ground state structures of gdn and EG

The calculated electronic ground state equilibrium geometry of gdn in water has C2 symmetry,
which is different from those geometries calculated in gas phase.40-41 Gobbi and Frenking
examined the electronic structure of gdn and concluded that the resonance stabilization of gdn is
not strong enough to constrain the molecule to have D3h symmetry.41
The calculated gdn group electronic ground state geometry of EG is similar to that of
gdn; however, in EG the C2-N3 bond is 0.001 Å shorter, while the C2-N1 and C2-N4 bonds are
0.005 Å and 0.002 Å longer than the corresponding C-N bonds of gdn (Table 6.5). The
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shortening of the C2-N3 bond is due to electron release by the adjacent ethyl group, allowing the
positive charge on the gdn group to extend into the ethyl group (Table 6.6).
Table 6. 5. Calculated bond lengths of gdn and EG in the ground and first excited states*

gdn

EG

*

Bond length

Ground state (Å)

Excited state (Å)

Difference (Å)

C2-N1

1.3305

1.3654

0.0349

C2-N3

1.3305

1.4085

0.0780

C2-N4

1.3305

1.4085

0.0780

C2-N1

1.3353

1.4101

0.0748

C2-N3

1.3291

1.3650

0.0359

C2-N4

1.3325

1.4110

0.0785

N3-C10

1.4672

1.4655

-0.0017

C10-C13

1.5192

1.5198

0.0006

Bond lengths are calculated at B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level using Gaussian 09 package.

The sp2 hybridization of the N3 nitrogen atom requires the C2, N3, H7 and C10 atoms to
be planar; however, the N3, H7, C10 and C13 atoms are not planar due to the sp3 hybridization
of C10 carbon atom.
Table 6. 6. Calculated atomic charges of gdn and EG in the ground and first excited states*

gdn

Atom

Ground state

Excited state

Difference

N1

-1.18

-1.07

0.11

C2

1.68

1.21

-0.47

N3

-1.22

-0.97

0.25

N4

-1.22

-0.97

0.25

H5

0.48

0.45

-0.03

H6

0.48

0.45

-0.03

H7

0.50

0.47

-0.03

H8

0.48

0.49

0.01
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EG

H9

0.49

0.48

-0.01

H10

0.48

0.47

-0.01

N1

-1.22

-0.97

0.25

C2

1.69

1.17

-0.52

N3

-1.16

-1.07

0.09

N4

-1.19

-0.96

0.23

H5

0.48

0.45

-0.03

H6

0.49

0.49

0.00

H7

0.45

0.45

0.00

H8

0.48

0.48

0.00

H9

0.47

0.47

0.00

C10

0.36

0.46

0.10

H11

0.02

0.04

0.02

H12

0.03

0.02

-0.01

C13

0.00

0.05

0.05

H14

0.02

0.00

-0.02

H15

0.04

0.02

-0.02

H16

0.03

-0.01

0.04

*The atomic charges were calculated by using Bader program developed by Andri Arnaldsson, Wenjie Tang and
Graeme Henkelman in The University of Texas at Austin. http://theory.cm.utexas.edu/vtsttools/bader/

We calculated the effect of changing the torsion angle of the C13-C10-N3-C2 linkage on
the energy of EG using DFT. The calculated potential energy surface along the C13-C10-N3-C2
torsion angle (Figure 6.3) is consistent with a previous report42 that indicated the transconformation (180°) is the global energy minimum. Two local minima corresponding to ±90°
conformations exist 2.4 kJ∙mol-1 above the global minimum. At 298 K, with the thermal energy
correction, which corrects the Gibbs free energy by accounting for the molecular translational
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energy, rotational energy and vibrational energy at 298 K and 1 atm, the energy gap is 6.6
kJ∙mol-1. The population fractions of these three conformers are calculated from the Boltzmann
distribution to be 0.88, 0.06 and 0.06 respectively. Based on these calculations, EG likely occurs
in a conformational distribution. The low energy barriers of ~5 kJ∙mol-1 (Figure 6.3, with thermal
energy correction at 298 K and 1 atm, the barrier is ~9 kJ∙mol-1) suggest fast transitions between
the conformers.
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Figure 6. 3. The calculated EG potential energy surface along the C13-C10-N3-C2 torsion angle.

6.3.3

Calculated first electronic excited state structure of EG

The equilibrium geometry displacement of the first electronic excited state, and the first
electronic excited state force along each vibrational normal coordinate of the electronic ground
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state at the ground state equilibrium geometry are related to the Raman scattering cross section
as shown below. Generally, along a vibrational normal coordinate, the larger the vertical
transition first electronic excited state force, or the larger the nuclear displacement of the first
electronic excited state equilibrium geometry from the electronic ground state equilibrium
geometry, the larger the corresponding vibrational mode resonance Raman scattering cross
section.

Figure 6. 4. Definitions of CN3 stretching vibrations in EG, Arg and AAO.

In order to elucidate the resonance Raman enhancement mechanism of the EG vibrations,
we calculated the first electronic excited state equilibrium geometry of EG and the first
electronic excited state force along each vibrational normal coordinate of the electronic ground
state at the electronic ground state equilibrium geometry using the time-dependent DFT method
in the Gaussian 09 software package, as described above in the experimental section.
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The equilibrium geometry of the first electronic excited state of EG significantly differs
from that of the electronic ground state. The C2-N3 bond length increases by 0.036 Å (2.7%);
the C2-N1 bond increases by 0.075 Å (5.6%) and the C2-N4 bond increases by 0.078 Å (5.9%)
(Table 6.5). The elongations of these CN bonds are presumably responsible for the large
resonance Raman enhancement of the CN3 stretching vibrations (Figure 6.4) in the UVRR
spectra of EG. Tables 6.1 – 6.4 list those vibrations that involve more than 5% CN3 stretching
contributions for gdn, EG, Arg and AAO.
Table 6.6 shows the calculated atomic charges of EG in both the electronic ground and
first excited states. The atomic charge differences between the electronic ground and first excited
states clearly indicate that significant electron transfers occur between the electronic ground state
and the first electronic excited state. This electron transfer causes the pyramidalization of the
central carbon atom, which is consistent with the previous calculations for gdn by Hudson and
coworkers using the semiempirical INDO/S method.21 Also, the first electronic excited state
structure of AB3 molecules was first examined and predicted to be somewhat pyramidal by
Walsh in the 1950s.43
In the electronic ground state, the C2 carbon atom is sp2 hybridized, and the
perpendicular p orbital of the C2 carbon overlaps with the three p orbitals of the three nitrogen
atoms. In the first electronic excited state, the C2 carbon atom carries more electron density. This
increased electron density of the C2 carbon in the excited state causes orbital rehybridization
from sp2 to sp3-like, which results in pyramidalization. The sp3-like hybridization of the central
C2 carbon atom also explains the elongations of the three gdn group CN bonds;  bonds
involving sp3 hybridized orbitals are longer than those involving sp2 hybridized orbitals.
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Figure 6. 5. The calculated structure and molecular orbitals of EG in the first electronic excited state.

The pyramidalization of the C2 carbon in the first excited state results in a non-planar
CN3 geometry that gives rise to a large displacement along the CN3 out-of-plane deformation
normal coordinate. The overtone of this CN3 out-of-plane deformation appears as a strong band
in all compounds studied here. Recently, we studied the excitation profiles of Arg and found that
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the overtone of the CN3 out-of-plane vibration is enhanced as the excitation wavelength is tuned
into resonance.30
Figure 6.5 shows the calculated EG first electronic excited state structure and HOMOs. In
the first electronic excited state, the C2-N1 and C2-N4 bonds are elongated more than the C2-N3
bond (Table 6.5). The elongations of these bonds diminish the overlap of the two perpendicular p
orbitals of the N1 and N4 nitrogen atoms with the p orbital of the C2 carbon. The C2-N1 and C2N4 bonds rotate by ~90°(Figure 6.5), enabling the two p orbitals to partially overlap; however,
the two nitrogen atoms are too far away from each other (2.247 Å) to form a normal  bond. The
resulting overlap is not as efficient as the overlap of the C2-N3 p orbitals with normal -bond
character. Therefore, the molecular orbital of this N1-N4 “ bond” has a higher energy than that
of the C2-N3 normal -bond. The four molecular orbitals formed from the four p orbitals (one
from the central carbon and three from the nitrogen atoms) in the first electronic excited state
occur in an increasing energy order: the bonding -orbital between the C2 carbon and the N3
nitrogen, the in-phase overlap between the N1 and N4 nitrogen p orbitals, the out-of-phase
overlap between the N1 and N4 nitrogen p orbitals, and the anti-bonding -orbital between the
C2 carbon and the N3 nitrogen.

6.3.4

Calculation of the UVRR spectra of EG and EG-d

Using time-dependent Raman theory,44-47 under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and the
short time dynamics approximation, Heller et. al. predicted that, for the resonance and
preresonance Raman cases, the square of the Raman polarizability of the kth vibrational normal
mode,

, is proportional to the square of the force ( ) on the first electronic excited state
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potential energy surface along that particular vibrational normal coordinate k at the electronic
ground state equilibrium geometry. The Raman scattered intensity also increases with the
excitation frequency to the fourth power,

:
(2)

where

and

are the excitation frequency and the kth vibrational frequency respectively.

Using eq. (2), the relative resonance Raman intensity of each vibrational normal mode of EG and
EG-d was calculated from the first electronic excited state force along each vibrational normal
mode that was obtained from DFT and TD-DFT calculations. Assuming a Lorentzian band shape
with a FWHM of 20 cm-1 for each mode, the resonance Raman spectra of EG and EG-d were
calculated and are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 6.6. For comparison, the experimental
spectra are shown in the top panel of Figure 6.6.
The calculated spectra from eq. (2) moderately agree with those measured. In the
calculated spectra, the bands involving CN3 asymmetric stretching between 1500 cm-1 and 1700
cm-1 and the bands involving CN3 symmetric stretching between 900 cm-1 and 1200 cm-1 are
resonance enhanced, which is expected from the calculated large bond length increase along the
three CN bonds of the gdn group.
The experimentally observed 1466 cm-1 EG and 1451 cm-1 EG-d overtone bands are
missing in the calculated spectra. Eq. (2) only describes the fundamental vibrational band
intensities and intrinsically does not include overtone or combination band intensities. It is
evident from Figure 6.6 that the 1180 cm-1 band, that involves C10-N3 stretching, is resonance
enhanced.

From our experimental UVRR spectra, we find that this band can be used to

determine the hydration state of the Arg side chains in peptides and proteins, as discussed below.
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Figure 6. 6. 204 nm excited UVRR spectra of EG and EG-d (top panel) and calculated resonance Raman spectra of
EG and EG-d (bottom panel).
The calculated spectra are the weighted average, based on the population fraction of each conformer, of the
calculated spectra of the three EG conformers. See text for more details.

If no vibrational frequency change or Duschinsky rotation occurs between the electronic
ground state and the first excited state, it is straightforward to rewrite eq. (2) as:
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(3)
where

is the displacement of the equilibrium geometry of the first electronic excited state

from the electronic ground state along the kth dimensionless vibrational normal coordinate. Eq.
(3) is widely used in the interpretation and prediction of resonance Raman spectra. For gdn and
gdn-d, the strongly resonance enhanced ground state CN3 symmetric stretching vibration remains
almost identical to that in the first electronic excited state (Table 6.7). Thus eq. (3) is valid to
analyze the enhancement of this particular mode. However, for EG and EG-d, the excited state
vibrational normal modes change significantly from those of the ground state, indicating that a
significant Duschinsky rotation is occurring for these vibrations (Table 6.8). Obviously the first
electronic excited state vibrational frequencies will differ from those in the electronic ground
state. Therefore, the applicability of eq. (3) for EG and EG-d to interpret resonance Raman
spectra becomes questionable.
Table 6. 7. First electronic excited state gdn and gdn-d vibrational normal modes involving at least 5%
contribution from CN3 stretching
Exp (cm-1)
gdn

Calc (cm-1)

PED (%)*

1631

N1-H2 scs (69), C2-N3 as str (10), N4-H2 scs (8)

1469

C2-N3 as str (59), H7-N3-C2-N4 tor (12), N1-H2 scs (6), C2-N3N4 scs (6),
H10-N4-C2-N1 tor (6)

1243

C2-N3N4 rock (35), N1-H2 rock (27), C2-N3 as str′ (21), C2-N3 def (9)

1035

C2-N3 as str′ (44), N1-H2 rock (20), H7-N3-C2-N4 tor (11), H10-N4-C2-N1
tor (7), N4-H2 rock (5)

gdn-d

933

C2-N3 s str (66), H10-N4-C2-N1 tor (19), C2-N3 s def (7)

1485

C2-N3 as str (65), D7-N3-C2-N4 tor (12), C2-N3N4 scs (5), D10-N4-C2-N1
tor (5), N1-D2 scs (5)

1256

C2-N3 as str′ (25), N4-D2 scs (24), N3-D2 scs (24), C2-N3N4 rock (11), D7-
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N3-C2-N4 tor (6)
1090

C2-N3N4 rock (35), C2-N3 as str′ (17), C2-N3 def (9), N4-D2 scs (9), N3-D2
scs (9), D10-N4-C2-N1 tor (9), N1-D2 rock (8)

975

C2-N3 def (35), N4-D2 rock (23), D10-N4-C2-N1 tor (11), D7-N3-C2-N4 tor
(10), N3-D2 rock (9), C2-N3 s str (5)

850

N1-H2 rock (42), C2-N3 as str′ (21), D10-N4-C2-N1 tor (10), C2-N3N4 rock
(8), D7-N3-C2-N4 tor (5)

842
*

C2-N3 s str (61), N4-D2 rock (16), N3-D2 rock (7)

as str: asymmetric stretching; s str: symmetric stretching; scs: scissoring; rock: rocking; wag: wagging; twist:

twisting; ipb: in-plane bending; as def: asymmetric deformation; s def: symmetric deformation; tor: torsion;
Table 6. 8. First electronic excited state EG and EG-d vibrational normal modes involving at least 5% contribution
from CN3 stretching
Exp (cm-1)
EG

Calc (cm-1)

PED (%)*

1542

C2-N3 as str (41), N3-H ipb (31), H9-N4-C2-N1 tor (7)

1430

N3-H ipb (28), C2-N3 as str (28), C10-H2 wag (21)

1378

C10-H2 wag (59), N3-H ipb (15), C2-N3 as str (5), C13-H3 s def (5)

1185

C10-H2 rock (19), C2-N3 as str′ (17), C13-H3 rock′ (17), C2-N1N4 rock (9),
N3-C10str (9), N3-C2C10 ipb (8)

1113

C2-N3 as str′ (52), N3-C10str (21), C2-N3 s str (6)

1065

C10-C13 str (33), C2-N3 as str′ (18), N3-C10str (16), C13-H3 rock′ (6), C2N3 s str (6), C2-N1N4 rock (5), N3-H ipb (5)

EG-d

971

C2-N3 s str (41), C10-C13 str (33), C13-H3 rock′ (7)

884

C13-H3 rock′ (25), C2-N3 s str (22), N3-C10str (15), N3-C2C10 ipb (9)

2104

D9-N4-C2-N1 tor (47), D6-N1-C2-N4 tor (16), N1-C2D5D6 s def (7), C2N3 s str (5)

1511

C10-H2 scs (66), C13-H3 as def′ (12), C2-N3 as str (5)

1500

C2-N3 as str (59), D9-N4-C2-N1 tor (8), C13-H3 as def (6), N3-C10str (5),
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N3-D ipb (5)
1486

C13-H3 as def (77), C10-H2 scs (8), C13-H3 rock (7), C2-N3 as str (5)

1241

N1-D2 scs (63), C2-N3 s str (9), C2-N3 as str′ (6), N4-D2 scs (5), D6-N1C2-N4 tor (5)

1057

C2-N3 as str′ (31), N1-D2 scs (14), N3-C10str (12), C10-C13 str (11), N4D2 scs (7), C2-N1N4 rock (7), D6-N1-C2-N4 tor (5)

997

C10-C13 str (26), C2-N3 s str (15), N1-D2 rock (8), N1-C2D5D6 s def (7),
N4-D2 rock (7), C2-N3 as str′ (6), D9-N4-C2-N1 tor (6), D6-N1-C2-N4 tor
(6), N3-D ipb (5)

964

H6-N1-C2-N4 tor (24), N4-D2 rock (14), N4-D2 rock (12), D9-N4-C2-N1
tor (9), C2-N3 s def (9), C10-C13 str (6), C2-N3 as str′ (5), N1-C2D5D6 s
def (5)

896

N3-D ipb (27), C13-H3 rock′ (24), N3-C10str (19), C2-N3 s str (5)

842

C2-N3 s str (31), C13-H3 rock′ (12), C10-H2 rock (6), C2-N3 as str′ (6), N3C2C10 ipb (5), N4-D2 rock (5)

*

as str: asymmetric stretching; s str: symmetric stretching; scs: scissoring; rock: rocking; wag: wagging; twist:

twisting; ipb: in-plane bending; as def: asymmetric deformation; s def: symmetric deformation; tor: torsion;

6.3.5

UVRR spectra of EG in water and in acetonitrile

To study the effect of the environment on the UVRR spectrum of the Arg side chains, we
examined the 204 nm excited UVRR spectra of EGPC in water and in acetonitrile (Figure 6.7a).
Most of the bands in acetonitrile are significantly more intense than those in water. To
understand this phenomenon, we measured the UV absorbance spectra of EG in both water and
acetonitrile (Figure 6.7b) and found only small differences. The difference spectrum shows an
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additional weak, broad band at ~200 nm. At 204 nm, the absorbance of EG in acetonitrile is
about 15% greater than that in water.
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Figure 6. 7. a) 204 nm excited UVRR spectra and b) UV absorbance spectra of EG in water and in acetonitrile.
The bands marked with an asterisk in the spectrum of EG in water are missing in the spectrum of EG in acetonitrile
due to the subtraction of the solvent.
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The Raman band frequencies of EG in acetonitrile are slightly downshifted compared to
those in water. Particularly, the 1180 cm-1 band in water downshifts to 1174 cm-1 in acetonitrile.
This Arg side chain band occurs in a region that generally does not overlap with the amide
vibrational bands in the UVRR spectra of proteins and peptides. Thus, this band can be
conveniently used to probe the local environment and hydrogen bonding state of the Arg side
chains. The other Arg side chain bands, such as the CN3 asymmetric stretching bands between
1500 cm-1 to 1700 cm-1, unfortunately, are overlapped by amide bands.
Our observed frequency increase of the UVRR 1174 cm-1 band of EG in acetonitrile to
1180 cm-1 in water is consistent with the IR study of Braiman et. al.48 With acetate as a counter
ion, they observed a higher frequency for this band in nonpolar solvents than in polar solvents,
such as H2O, methanol and DMSO. The 1174 cm-1 band has contributions from the gdn group
NH2 bending vibrations (Table 6.2). The hydrogen bond between the gdn NH2 and the hydrogen
bonding acceptor molecule makes the NH2 group more difficult to bend and narrows the
potential well, thus increasing the bending force constant. Therefore, stronger NH2 hydrogen
bonding would upshift the frequency of this band.49 Acetate is a strong hydrogen bond acceptor
and can form a strong hydrogen bond with the EG NH2 in nonpolar solvents resulting in an
increased frequency of the 1174 cm-1 band. Therefore, the higher frequency observed in nonpolar
solvents compared to polar solvents is due to the interaction of EG with the acetate counter ion,
not due to the decreased interaction with the nonpolar solvent molecules themselves.
In polar solvents, they observed a lower frequency of this band compared to nonpolar
solvents because the polar solvent molecules form weaker hydrogen bonds with the EG NH2 than
does the acetate counter ion. Since large numbers of polar solvent molecules are present, they
compete with the acetate counter ions and prevent the acetate from forming hydrogen bonds with
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the EG NH2. Therefore, the lower frequencies they observed in polar solvents most likely reflect
the weaker hydrogen bonding between the polar solvent molecules and the EG NH2. These
arguments are supported by the fact that the frequency dependence of this band on the identity of
the counter ion only occurs in the solid state or in nonpolar solvents, while in polar solvents this
dependence disappears.48
In our experiment, the perchlorate counter ion is a weak hydrogen bond acceptor and is
expected to have little interaction with the EG NH2 in either water or acetonitrile; thus, it has
little impact on the EG frequency even in the less polar acetonitrile solvent. Therefore, the
frequency shift of the 1174 cm-1 band observed here reflects the differences in the interactions of
EG with water and acetonitrile.

6.3.6

Hydration of guanidinium group

We measured the 204 nm excited UVRR spectra of EG and AAO in different water-acetonitrile
mixtures. For EG, as the water mole fraction increases, the frequency upshifts from 1174 cm-1 to
1180 cm-1, while the cross section monotonically decreases from
-

-

to

; for AAO, the frequency upshifts from

1170 cm-1 to 1176 cm-1, while the cross section monotonically decreases from
-

-

to

.

We utilize a simple binding model to rationalize the Raman spectral dependences on EG
hydration. Upon addition of water into the EG acetonitrile solution, the free EG is bound by
water and hydrated:
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Assuming ideal solution behavior, by definition, the apparent association constant is:
(4)
For a water mole fraction of x, the relative fraction of dehydrated EG is

; then eq.

(4) is:
(5)
It is possible to obtain an explicit expression of

in terms of x from the densities and

molecular weights of water and acetonitrile and assuming ideal solution behavior:
(6)
The apparent Raman cross section can be treated as a sum of the cross sections of free
and bound EG:
(7)
By combining eqs. (4), (5) and (6), eq. (7) becomes:

(8)
-

Fitting the EG data to eq. (8) gives
-

,

, and
-

(Figure 6.8). In the case of AAO,
-

,

,

,

, and

(Figure 6.8).
This hydration model is highly simplified. This model can only distinguish between
hydrated and dehydrated EG in solution. n, representing the phenomenological hydration level
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of the molecule, is ~1.8 for EG and ~2.1 for AAO suggesting that the gdn group binds ~2 water
molecules. This is consistent with previous reports on the hydration of the gdn compounds.23-27
The formation of gdn dimers23-25,50 possibly accounts for this low hydration level.
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Figure 6. 8. The integrated Raman scattering cross sections and frequencies of the ~1170 cm-1 band measured from
the 204 nm excited UVRR spectra of EG and AAO in different acetonitrile-water solutions.

6.3.7

Different environments in peptides

Previously, we found that the ~1170 cm-1 Arg bands in the UVRR spectra of two similar alanine
based 21 residue peptides, AP (A8RA4RA4RA2) and AEP (A9RA3EA4RA2), consist of at least
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two components ascribed to their different hydration states. (see Figure 5.3)51 We modeled the
hydration dependence of the ~1170 cm-1 Arg UVRR band by assuming that the Raman band
shape

has contributions from two different hydrated forms:
(9)

where

and

are the relative fractions (

dehydrated forms, and

and

) of the fully hydrated and

are the Raman spectra of these two forms. The

dehydrated form occurs only within the -helical conformation with a fractional content of

:
(10)

where

is the helical fraction. The fully hydrated form occurs in the PPII-like conformations

because the Arg side chains should be fully hydrated in these extended conformations. It also
appears that some Arg side chains are fully hydrated in the α-helical form. In the -helical
conformation the fully hydrated fraction of the Arg side chain is

, therefore:
(11)

where

is the fraction of PPII-like conformation.
The ~1170 cm-1 Arg bands of AP and AEP can be fitted with two Gaussians, as shown in

Figure 6.9, one of which derives from the fully hydrated component with a higher frequency; a
second Gaussian with a lower frequency is found to model the dehydrated component. We
globally fitted the Arg bands of AP and AEP with two Gaussians of identical bands widths and
frequencies. The fitted dehydrated component appears at 1165 cm-1 for both AP and AEP
peptides, while the hydrated component is found at 1173 cm-1.
We can estimate the fraction of the dehydrated component,

from the ratio:
(12)

Rearranging eq. (12), we get:
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(13)
where

and

are the integrated band intensities of the dehydrated and fully hydrated

components respectively.

and

are the integrated Raman

scattering cross sections of the ~1170 cm-1 band, which are assumed to be equal to the cross
sections of AAO in acetonitrile and in water, respectively. IDH and IFH are obtained by fitting the
measured 1170 cm-1 UVRR band with two Gaussian bands.

Intensity / a. u.

AP

AEP

1140

1160

1180

1200

-1

Frequency / cm

Figure 6. 9. The fitting of the UVRR bands of the Arg side chains in AP and AEP using two Gaussian bands. The
dashed bands are tentatively assigned to the backbone AmIII3 bands of turn structures.
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The dehydrated fractions,

, are estimated to be 0.27 for AP and 0.45 for AEP. Using

our calculated -helical fraction,

, of 0.51 at 4 °C for AEP and AP, we further estimate from

eq. (13) that, on average,

for the three Arg side chains of AP, while

for

the two Arg side chains of AEP.
Table 6. 9. Fractions of different Arg hydration states, equilibrium constants and corresponding Gibbs free energies
in AP and AEP peptides

Peptide
fraction of

0.0 ±0.2

0.0 ±0.5

0.49b

0.49b

0.24 ±0.23

0.06 ±0.5

0.27 ±0.23

0.45 ±0.5

0.09 ±0.10

0.09 ±0.10

0.5 ±0.5

0.1 ±1

(5 ±5) × 103

(4 ±30) × 104

0.004 ±0.008

0.003 ±0.03

6.0 ±2.7

6.0 ±2.7

1.8 ±2.4

5 ±22

-21 ±2.2

-26 ±22

13 ±4

15 ±31

a

a

fraction of
a

c

c

a

AEP

a

fraction of

fraction of

AP

: These Arg states are defined in Scheme 6. 1.

b

: the helical fraction of AP is estimated from ref. 3; the AEP helical fraction is identical to AP, see ref. 51 for more

details.
c

: as defined in Scheme 6. 1,

has a unit of M

due to the binding of 2.1 H2O molecules;

due to the releasing of 2.1 H2O molecules.
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has a unit of M

We can identify four Arg side chain states in AP or AEP: 1) the dehydrated Arg side
chain in the PPII-like unfolded state,
unfolded state,

; 2) the hydrated Arg side chain in the PPII-like

; 3) the hydrated Arg side chain in the -helix folded state,

; and 4) the dehydrated Arg side chain in the -helix folded state,

. Scheme 6. 1

shows the thermodynamic cycle between these side chain states. Table 6.9 gives the fractions of
these four Arg side chain states, equilibrium constants and corresponding Gibbs free energies of
the transition between these four states.

Scheme 6. 1. Thermodynamic cycle that describes the transition among four Arg states in the peptides AP and AEP

It appears that the Arg side chains in the -helical conformation are mainly dehydrated.
These Arg side chains likely pack against the -helix backbone where they are shielded from
water. This packing also protects the -helix intrapeptide hydrogen bonds from water, which
increases the -helix stability. This configuration is consistent with Garcia’s MD simulations.52
This packing process releases bound water molecules from the Arg side chains and eliminates
the unfavorable interactions between water and Arg side chains. Thus, it is favorable for the
peptides to fold into -helix conformations. The Arg side chains in AEP are less hydrated than
those in AP, most likely due to the presence of more -helix-turn--helix conformations51 that
may further shield the Arg side chains from the access of water.
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6.4

CONCLUSION

We used UVRR spectroscopy and DFT calculations to examine resonance Raman enhancement
in gdn, EG, Arg and AAO. We examined the calculated ground and first excited state structures
and assigned most of the UVRR bands above 1100 cm-1. We have examined the origin of
resonance enhancement of the gdn side chain vibrations. The UVRR scattering cross section and
the frequency of the ~1170 cm-1 Arg band in peptides and proteins provide monitors for the local
environment of the gdn group. To rationalize the cross section dependence on hydration, a
simple hydration model was applied to EG and AAO. By applying this model to two polyAla
peptides, AP and AEP, both containing Arg residues, we were able to identify different hydration
states for different conformations. It was found that the AEP Arg side chain in the -helical
conformation is more dehydrated than the AP Arg side chain in its -helical conformation.
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XAO peptide (Ac-X2A7O2-NH2, X: diaminobutyric acid, -CH2CH2NH3+, O: ornithine, CH2CH2CH2NH3+) in aqueous solution shows a predominantly polyproline II (PPII)
conformation without any detectable -helix-like conformations. Here we demonstrate by using
CD, UV resonance Raman (UVRR) and NMR spectroscopy that sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
monomers bind to XAO and induce formation of -helix-like conformations. The stoichiometry
and the association constants of SDS and XAO were determined from the XAO-SDS diffusion
coefficients measured by pulsed field gradient NMR. We developed a model for the formation of
XAO-SDS aggregate -helix-like conformations. Using UVRR spectroscopy, we calculated the
Ramachandran

angle distributions of aggregated XAO peptides. We resolved -, - and 310151

helical conformations and a turn conformation. XAO nucleates SDS aggregation at SDS
concentrations below the SDS critical micelle concentration. The XAO4-SDS16 aggregates have
four SDS alkyl chains bound to each XAO to neutralize the four side chain cationic charges. We
propose that the SDS alkyl chains partition into a hydrophobic core to minimize the hydrophobic
area exposed to water.

Neutralization of the flanking XAO charges enables -helix

formation. Four XAO-SDS4 aggregates form a complex with an SDS alkyl chain dominated
hydrophobic core and a more hydrophilic shell where one face of the -helix peptide contacts the
water environment.

7.1

INTRODUCTION

The aggregation and fibrillation of some intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs)1 appear to be
involved in the development of neurodegenerative disorders such as Parkinson’s disease,
Alzheimer’s disease and type II diabetes.2-4 It has been proposed that -helix-like conformations
are important intermediates during amyloid fibril formation.5-7 Some IDPs form -helix-like
conformations upon association with membranes through a mechnanism that involves further
aggregation and fibrillation. For example, -synuclein (S, associated with Parkinson’s disease)
upon binding to membranes or surfactant micelles forms -helices that appears to mediate S
aggregation and fibrillation.8-11 For amyloid -peptide (A, associated with Alzheimer’s
disease), the monomer peptide binds to surfactant micelles12-13 and lipid membranes,14-15 forming
-helix-like conformations that facilitate aggregation and fibrillation.16 Similar phenomena occur
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for other IDPs, such as medin17 and islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP, associated with type II
diabetes).18-19
IDPs protofibrils or oligomeric aggregates are more toxic than are the insoluble fibrils.2,20
Recently, it was shown that the toxic IDPs protofibrils or oligomeric aggregates form pores in
membranes, apparently sharing a common mechanism with antimicrobial peptides (AMPs).21-23
When AMPs are associated with anionic lipid membranes, many of them also form -helix-like
conformations24-28 that display antimicrobial activity.29-31 An understanding of the -helix
formation mechanism of these peptides would help the understanding the overall fibrillation
mechanism of these IDPs, as well as help in the design of AMPs.
In this paper, we study the interactions between an undecapeptide XAO (Ac-X2A7O2NH2, MW=985, X: diaminobutyric acid, Dab, side chain: -CH2CH2NH3+, O: ornithine, Orn, side
chain: -CH2CH2CH2NH3+) with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The XAO peptide was chosen
because: (1) it has a large content of hydrophobic residues (seven Ala) and multiple cationic
residues (two Dab and two Orn), similar to many of those IDPs and AMPs. (2) In aqueous
solution, monomeric XAO predominantly adopts a polyproline II (PPII) conformation,32-33
similar to that of some IDPs34-36 and AMPs37. XAO does not exhibit any detectable -helical
content, presumably due to its short polyala repeat lengths and electrostatic repulsion between its
flanking cationic Dab and Orn side chains. SDS was chosen due to its amphiphilic molecular
structure. SDS micelles have been widely used as a model membrane to study interactions
between IDPs / AMPs and lipid membranes.9,12-13,38-45
We showed here that XAO adopts -helix-like conformations upon aggregating with
SDS. We used UV resonance Raman (UVRR) spectroscopy to determine the structure of the
aggregated XAO.46-47 We measured the diffusion coefficients of XAO and SDS by employing
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pulsed field gradient NMR (PFG-NMR). Based on the stoichiometry and association constants
extracted from the diffusion coefficients, we propose a two-state model for the aggregation
between XAO and SDS. This study demonstrates that SDS monomers bind to XAO, forming
XAO-SDS aggregates that induce XAO -helix-like conformations.

7.2

7.2.1

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials

The undecapeptide XAO was prepared by the Pittsburgh Peptide Facility by using a solid-state
peptide synthesis method. SDS (99%), dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride (DTAC, 99%) and
sodium perchlorate (NaClO4, 98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. Sodium
decylsulfate (SDeS, 99%), sodium octylsulfate (SOS, 99%) and sodium pentylsulfate (SPS,
99%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Sodium ethylsulfate (SES, 98%) was purchased from
Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. (TCI). Dodecylphosphosphocholine (DPC, 99%) and
dodecyl--D-maltoside (DDM, 99%) were purchased from Avanti polar lipids, Inc. All
chemicals were used as received unless specified otherwise. Water (18.2 M·cm) was purified
by a NANOPURE Infinity™ ultrapure water purifier. All samples contained 0.1 M NaClO4
unless otherwise noted.
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7.2.2

Circular dichroism measurements

CD spectra were measured by using a Jasco J-710 spectrometer. We used a temperaturecontrolled quartz cuvette with a 0.2 mm path length for 1.0 mg/ml (1.0 mM) samples. The
temperature was controlled at 20 °C by an external water bath. The CD spectra were collected at
0.2 nm intervals and averaged over 5 scans and smoothed by the second order Savitzky-Golay
method over 15 data points.

7.2.3

204 nm excited UVRR spectra

The UVRR instrumentation was described in detail previously.48 Briefly, the third harmonic of a
Nd:YAG laser (Coherent Infinity) was anti-Stokes Raman shifted five harmonics in 40 psi
hydrogen gas to 204 nm. The 204 nm light is in resonance with the peptide bond first allowed ππ* electronic transition. The excitation beam was directed to a spinning quartz NMR tube
containing the room temperature (~20 °C) sample solutions. The backscattered Raman light was
collected and dispersed by a partially subtractive double monochromator and detected by a
Lumogen coated back-thinned CCD detector (Princeton Instruments Spec-10:400B) that is
cooled by liquid nitrogen. The sample UVRR spectra were obtained by subtracting appropriate
amounts of water and the empty quartz NMR tube UVRR from the raw spectra and normalized
to the intensity of the 0.1 M NaClO4 internal standard.
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7.2.4

NMR diffusion measurements

All diffusion coefficient measurements were performed using a Bruker Avance III 600 MHz
spectrometer with a BBFO Plus probe. The temperatures were controlled to ±1 °C accuracy
using a Bruker BVT3000 temperature control system. The spectrometer was calibrated against
the water self-diffusion coefficient at 25 °C. The samples were prepared in D2O and the residual
HOD resonance at

was used as an internal chemical shift standard. Diffusion

coefficients were determined using a stimulated echo pulsed field gradient pulse sequence with
bipolar gradients.49-50 To obtain the diffusion coefficient, the peak intensity vs. gradient strength
data were fit to the Stejskal-Tanner equation51-52
(1)
where and

are the intensities of a specific band (or the intensity at a specific chemical

shift) with and without the magnetic field gradient;
for 1H nuclei;

and

coefficient of the species in D2O; and

is the gyromagnetic ratio and equals

are the pulse width and pulse interval,

is the diffusion

is the gradient strength applied to the sample. 16 spectra

were taken with gradient strengths that varied between 0 and 50 G/cm, while the duration of the
gradient

was held constant throughout the experiment.

To plot the results as two dimensional diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) contours
with respect to the chemical shift and diffusion coefficient, these 16 spectra were fitted to eq. (1)
to obtain

and the intensity

at each chemical shift

. A normal distribution of

intensities was generated along the diffusion coefficient axis at each chemical shift. The peak
height, center position and standard deviation of the normal distribution are labeled as
and

(standard error of

), respectively53
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,

(2)
The integrated intensities of resonances from the same species were globally fit to obtain
a single diffusion coefficient for qualitative analysis by using eq. (1).

7.3

7.3.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

CD spectra of XAO in different SDS concentration solutions

Figure 7.1A shows the CD spectra of XAO as a function of SDS concentration in a 0.1 M
NaClO4 aqueous solution at 20 °C. In the absence of SDS, the CD spectrum of XAO is similar to
previously reported CD spectra of XAO in pure water or in low salt concentration solutions.33,5455

The CD spectra show characteristic PPII features such as the intense negative band at ~197

nm. These features indicate that XAO adopts mainly a PPII-like conformation in 0.1 M NaClO4
aqueous solutions in the absence of SDS. As the SDS concentration increases, the CD spectrum
begins to show -helix features, with two negative bands at 222 nm and 206 nm and a strong
positive band at ~190 nm. A well defined isodichroic point occurs at 202 nm, indicating that
XAO apparently undergoes a two-state transition from a PPII-like conformation to an -helixlike conformation.
The negative mean residue ellipticity is proportional to the fraction of -helix-like
conformations
(3)
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To calculate the -helical fraction
helical state

and the PPII state

, the 222 nm mean residue ellipticities of the need to be determined.

is the mean residue

ellipticity of the XAO PPII-like conformation. This value can be obtained from the CD
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Figure 7. 1. (A) CD spectra of 1.0 mM XAO in 0.1 M aqueous NaClO4 solution at different SDS concentrations.
The inset shows the dependence on the SDS concentration of the CD spectra 222 nm ellipticity. (B) 1H NMR
spectra of XAO in 0.1 M NaClO4 at different SDS concentrations. (C) 204 nm excited UVRR spectra of XAO in 0.1
M NaClO4 at different SDS concentrations. The difference spectrum calculated emphasizes the Ala methyl group
umbrella bending band at 1382 cm-1. (D) SDS concentration dependence of the -helical fraction of 1.0 mM XAO
in 0.1 M NaClO4 calculated from the CD, 1H NMR and UVRR spectra.
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The determination of

is challenging, because it is difficult to force XAO to adopt a

pure -helix state. The commonly used strong -helix promoting solvent trifluoroethanol (TFE)
does not induce substantial amounts of -helix. In a previous study,55 the 222 nm mean residue
ellipticity of XAO in TFE was measured to be

, which is less negative

than XAO in 10 mM SDS. The CD spectrum of XAO in TFE does not resemble the pure -helix
CD spectra, indicating that XAO does not exist in its pure -helix conformation in TFE.
Another common approach56-57 to estimate

uses eq. (4)
(4)

where,

is the mean residue ellipticity at 222 nm of an

infinitely long -helix segment; n is the number of residues (n = 11 for XAO); k is a parameter
that accounts for the end effects, since the end residues cannot effectively form -helix
conformations. k can varies from 4.6 to 6.3.57 For the 21-residue polyAla peptide AP, k was
reported to be 7.6.58 The large variance of k results in a large uncertainty of

estimated for

short peptides.
The inset of Figure 7.1A shows the dependence of the XAO 222 nm ellipticity on the
SDS concentration in 0.1 M NaClO4 at 20 °C. The sigmoid shaped titration curve clearly
indicates that SDS concentrations <1 mM have little impact on the XAO conformation. XAO is
dominated by PPII-like conformations and shows a 222 nm mean residue ellipticity
. The PPII to -helix transition midpoint occurs at ~3 mM SDS. Above
10 mM SDS, the -helix conformation “saturates” with a 222 nm mean residue ellipticity of
. We assigned this value to a helical fraction of 0.69 that we
calculated from the UVRR spectra (see below), and calculate
. This value is much more negative than that found for XAO in TFE,55 indicating that, as
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expected, the maximum helical state is not achieved in TFE. The k parameter estimated from eq.
(4) is 6.0.

7.3.2

XAO 1H NMR spectra

Figure 7.1B shows the one-dimensional

1

H NMR spectra of XAO at different SDS

concentrations in 0.1 M NaClO4 aqueous solutions. The 1HNMR peaks of XAO overlap. In the
absence of SDS, the 1H chemical shifts range from 4.18 – 4.12. The addition of 0.5 mM SDS
does not affect the resonances of XAO (The triplet at  4.0 ppm arises from SDS). As the SDS
concentration increases, the peaks shift further upfield with a significantly changed pattern.
The 1H XAO chemical shifts are sensitive to secondary structure.59-61 For the ″random
coil″ conformation, the reference chemical shift is 4.26 for the 1H of both Ala and Lys.61
Presumably the chemical shifts are somewhat larger for Dab and Orn than Lys due to the fewer
methylene groups between the amine group and C in Dab and Orn. The 1H chemical shift for
the PPII conformation differs little from ″random coil″.62 In -helices, the 1H chemical shifts of
Ala and Lys decrease to 4.03 and 3.99 respectively.61 Our observed upfield shifts of XAO 1H
resonances upon addition of SDS indicate a transition of PPII to an -helix-like conformation,
supporting the conclusions obtained from the CD spectra.

7.3.3

UVRR spectra of XAO dependence on SDS concentration

The UVRR spectra of XAO with and without 0.1 M NaClO4 are essentially identical (Figure
7.9), indicating that 0.1 M NaClO4 has negligible impact on the XAO conformation. We
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measured the 204 nm excited UVRR spectra of 1.0 mM XAO at different SDS concentrations
with 0.1 M NaClO4 at room temperature.
Figure 7.1C shows the 204 nm excited XAO UVRR spectra. Without SDS, the XAO
UVRR spectrum shows an Am I band at ~1660 cm-1, an Am II band at ~1550 cm-1, overlapped
with an interfering molecular oxygen band at 1556 cm-1, two C-H bending bands at ~1392 cm-1
and ~1373 cm-1, and an Am III3 band at ~1255 cm-1. As the SDS concentration increases, the Am
III3 band frequency slightly upshifts, while the intensities of the Am III3 band and the C-H
bending bands significantly decrease, indicating that XAO undergoes a transition from a PPIIlike conformation to -helix-like conformations that show hypochromism. These XAO spectra
can be modeled as the sum of XAO spectra without SDS and XAO spectra with 100 mM SDS,
confirming that this transition appears spectroscopically as a two-state system. The UVRR
results are fully consistent with the CD and NMR results.
The C-H bending vibrations are resonance enhanced due to their coupling with N-H
bending in the PPII-like conformation.63 In -helix-like conformations, the C-H bending
decouples from the N-H bending and disappears.64 Therefore, the C-H bending band intensities
are mainly contributed by the PPII-like conformation. Consequently, the C-H bending bands
can be used to calculate the PPII and -helical fractions based on two-state modeling.58

7.3.4

-Helical fractions calculated from UVRR, CD and 1H NMR

The difference spectrum, shown in Figure 7.1C, between the UVRR spectra of XAO at 20 mM
SDS and 0 mM SDS shows a band at 1382 cm-1, that can be assigned to the methyl group
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umbrella bending of the Ala side chains.65-67 We expect that the relative intensity of this methyl
group umbrella bending band at 1382 cm-1 is independent of the XAO conformation.
We fit the XAO C-H bending region (from 1350 cm-1 to 1420 cm-1) of the UVRR
spectra at different SDS concentrations with three Lorentzians. Two Lorentzian bands at 1371
cm-1 and 1394 cm-1 model the C-H bending band spectra of the 11 residues. A Lorentzian band
at 1382 cm-1 models the Ala methyl group umbrella bending. Assuming there are only two states,
the -helix-like conformation and the PPII conformation, the PPII fraction can be calculated
from the 1371 cm-1 and 1394 cm-1 Lorentzian band intensities at different SDS concentrations.
The -helical fractions of 1.0 mM XAO at different SDS concentrations calculated from UVRR
spectra are shown in Figure 7.1D.
When the SDS concentration is above 10 mM, XAO shows a ″saturated″ helical fraction
of ~0.69 calculated from the UVRR. The ″saturated″ α-helical fraction of ~0.69 indicates that, on
average, around 7.6 of the 11 residues in XAO peptide are -helical. The 7.6 residue long helical
segment most likely occurs as a single segment in the middle of the peptide. We used the
“saturated” helical fraction of ~0.69 to estimate

via eq. (3). With this

value, we can

calculate the XAO helical fraction at any SDS concentration from the CD spectra. The calculated
XAO helical fractions are shown in Figure 7.1D as well.
The chemical shifts of the XAO 1H, as discussed above, depend upon the XAO
conformation. We calculated the first moment, which is the intensity weighed average chemical
shift of the XAO 1H NMR bands at various SDS concentrations. The first moment decreases
from 4.26 ppm in the absence of SDS to 4.12 ppm in 20 mM SDS. As shown by the CD and
UVRR spectra, the XAO α-helix-PPII transition appears spectroscopically to be two-state. If the
first moment of the PPII conformation is at 4.26 ppm, and the first moment of the SDS
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″saturated″ XAO conformation (69 % -helix-like and 31 % PPII) is at 4.12 ppm, assuming
these two conformations are in the fast exchange limit, we can calculate the -helical fractions of
XAO in SDS aqueous solutions from the first moments of the XAO 1H NMR bands using
(5)
where

is the first moment of the XAO 1H NMR band at a given SDS concentration.
is

the

XAO

PPII

conformation

1

H

NMR

chemical

shift

and

is the XAO α-helix-like conformation 1H NMR chemical
shift.
The calculated -helical fractions from the first moments of the XAO 1H NMR spectra
(eq. (5)) are shown in Figure 7.1D. These -helical fractions are similar to those calculated from
the CD and UVRR spectra.

7.3.5

The effects of long alkyl chains and negatively charged surfactant head groups

Figure 7.2A shows the dependence of the 222 nm mean residue ellipticities of XAO on the
concentrations of surfactants that have the same anionic sulfate head group as SDS but different
alkyl chain lengths. SES and SPS that possess relatively short alkyl chains have negligible
impact on the XAO conformation even up to 0.7 – 1.0 M concentrations. Figure 7.2A shows that
the surfactant concentration required to induce the XAO PPII to -helix transition decreases as
the surfactant alkyl chain length increases. The critical micelle concentrations (cmcs) of these
surfactants are similarly dependent on chain length. The PPII to -helix transition of XAO
induced by SOS occurs between ~50 mM to ~120 mM with a midpoint at ~80 mM, while the
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transition induced by SDeS occurs between ~10 mM to ~40 mM with a midpoint at ~17 mM.
The transition induced by SDS occurs between ~1 mM to ~10 mM with a midpoint at ~3 mM.
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Figure 7. 2. The 222 nm ellipticities of 1.0 mM XAO in the presence of different surfactants.
(A) Surfactants with different alkyl chain lengths. SDS: sodium dodecylsulfate; SDeS: sodium decylsulfate; SOS:
sodium octylsulfate; SPS: sodium pentylsulfate; SES: sodium ethylsulfate. (B) Surfactants with different head
groups. SDS: sodium dodecylsulfate; DPC: dodecylphosphocholine; DDM: dodecyl--D-maltoside; DTAC:
dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride. Scheme 7. 1 shows the molecular structures of these surfactants.
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Figure 7.2B compares the dependence of the XAO 222 nm mean residue ellipticities on
the concentrations of surfactants with identical alkyl chain lengths but different head groups.
These surfactants include anionic SDS, zwitterionic DPC, non-ionic DDM and cationic DTAC
(Scheme 7. 1). Only SDS induces XAO to form -helices, while the other three surfactants have
little impact on the XAO conformation, even at concentrations much higher than their cmcs. This
suggests that the anionic SDS interacts with cationic XAO to form α-helix conformations
through electrostatic interactions with the four positively charged XAO side chains.
O
O
+
Na O

-

S
CH3

SDS: sodium dodecylsulfate
O
H3C

-

O

+

O

N

P

H2N CH
3

CH3

O

DPC: dodecylphosphocholine
HO
HO

OH
O
OHO
HO

OH
O

CH3

O
OH

DDM: dodecyl--D-maltoside

Cl

-

H3C

CH3
+

N

CH3

H3C

DTAC: dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride
Scheme 7. 1. Molecular structures of different charged head group surfactants
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7.3.6

Diffusion coefficients measured by 1H-NMR DOSY experiment

We used NMR DOSY to study the size and stoichiometry of the XAO-SDS aggregates by
measuring the dependencies of the XAO and SDS diffusion coefficients on the SDS
concentration.68 The NMR DOSY spectra of 1.0 mM XAO at 0, 0.5 mM, 4.0 mM and 10 mM
SDS concentrations are shown in Figure 7.3. The intensity of the resonance in the absence of a
magnetic field gradient ( , that was calculated via eq. (1)) was plotted as a function of chemical
shift at the top of contour plots. Along the right is a pseudo chromatograph, indicating the
calculated diffusion coefficient associated with each chemical shift. The contour at
with

derives from HOD in D2O.

In the absence of SDS, Figure 7.3A shows XAO proton resonances at
. Upon addition of SDS, the NMR spectrum shows SDS proton resonances. At
0.5 mM SDS, monomer SDS peak appears in the diffusion chromatograph at
(Figure 7.3B). As the SDS concentration increases (Figure 7.3C, 3D), the
diffusion coefficients of both the SDS and XAO species decrease, The XAO 1H resonances shift
towards lowfield, indicating -helix formation as discussed above.
Figure 7.4A shows the dependence of the diffusion coefficients of 1.0 mM XAO and
SDS in 0.1 M NaClO4 on the SDS concentration. Also shown are the SDS diffusion coefficients
in 0.1 M NaClO4 (without XAO) as a function of SDS concentration. The SDS diffusion
coefficient in the absence of XAO begins to decrease at 1.8 mM, indicating formation of
micelles at a value similar to the cmc of SDS in 0.1 M NaCl (1.62 mM).69
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0.5 mM SDS
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D
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B

B

D

C
4.0 mM SDS

10 mM SDS

D

D

C

C

B

B

Figure 7. 3. 1H NMR DOSY spectra of XAO
in (A) 0 mM, (B) 1.0 mM, (C) 4.0 mM and (D) 10 mM SDS solutions. All solutions contain 0.1 M NaClO4. The
calculated one-dimensional NMR spectrum without a magnetic field gradient is shown at the top of each figure.
Along the right are pseudo chromatographs indicating the concentration of species as a function of diffusion
coefficient.

Solutions containing 0.1 M NaClO4, 1.0 mM XAO and < 0.5 mM SDS, show constant
XAO and SDS diffusion coefficients. The SDS diffusion coefficient is identical to that of 0.5
mM SDS in 0.1 M NaClO4. These results indicate that XAO and SDS remain monomeric with
and
respectively (Table 1).
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,

A

B

Figure 7. 4. (A) Diffusion coefficients of 1.0 mM XAO and SDS in XAO-SDS solution and the diffusion
coefficients of pure SDS in aqueous solution. All solutions contain 0.1 M NaClO4. The data were experimentally
measured by Pulsed Field Gradient NMR; the curves are calculated by using parameters obtained from experimental
data. (B) Calculated concentrations of different species in XAO-SDS solutions by using parameters obtained from
experimental data.
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Above 0.5 mM SDS, the XAO and SDS diffusion coefficients decrease, indicating the
formation of XAO-SDS aggregates. This 0.5 mM SDS concentration is significantly lower than
the cmc of SDS in 0.1 M NaClO4 without XAO, indicating that the XAO-SDS aggregates are
formed between XAO monomers and SDS monomers. To confirm that the XAO-SDS aggregate
formation does not require SDS micelles, we measured the dependence of the XAO CD spectra
on SDS concentration in the absence of NaClO4. Removal of NaClO4 increases the SDS cmc to 
8 mM.69 If the XAO-SDS aggregation requires SDS micelle, it should show a different XAO
conformational dependence on SDS concentration than in the presence of NaClO4. In contrast,
we observe a very similar SDS concentration dependence (Figure 7.10). This similar dependence
confirms that XAO-SDS aggregation occurs between XAO monomers and SDS monomers.
Table 7. 1. Diffusion coefficients and hydrodynamic radius of species in XAO-SDS solution

diffusion coefficienta / 10-6 cm2∙s-1

Hydrodynamic radiusb / nm

XAO monomer

2.02 ±0.01

0.98 ±0.01

XAO-SDS aggregate

0.69 ±0.02

2.9 ±0.1

SDS monomer

4.30 ±0.03

0.46 ±0.01

SDS micelle

0.60 ±0.03c

3.3 ±0.1

species

a

measured at 25°C in D2O in the presence of 0.1 M NaClO4 by PFG-NMR.

b

calculated from diffusion coefficient using Stokes-Einstein equation

, where

is the D2O

viscosity70 at 25°C.
c

obtained by extrapolating the SDS diffusion coefficient to infinite SDS concentration in 0.1 M NaClO4 without

XAO.

At SDS concentration greater than ~5 mM, the XAO diffusion coefficient remains
constant at

. This constant XAO diffusion coefficient indicates that

the XAO-SDS aggregates do not grow with increasing SDS concentration. The SDS diffusion
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coefficient decreases above ~10 mM SDS due to the formation of SDS micelles (
).
Thus, aggregation between XAO and SDS monomers occurs at SDS concentrations
between ~0.5 mM to ~5 mM SDS. Above 10 mM SDS, micelle formation occurs among SDS
itself as evidenced by the decreased SDS diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficients of the
XAO monomer, the SDS monomer, the XAO-SDS aggregate and the SDS micelle are listed in
Table 1 along with the hydrodynamic radii estimated using the Stokes-Einstein equation that
assumes spherical species.

7.3.7

Modeling of XAO and SDS diffusion coefficients

For a system in fast exchange, the apparent diffusion coefficient is a weighted average of the
diffusion coefficients of all fast exchanging species
(6)
where

,

species;

and

are the stoichiometry, the concentration and diffusion coefficient of the ith
is the total concentration. From the diffusion coefficients of the XAO

monomer, the SDS monomer, the XAO-SDS aggregate and the SDS micelle listed in Table 1, we
can use eq. (6) to calculate the concentrations of XAO monomer (
(

), XAO-SDS aggregates (

) and SDS micelles (

) and SDS monomer

at each SDS concentration.

The binding equilibrium between XAO and SDS monomers, assuming only one
aggregate species, can be described as

a XAO + b SDS

KAgg
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XAOa-SDSb

where

is the equilibrium constant for the XAO-SDS aggregate,

and

are the numbers of

XAO and SDS molecules in the XAO-SDS aggregate.
Fitting this model with species concentrations calculated using eq. (6) at SDS < 5 mM
finds that the ratio
The ratio

,

and

.

suggests that in the aggregate, each XAO molecule is bound to four SDS

monomers. The binding sites are most likely the four positively charged XAO side chains. Each
XAO-SDS aggregate contains ~4 XAO molecules and ~16 SDS molecules.
As the SDS concentration increases, the XAO monomer becomes depleted. In contrast,
the SDS monomer concentration increases until it reaches the cmc and micelles form. If m SDS
monomers form a micelle

m SDS

where

KMic

SDSm

is the micelle formation constant. Fitting this model with species concentrations

calculated using eq. (6) for SDS concentrations from 6 mM to 50 mM finds an aggregation
number,

and

.
.71 Thus, we estimate

Simple statistical mechanics predicts

, identical to the cmc of SDS measured in 0.1 M NaClO4 solution (Figure 7.4A). This is
close to the reported 1.62 mM cmc of SDS in 0.1 M NaCl.69 The presence of 1.0 mM XAO does
not appear to affect the SDS cmc equilibrium. However, XAO binds to SDS monomers and
lowers the effective SDS monomer concentration, thus increasing the apparent total SDS
concentration required to form SDS micelles.
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7.3.8

Mechanism of SDS-induced XAO -helix formation

The diffusion coefficients (Figure 7.4A) and the solution species concentrations (Figure 7.4B) as
a function of total SDS concentration were modeled using the parameters obtained above. The
SDS concentration dependencies of solution species shown in Figure 7.4B can be divided into
three regions: no interactions (< 0.5 mM total SDS), XAO-SDS binding (0.5 – 5 mM total SDS)

1.0

0.69

0.8

0.55

0.6

0.42

0.4

0.28

0.2

aggregated fraction
0.14
helical fraction (CD)
helical fraction (NMR)
helical fraction (UVRR) 0.00

0.0
0.1

1

10

Helical fraction

Fraction of aggregated XAO

and SDS micellation (> 5 mM total SDS).

100

SDS concentration / mM
Figure 7. 5. Comparison between fractions of aggregated XAO and -helical XAO as determined by CD, NMR and
UVRR.

Below 0.5 mM SDS, SDS does not bind to XAO or form micelles. The XAO monomer
concentration remains constant as the SDS monomer concentration increases. Between 0.5 to 5
mM total SDS concentrations, SDS binds to XAO forming XAO-SDS aggregates prior to SDS
micellation. The concentrations of aggregated XAO and aggregated SDS increase at the expense
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of the XAO monomer. The SDS monomer concentration also increases, however, it remains
below the cmc of SDS until  5 mM total SDS concentration. Above ~5 mM total SDS, the
micellation is triggered and all species remain at constant concentrations, except the SDS micelle
concentration increases.

Figure 7. 6. Mechanism of the XAO4-SDS16 aggregation and the formation of XAO -helix-like conformations.
The four SDS alkyl chains bound to each XAO partition into a hydrophobic core that minimizes the hydrophobic
area exposed to water. Neutralization of the flanking XAO charges enables -helix formation such that one -helix
peptide face is buried within the hydrophobic core while the other face is in contact with the water environment.

Figure 7.5 compares the fraction of the aggregated XAO calculated from the diffusion
coefficients, to the -helical fractions calculated from the CD, 1H-NMR and UVRR spectra.
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Upon scaling by 0.69, the fraction of the aggregated XAO exactly tracks the -helical fraction,
indicating that the XAO -helix-like conformation correlates directly with XAO-SDS
aggregation. However, in the XAO-SDS aggregates, some of the XAO residues, most likely the
flanking Orn and Dab, remain in a PPII conformation.
Figure 7.6 shows a schematic model for the interactions between XAO and SDS that lead
to α-helix formation. The negatively charged head groups of the SDS monomers electrostatically
bind to the four XAO positively charged side chains. This significantly reduces electrostatic
repulsion between Dab and Orn side chains and allows XAO to adopt the more compact -helixlike conformations from the extended PPII conformation. The XAO-SDS4 aggregates further
associate with each other to form XAO4-SDS16 aggregates. This results in a hydrophobic inner
core comprised of the SDS alkyl groups, while one face of the α-helix backbone is probably
exposed to water medium. The other face of the XAO -helix backbone is buried within the
hydrophobic inner core. This stabilizes the -helix formed by protecting the backbone hydrogen
bonds.

7.3.9

Ramachandran 

The UVRR spectra contain information on the aggregated XAO conformations. By subtracting
appropriate amounts of the measured PPII-like conformation UVRR spectrum, we can calculate
the pure -helix-like spectrum associated with the aggregated XAO at each SDS concentration.
The pure -helix-like spectra at different SDS concentrations are essentially identical (Figure
7.11), although there is somewhat less inhomogeneous broadening at higher SDS concentrations.
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We thus averaged over these calculated pure -helix-like spectra at different SDS concentrations
(

weighted by their respective -helical fractions (

:

Intensity / a.u.

(7)

1200

1250

1300

Frequency / cm

1350
-1

Figure 7. 7. Bands resolved Am III region of the room temperature pure -helix-like UVRR spectrum of XAO-SDS
aggregates. This pure -helix-like XAO-SDS aggregate UVRR spectrum is calculated by averaging the essentially
identical pure -helix-like XAO UVRR spectra at different SDS concentrations as weighted by their respective helical fractions. The -helix-like UVRR spectrum at each SDS concentration is calculated by subtracting the PPII
spectrum contribution. The Am III3 deconvoluted bands are shown in yellow. The two presumed identical 1270
cm-1 Am III3 Gaussian bands derive from the C-terminal and N-terminal peptide bonds in the -helix segment.

The averaged -helix-like UVRR spectrum (

) of aggregated XAO is shown in

Figure 7.7. The Am III3 band of this pure -helix-like UVRR spectrum can be modeled by three
Gaussian bands at ~1210 cm-1, ~1238 cm-1 and ~1270 cm-1. The ~1210 and ~1238 cm-1 bands
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probably resulted from turn structures, while the ~1270 cm-1 band likely originates from -helixlike conformations.
At 20 °C, the Am III3 band frequency depends on both the

Ramachandran dihedral

angle and peptide bond hydrogen bonding.63,72
(8)
where

depends on the peptide bond hydrogen bonding. To calculate the

angle,

must be

determined from the state of the peptide bond hydrogen bonding. Mikhonin et. al. specified
for a number of peptide bond hydrogen bonding states.73 Table 2 lists the relevant peptide bond
hydrogen bonding states in an -helix segment and their respective

values.

Table 7. 2. Hydrogen bonding states of peptide bonds in aqueous solution

peptide bond type

of hydrogen

hydrogen

/ cm-1
(at 20 °C)*

peptide bonds

bond donor

bond acceptor

N-terminus in an -helix

4

H2O

CO

1251.4

center in an -helix

n-8

NH

CO

1244

C-terminus in an -helix

4

NH

H2O

1246

in PPII-like conformation

-

NH

H2O

1253.8

H2O

CO

unknown

unknown

turns
*

number

-

1248.8

values are estimated from ref.73.

For aggregated XAO, we calculated above from the CD and UVRR that 7.6 residues
occur in -helix-like conformations. Thus, there are essentially no peptide bonds where both the
carbonyl and amino groups form intra-peptide hydrogen bonds. In the XAO -helix-like
conformations, there are approximately 4 N-terminal and 4 C-terminal peptide bonds. At room
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temperature (20 °C), the

difference between N-terminal and C-terminal peptide bonds is 5.4

cm-1 (Table 2) due to their different hydrogen bonding states.73 Therefore, we fit the ~1270 cm-1
AmIII3 band to two Gaussian bands that are separated by 5.4 cm-1 with identical band areas and
identical widths. The low frequency band (~1267 cm-1) simulates the C-terminal peptide bonds,
while the high frequency (~1272 cm-1) band simulates the N-terminal peptide bonds. (Figure 7.7)
We previously developed a method73-75 to calculate the peptide

angle distribution from

the measured Am III3 band. The Am III3 band of the UVRR spectra from single crystal peptides
show a homogenous bandwidth of 15 cm-1.74 We deconvoluted the Am III3 band into a set of
Lorentzian bands that have a FWHM of 15 cm-1. The corresponding
center frequency (

angle associated with the

of each of these Lorentzian bands was calculated from eq. (8).

The probability of an XAO peptide bond occurring at a particular
calculated from the intensity of the Lorentzian band at this

angle can be

angle,
(9)

where

is the resolution interval between

between deconvoluted Lorentzian frequencies

angles that are determined from the spacing (
. Rewriting eq. (8):
(10)

In the absence of SDS, XAO peptide bonds exist in PPII-like conformations that are fully
hydrogen bonded to water. Therefore, the deconvoluted Am III3 band in this XAO UVRR
spectrum can be used to calculate the

angle distributions of the PPII-like XAO-SDS aggregate
at 20 °C (Table 2).

conformations by using eq. (8) with
The

angle distribution of the -helix-like conformation can be calculated from the Am

III3 band of the XAO pure -helix-like UVRR spectrum. To reflect the different hydrogen
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bonding states of peptide bonds, different

(Table 2) are used in eq. (8) to calculate the

angles from the Figure 7.7 deconvolved different Am III3 bands.
The aggregated XAO

angle distributions shown in Figure 7.8 contain a PPII-like

conformation centered at 153°and an -helix-like region centered at ~ -43°. The -helix-like
region

angle distributions deviate from a single Gaussian distribution, indicating multiple α-

helix-like conformational states.

Figure 7. 8. Ramachandran

angle distributions calculated for XAO-SDS aggregates from room temperature 204
nm excited UVRR spectra.

The black envelope curve derive from the -helix-like

angle distributions, that were fit to four Gaussians

corresponding to - (filled with green), - (filled with orange) and 310- (filled with cyan) helices and turn structures
(filled with yellow). The blue curve indicates PPII-like

angle distribution in the XAO-SDS aggregates.

Previously, Mikhonin resolved -, - and 310- helices of the AP peptide.75 We thus fit the
-helix-like region

angle distributions of aggregated XAO to four normal distributions,
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modeling the

angle distributions as -, - and 310- helices and a turn structure respectively.

(Figure 7.8) Three conformational distributions are found at
agreement with the expected-helix-like

-76°, -45° and -17°, in

angles. An additional conformation is found at 9°,

suggesting an additional turn conformation. Table 3 lists the conformations that we resolved in
the aggregated XAO.
Table 7. 3. Conformational states resolved in aggregated in the aggregated XAO

conformation

center  angle / deg

-helix

-76 ±30

15 ±8

-helix

-45 ±1

18 ±5

310-helix

-17 ±3

13 ±3

9 ±6

17 ±2

153 ±1

17 ±1

turn structure
PPII
*

Standard deviation* / deg

Note torsional force constant is related to standard deviation of the distribution by

7.4

.

CONCLUSIONS

We used CD, NMR and UVRR spectroscopy to demonstrate that XAO, which is predominately
PPII conformation in aqueous solution, forms -helix-like conformations in XAO-SDS
aggregates. From the UVRR spectra, we calculated the

angle distributions of XAO-SDS

aggregates. We resolved -, - and 310- helix conformations, a turn structure and a PPII-like
conformation. We studied the XAO-SDS aggregation by measuring the diffusion coefficients of
the XAO monomer, the SDS monomer and the XAO-SDS aggregate by using PFG-NMR
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spectroscopy. The XAO-SDS aggregates occur at SDS concentrations below the cmc. The SDS
monomers bind to the XAO peptide and neutralize the four positively charged side chains. Four
XAO-SDS4 further associate to from a stable aggregate of stoichiometry XAO4-SDS16 where the
XAO adopts a predominantly -helix-like conformation, which also contains turn and  and 310
helices, rather than the predominant PPII conformation of the XAO monomers in aqueous
solution. Our work suggests that the XAO-SDS aggregates form a hydrophobic core that
minimizes the hydrophobic surface area in contact with water. Neutralization of the flanking
charged side chains decreases the electrostatic penalty for -helix formation. The exterior of the
aggregate exposes the faces of the -helix-like XAO peptide to water. This self assembly
mechanism may be relevant to the assembly of antimicrobial peptides and intrinsically
disordered peptides into membranes.
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7.6

7.6.1

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Modeling of XAO and SDS interactions

The binding equilibrium between XAO and SDS monomer, assuming only one aggregate
species, can be described as

a XAO + b SDS

where

KAgg

XAOa-SDSb

is the equilibrium constant for the XAO-SDS aggregate,

and

are the numbers of

XAO and SDS molecules in the XAO-SDS aggregate. The equilibrium constant is
(S1)
Applying eq. (6) to diffusion coefficients of XAO and SDS at SDS concentrations < 5
mM where the concentration of SDS micelles is negligible,
(S2)

(S3)
Combining eq. (S2) and eq. (S3), one can calculate the ratio between

and ,
(S4)

We estimated that

from the data between 1 mM to 4 mM SDS. With

, we rewrite eq. (S1) as
(S5)
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Recognizing that

can be calculated from eq. (S2), we could fit the data with eq. (S5) and

estimate

and

7.6.2

.

Modeling of SDS Micellation

We modeled the SDS micelle as a cooperative aggregation of m SDS monomers

m SDS

where

KMic

SDSm

is the micelle formation constant
(S6)
Above 10 mM SDS, the SDS species existing in solution consist of SDS monomers,

XAO-SDS aggregates and SDS micelles. Applying eq. (6) gives
(S7)
At SDS concentrations > 6 mM, the relative XAO monomer concentration is negligible. The
contribution from the XAO-SDS aggregate to the diffusion coefficient of SDS is constant. The
concentrations of SDS monomer and SDS micelle can be calculated from eq. (S7).
Similar to eq. (S5), we rewrite eq. (S6) as
(S8)
Fitting the data from 6 mM to 50 mM to eq. (S8) gives the aggregation number
.
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and

7.6.3

Supplementary figures

XAO + 0.1 M NaClO4

Intensity / a.u.

XAO
Difference

1000

1200

1400

Frequency / cm

1600
-1

Figure 7. 9. 204 nm excited UVRR spectra of XAO in the presence and in the absence of 0.1 M NaClO4 and the
difference spectrum.
The spectra are almost identical, indicating that the 0.1 M NaClO4 does not impact the XAO conformation.
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Figure 7. 10. CD spectra of 1.0 mM XAO in the absence of NaClO4 at different SDS concentration.
The inset shows the dependence on the SDS concentration of the CD spectra 222 nm ellipticity. These
XAO CD spectra and their dependence on SDS concentration are essentially identical to those of 1.0 mM XAO in
the presence of 0.1 M NaClO4, indicating that 0.1 M NaClO4 has little impact on the XAO conformation. The
addition of NaClO4 decreases the SDS cmc significantly from 8 mM to 2 mM, however, the XAO conformation
dependence on SDS concentration remains similar. SDS micelles are not required for inducing the -helix-like XAO
conformations.
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Figure 7. 11. Pure -helix-like conformation UVRR spectra of XAO with 2 mM, 4 mM and 20 mM SDS
and their difference spectra.
These pure -helix-like conformation UVRR spectra are similar, indicating that the -helix-like conformations
found at different SDS concentrations are similar.
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Resonance Raman cross sections are generally larger than normal or preresonance Raman cross
sections. Thus, higher Raman intensities are expected for resonance excitation, especially for
backscattering measurements. However, self absorption decreases the observed Raman
intensities. In the work here we examine the impact of self absorption on the observed
preresonance and resonance Raman intensities. For the simplest case where a single electronic
transition dominates the Raman scattering, and where the resonance enhancement scales with the
square of the molar absorptivity of the absorption band, theory predicts that for close to
resonance excitation the observed Raman intensities monotonically increase as resonance is
approached. In the case that an impurity absorbs, the observed Raman intensities may decrease
as excitation moves close to resonance for particular conditions of impurity absorption
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bandwidths and frequency offsets. Impurity absorption also causes decreases in observed Raman
intensities for the more slowly increasing preresonance excitation.

8.1

INTRODUCTION

Raman spectroscopy involves inelastic light scattering.1-3 The scattered light is collected by a
collection optic and this scattered light is then spectrally interrogated for its intensity, frequency
and polarization to get molecular information on the sample. The vibrational Raman scattering
efficiency is generally low with normal analyte Raman cross sections of
.

The cross sections will significantly increase if there is preresonance Raman

enhancement; much larger Raman cross sections can occur with resonance excitation, especially
in the deep UV.3-4

The largest resonance Raman cross sections observed to date are for

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such as pyrene where cross sections as large as
occur.5
The Raman intensities observed depend upon the values of the Raman cross sections.
However, the intensities observed are dramatically impacted by phenomena such as sample self
absorption that determines the depth of penetration of the excitation beam and the transmission
of the Raman scattering out of the sample.6-8
Typical absorption cross sections are far larger (

) than Raman cross

sections, and even resonance Raman cross sections. For strong absorptions the excitation light is
attenuated by the sample such that the sample thickness traversed can be limited to only tens of
nm, limiting the number of Raman photons generated and observed. Attenuation of the incident
light, as well as the Raman scattered light can also result from sample elastic scattering due to
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the refractive index inhomogeneities that scatter the light outside of the volume elements that can
be imaged into the spectrometer. These phenomena can significantly decrease the Raman
intensities observed, which decreases the resulting spectral S/N.
In the work here we examine the impact of self absorption on the observed Raman
intensities. These intensities ultimately determine the spectral S/N ratios available in Raman
measurements. Optimization of spectral S/N is of great importance in the use of Raman
spectroscopy, especially for challenging applications such as standoff detection of hazardous
species.
We examine the dependence of Raman intensities on sample absorption in the simplest
case of pure samples where a single resonant electronic transition dominates both the Raman
scattering as well as the sample absorbance. In this case we show for the lowest order in theory
the Raman scattering dispersion is expected to approximately follow the absorption bandshape
for optically thick samples. Thus, the maximum Raman spectral S/N measurement will occur for
excitation at the maximum of the resonance Raman excitation profiles, which generally occur
close to the absorption maximum.
In contrast, if additional absorption bands occur, from impurities or chromophores of the
molecule not involved in the resonance Raman enhancement of a particular vibrational mode,
these additional absorptions will attenuate the Raman intensities leading to decreased S/N
measurements. Depending on the particular conditions, preresonance Raman measurements can
show higher intensities and S/N than resonance Raman measurements.
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8.2

8.2.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dependence of Raman Intensities on Self Absorption Where the Raman Intensities

Derive from Preresonance and Resonance Raman Enhancement from a Single Resonant
Absorption Band

We assume that all the Raman intensities derive solely from preresonance or resonance
excitation from a single dominating electronic transition. We consider a simple backscattering
geometry (Figure 8.1) similar to that previously considered by Shriver and Dunn6 where an
incident excitation beam excites an extended planar sample normal to its surface. For simplicity
we assume that we collect the Raman scattering only in the directly backscattered direction. This
decreases the self absorption attenuation of the Raman scattered backscattered light at angles <
180°, because it neglects the longer pathlengths traversed by this Raman scattering.

Figure 8. 1. Raman backscattering geometry

Consider a volume element at depth
excited by a laser beam of frequency

from the flat sample surface of thickness

with an illuminated cross sectional area of . The Raman

light scattered by this volume element is imaged into a Raman spectrometer and spectrally
dispersed and detected. The back-scattered Raman intensity observed at frequency
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is:

(8.1)

where

is the incident excitation beam intensity at ,

scattering cross section excited at
concentration,
intensity

for a Raman band that occurs at

is Avagadro’s number and

collected

by

the

is the absolute Raman

spectrometer.

,

is the analyte

is the solid angle of the Raman scattered
is

the

spectrometer

efficiency

and

is the attenuation factor at the excitation and the Raman scattered light
frequencies. For samples that do not elastically scatter light due to refractive index
inhomogeneities this factor results solely from absorption by the sample.

and

are the

effective molar absorptivities at the excitation and Raman scattered frequencies. The exciting
light is attenuated as:
(8.2)
The back-scattering Raman light is attenuated by its transmission through the distance
through the sample:
(8.3)
where

is the backscattered Raman intensity generated at position

Thus, the attenuation factor for the contribution of a volume element at depth

in the sample.

is:
(8.4)

Therefore, the total Raman intensity detected is the integral of
sample thickness illuminated by the incident excitation beam:
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over the

(8.5)

For a sample of thickness

,
(8.6)

The observed Raman intensity increases with the Raman cross section and decreases with the
absorbance at the excitation and Raman scattering frequencies. The Raman intensities observed
are relatively independent of concentration6 but are decreased for sample thicknesses less than
that necessary to fully attenuate the excitation beam.
The Raman scattering cross sections are proportional to the fourth power of the excitation
frequency times the square of Raman polarizability:9
(8.7)
Using Kramer-Heisenberg-Dirac second order perturbation theory we can write down an
expression for the resonance Raman polarizability in the lowest order in Raman theory as
detailed through the Albrecht A-term expression:9
(8.8)
where the transition moment integrals occur over the electric dipole operator,

between the

electronic ground state and the resonant electronic excited state. FC is the factor associated with
the Franck-Condon integrals for the vibrational mode selection factor of the Raman
polarizability, while

is the resonant excitation energy denominator that determines

the dispersion of the Raman cross section due to preresonance and resonance effects.
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The square of the electronic transition moment is roughly proportional to the maximum
molar absorptivity,

, where

is the frequency at which the electronic transition occurs.

Thus, the resonance Raman cross section for the vibration that scatters at frequency

is

proportional to the square of the molar absorptivity.9
(8.9)
In strict resonance the Raman cross section dispersion will approximately track the
absorption bandshape with higher frequency dependence if the absorption is dominated by
inhomogeneous broadening. In this case the absorption bandshape results from a set of molecules
with a distribution of transition frequencies. The resonance Raman excitation profile derives
from the sum of the contributions of the excitation profiles from each of these transitions.
If the absorption bandshape is dominated by homogeneous broadening, the relationship
between the absorption and the resonance Raman excitation profile bandshape becomes
somewhat more complex. However, the following conclusions are expected to approximately
hold for this case as well.
By approximating

, (for deep UV Raman excitation, the Stokes shift

frequency is small compared to the excitation frequency) we can simplify eq. (8.6),
(8.10)
If the product of the molar absorptivity

the concentration

and the sample

pathlength is large, the exponential term becomes zero. Eq. (8.10) becomes:
(8.11)
This expression indicates that even in the presence of self absorption the largest Raman
intensities will occur at the absorption spectral maximum. Resonance Raman excitation will
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always give rise to higher intensities and higher S/N than will normal and preresonance Raman
measurements. The back-scattered Raman intensities become proportional to the molar
absorptivity

and are independent of concentration.

The observed Raman intensities track the analyte absorption band, but are biased to
higher frequency by the

scattering dependence. This is the behavior expected from close to

resonance excited Raman bands whose preresonance intensities are enhanced by a single
electronic transition that is situated at higher frequency.
An example of this type of enhancement occurs for the symmetric NO3- stretch at ~1050
cm-1 in NH4NO3 and in NaNO3, whose entire preresonance and resonance enhancement derives
from its ~220 nm lowest energy absorption band.10-12 In this case all of the absorption oscillator
strength of molecule is located in the NO3- moiety in aqueous solution. Water absorption and Na+
and NH4+ counterion absorptions lie deeper in the UV and negligibly contribute for
If the self absorption is small (conditions where

< 200 nm.

is small) we can expand

the exponential term in eq. (8.10) to obtain:
(8.12)
In this case the back-scattered Raman intensity more strongly increases with analyte
absorption since it is proportional to

. For low absorption

is not simply the sample

thickness. It is also determined by the depth of focus of the collection lens that limits the volume
from which the Raman intensity can be collected. Eq. (12) predicts that the observed intensity
increases without limit as the sample thickness increases. The observed intensity now depends
upon the analyte concentration.
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8.2.2

Dependence of Raman Intensities on Self Absorption Where the Sample Contains

Absorption Bands That Do Not Enhance The Analyte Raman Bands

In this case, self absorption decreases the observed Raman intensities compared to the case
above where the single absorption band enhances the Raman intensities. This can be shown from
eq. (8.13) which explicitly includes an absorption band not involved in resonance Raman
enhancement.

(8.13)

where

and

enhanced.

are the molar absorptivity and the concentration of the analyte that is resonance

and

are the molar absorptivity and the concentration of an impurity or absorbing

chromophore that does not enhance the analyte Raman bands. This additional absorption could
include for example, chromophores such as Cs+ in solutions of CsNO3. The NO3- in aqueous
solution shows the same Raman excitation profile as occurs in the presence of the transparent
NH4+ and Na+ counterions. However the Cs+ absorption will attenuate the observed Raman
intensities. The additional absorptions may also derive from impurities, or from other electronic
transitions of a macromolecular analyte, or derive from photochemically generated impurities.
Eq. (8.13) points out that for an optically thick sample the observed Raman intensity will
be attenuated by:
(8.14)
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It should be noted that the attenuation calculated is strictly for the case where the
absorbing species are intimately intermixed with the analyte. It would not be valid for detection
of surface analyte particles that are not subject to interferent absorptions.

Figure 8. 2. Impact of impurity absorption on observed Raman intensity - case 1
(A) Analyte and impurity absorptions. The absorption bands are identical Gaussians, with
and with maxima at

and

,

, respectively. (B) Contour plot of calculated

frequency dependence of sample absorbance as a function of relative impurity concentration. The normalized
absorbance is calculated by dividing by the maximum absorbance that occurs at the maximum impurity
concentration of

. (C) Observed contour plot of the frequency dependence of the relative resonance

Raman intensities as a function of the relative impurity concentration calculated by using eq. (8.13). The resonance
Raman intensities are normalized to the maximum Raman intensity that occurs for

. (D) Frequency

dependence of normalized Raman intensities at different relative impurity concentrations. (E) Relative impurity
concentration dependence of Raman intensities
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Figure 8.2 shows the calculated sample absorbance and resonance Raman intensities as a
function of frequency and relative impurity concentrations (

). At low impurity

concentrations, the sample absorbance mainly derives from the analyte. As the impurity
concentration increases, the absorbance becomes dominated by the impurity absorbance (Figure
8.2B).
For all impurity concentrations, the observed Raman intensities increase dramatically as
the excitation frequencies move into resonance (Figure 8.2C). There is no case where impurity
absorption causes a dip in the Raman intensities for this set of parameters. However, the Raman
intensities do decrease as the impurity concentrations increase.
Figure 8.2D shows that the Raman intensity maxima slightly shift towards higher
frequencies because the increased impurity absorbance (maximum at

) attenuates

the observed Raman intensity on low frequency side. Figure 8.2E shows the dependence of
Raman intensity on the relative impurity concentration (

) at different excitation frequencies.

At low impurity concentrations, the Raman intensity is little affected. The Raman intensities
decrease as the impurity concentrations increase.
The approximation that the Raman cross section increases with the square of the molar
absorptivity, which is relevent for true resonance excitation, predicts that the maximum intensties
occur for resonance excitation. In most cases the square of the analyte absorption grows faster
with frequency than does the sample absorption. The observed resonance Raman intensity
increases with excitation frequency. In the rare cases we examine below, attenuation of the
observed Raman intensities caused by impurity absorption could exceed the resonance
enhancement.
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We should also mention that much more complex situations can occur for more complex
samples. For example, analytes may have multiple absorption bands. In this case constructive
and destructive interference can occur between different electronic transitions.13-14 This can
complicate the behavior of the Raman excitation profiles, especially for excitation at frequencies
between absorption bands.

8.2.3

Conditions for Sample Self Absorption That Causes Resonance Raman Intensity

Minima

Figure 8.2 demonstrates that the observed Raman intensities monotonically increase as the
excitation frequency approaches resonance even in the presence of an absorbing impurity. For
optically thick samples, the exponential term in eq. (8.13) vanishes.
(8.15)
In general, the observed resonance Raman intensities monotonically increase as the
excitation frequency is tuned into resonance due to the dependence on the molar absorptivity
squared in the numerator. However, it is possible to have situations where the impurity absorbs
in such a way that the observed resonance Raman intensities decrease as the excitation frequency
approaches resonance.
Below we determine the conditions for decreasing Raman intensities as the excitation
frequency approaches resonance. For simplicity we assume Gaussian absorption bandshapes.
This is also motivated by the fact that in the condensed phase, inhomogeneous broadening often
dominates absorption bandshapes.
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(8.16)

where

and

are the analyte and impurity maximum molar absorptivities,

analyte and impurity absorption frequency maxima, and

and

and

are the

are standard deviations of the

analyte and impurity absorption Gaussian bands, respectively.
We shall limit our discussion to the resonance excitation region in the case that the
impurity absorption maximum occurs to lower frequency than the resonance absorption:
. Obviously, the observed Raman intensity decrease for close to
resonance excitation requires

. We can rewrite eq. (8.15) to concentrate on

the absorption factors by substituting eq. (8.16) into eq. (8.15):

(8.17)

In the UV region,

, therefore, the

factor changes little between

and

, compared to the Gaussian factors. Thus, we conveniently ignore this variation and include
the

factor in a constant

which collects all constants and is independent on

.

(8.18)

As the excitation frequency increases, a decreased observed Raman intensity occurs if the
derivative of

with respect to

becomes negative:
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(8.19)
Since

, eq. (8.19) becomes,
(8.20)

Collecting terms and rearranging,
(8.21)
We denote

(8.22)

Obviously
and

,

and

. Using eq. (8.22), we further replace

,

and

with

,

, respectively. Eq. (8.22) becomes,
(8.23)

Cancelling

on both sides and rearranging gives,
(8.24)

If

,

, then
(8.25)

Since

, the following must hold,
(8.26)
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Multiplying both sides by

, and rearranging, we obtain

and
and

. Since

(eq. (25)), we want to compare the values of

, and choose the smaller quantity as the upper limit for

following holds, because

,

. It can be shown that the

.
(8.27)

Therefore,

.

In the case that

, where

, eq. (8.24) has a different solution,
(8.28)

Since

, together with eq. (8.28) leads to
(8.29)

Note

in this case. Rearranging eq. (8.29),
(8.30)

Obviously, eq. (8.30) is not a relevant solution, because

,

.

Thus, we conclude that for the observed Raman intensity to show a self absorption
decrease in the resonance excitation frequency range between

and

requires:

(1) The bandwidth of the impurity absorption must be less than the resonant analyte
absorption:

;

(2) The frequency difference between the analyte absorption maximum and the impurity
absorbance maximum:

.

When these two requirements are satisfied, the observed Raman intensity minimum is
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expected at

. Our neglect of the

dependence only causes small errors.

The above analysis considers only a single impurity absorption band. In the cases of
multiple impurity absorptions, the overall impurity absorption bandshape could much deviate
significantly from a Gaussian bandshape. In this case observation of a minimum still requires
that the impurity absorption increases faster with frequency than does the Raman cross section.

Figure 8. 3. Observed Raman intensity excitation frequency local minimum and maximum
(A) Dependencies of the observed Raman intensity excitation frequency local minimum on relative
absorption bandwidths (

) and absorption band maximum frequency offsets (

). (B) Maximal

observed resonance Raman excitation frequency dependencies on relative absorption bandwidths (
absorption band maximum frequency offsets (

) and

). The local minimum frequencies, local maximum

frequencies, and resonance maximum frequencies are calculated from the observed Raman intensities of eq. (8.13)
with

cm-1 ,

cm-1 ,

, and the corresponding

regions without minima or maxima in the domain of interest (

and . The blank regions indicate
). The boundary in (A) is

approximate, due to neglecting

Figure 8.3 displays the frequency of the minima (if any) of the observed Raman
intensities calculated from eq. (13) above. Figure 8.3A shows blank areas above the line
where no minima occur over the range where eq. (8.9) is valid. Below
this boundary, the observed Raman intensity minima decrease in frequency as the impurity
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absorption band broadens and as the impurity absorption band downshifts from the analyte
absorption. Figure 8.3B shows the observed resonance Raman maximum excitation frequencies.

Figure 8. 4. Impact of impurity absorption on observed Raman intensity - case 2
(A) Analyte and impurity absorption spectra. The analyte absorption band maximum frequency is
with

. The impurity absorption band maximum frequency is
.(

,

with

) (B) Contour plot of calculated frequency dependence of

sample absorbance as a function of relative impurity concentrations. The normalized absorbance is calculated by
dividing by the maximum absorbance that occurs at the maximum impurity concentration of

. (C)

Contour plot of the frequency dependence of the relative resonance Raman intensity as a function of the relative
impurity concentration calculated from eq. (8.13). The resonance Raman intensities are normalized to the maximum
Raman intensity that occurs for

. (D) Frequency dependence of normalized Raman intensities at

different relative impurity concentrations. (E) Relative impurity concentration dependence of observed Raman
intensities.
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Figure 8.2 calculates the normalized Raman intensity at

and

and in a region where no local minima occur in the excitation frequency dependent Raman
intensities. In contrast, Figure 8.4 calculates the normalized Raman intensities where minima
exist for

and

.

As expected, low impurity concentrations have little impact on the observed Raman
intensities. However, impurity concentrations comparable to or greater than the analyte give rise
to observed Raman intensity minima localized where the impurity has strong absorption (Figure
8.4C). Beyond this frequency region, the observed Raman intensities are independent of impurity
concentration. (Figure 8.4E)

8.2.4

Dependence of Preresonance Raman Intensities on Self Absorption

In the cases above we assumed that the resonance Raman enhancement scaled with the square of
the molar absorptivity. Thus, the Raman intensities will always be maximized with resonance
excitation, unless the impurity absorbance increases faster than does square of the analyte
absorbance.
If the resonance Raman intensities increase at a slowly rate with frequency, impurity
absorption can dramatically impact the preresonance Raman intensities. This is the case where
the preresonance Raman cross sections follow the preresonance Raman Albrecht A-term:9
(8.31)
where

is the excitation frequency, and

is the frequency of the electronic transition giving

rise to preresonance Raman enhancement. The

excited observed Raman intensity for a sample

containing impurity absorption is,
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(8.32)

In preresonance Raman the absorbance of the analyte is negligible. For optically thick
samples, the exponential term vanishes and eq. (8.32) becomes

(8.33)

If we assume that the impurity absorption band is Gaussian, we find cases where impurity
absorption decreases the Raman intensities as the excitation frequency increases towards
resonance.
Figure 8.5 shows the simulated sample absorbance and observed preresonance Raman
intensities as function of frequency and relative impurity concentration (

). At very low

impurity concentrations, the sample shows little absorption. At high impurity concentrations, it
only shows impurity absorbance (Figure 8.5B). With low impurity concentrations, the observed
preresonance Raman intensities monotonically increase with excitation frequency. The rate is
slower than in the resonance case. In contrast, at high impurity concentrations, the observed
preresonance Raman intensities show minima at

(Figure 8.5D). The observed

preresonance Raman intensities decrease as the impurity concentration increases (Figure 8.5E).
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Figure 8. 5. Impact of impurity absorption on observed Raman intensity - case 3
(A) Analyte and impurity absorption spectra. The analyte and impurity absorption bands are identical Gaussians,
with

, and with maxima at

and

, respectively. (B)

Contour plot of calculated frequency dependence of sample absorbance as a function of relative impurity
concentrations. The normalized absorbance is calculated by dividing by the maximum absorbance that occurs at the
maximum impurity concentration of

. (C) Observed contour plot of the frequency dependence of the

relative preresonance Raman intensity as a function of the relative impurity concentration calculated from eq. (8.32)
The preresonance Raman intensities are normalized to the maximum Raman intensity that occurs for
(D) Frequency dependence of normalized preresonance Raman intensities at different relative impurity
concentrations. (E) Relative impurity concentration dependence of observed preresonance Raman intensities.
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8.3

CONCLUSIONS

We examined the impact of self absorption on the Raman intensity observed for a 180°
backscattering geometry. In the absence of impurities, the observed Raman intensities are
predicted to monotonically increase as resonance excitation is approached.

In contrast, the

observed resonance and preresonance Raman intensities can decrease as excitation approaches
resonance if the sample contains absorbing impurities or chromophores that do not enhance the
analyte Raman bands. For resonance excitation (defined to occur for excitation within two
standard deviations of the analyte Gaussian absorption maximum), a minimum in the observed
Raman intensities requires that: 1. the impurity absorption band be at least

narrower than the

analyte absorption band; and, 2. that the frequency offset between analyte and impurity
absorption maxima be <

.

Thus, conditions for a decrease in the observed resonance Raman intensity with
excitation closer to resonance will be rare. Spectral S/N maxima will typically occur with
resonance excitation. Decreasing observed preresonance Raman intensities and normal Raman
intensities can occur in the presence of impurity absorption.
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9.0

CONCLUDING SUMMARY

In this work, we discussed the methodology of using UVRR spectroscopy to study the protein
secondary structures and their conformational transitions. The conformational transitions
between -helix-like conformations and PPII have been explored using UVRR spectroscopy.
The impacts of salt bridge side chain interactions, macrodipole-terminal charge interactions, and
surfactants on these transitions have also been investigated.
By studying the AEP peptide, we showed that the macrodipole-terminal charge
interactions usually have a greater impact on -helix stability than the salt bridge side chain
interactions do. Besides a single -helix segment, this short AEP peptide can also form -helixturn--helix conformation.
The UVRR spectrum of the Arg side chain guanidinium group has been studied. A
vibrational band that is sensitive to the guanidinium environment has been identified as the
spectral marker that reports on the hydration of guanidinium group. Using this spectral marker,
we found that the Arg side chain is exposed to a more hydrophobic environment in the -helixlike conformations than it is in the PPII conformation. The Arg side chain is less hydrated in
AEP than in AP, presumably due to more -helix-turn--helix conformation in AEP.
We also examined the XAO -helix-like conformations induced by SDS. We
demonstrated XAO that adopts predominately PPII conformation in aqueous solutions, shows
significant -helix-like conformations due the formation of XAO-SDS aggregation. XAO
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nucleates the SDS aggregation at a concentration below the SDS cmc. We proposed a
mechanism that four anionic SDS molecules neutralize four cationic XAO side chains,
minimizing the electrostatic repulsion. Four XAO-SDS4 complexes further aggregate. The SDS
alkyl chains collapse, inducing XAO -helix-like conformations that are more compact than the
extended PPII conformation. One face of the XAO -helix-like conformations partitions into the
hydrophobic core and the other face is exposed to water. This mechanism may be relevant to
some intrinsic disorder peptides (IDPs) and antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) that form -helices
upon association to membranes.
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10.0

FUTURE WORK

With UVRR spectroscopy this powerful technique, it can be envisioned that many difficult
problems can be tackled, especially those involving peptide conformational change upon
association to a target, such as membranes, DNA and metal ions. It is also be important and
necessary to further develop the UVRR spectroscopy methodology.

10.1

SEARCHING FOR NEW SPECTRAL MARKER(S) FOR PEPTIDE BACKBONE
CONFORMATION

One advantage of UVRR spectroscopy over IR spectroscopy in studying protein secondary
structure is that the former provides two conformation sensitive spectral markers, viz. the C-H
bending and Am III bands, rather than the Am I band that IR spectroscopy solely relies on.
Multiple spectral markers provide more accurate information about the peptide secondary
structure. As discussed in Section 3.2.3, the C-H bending band intensity can be used to
distinguish -helix and PPII conformations, however, -sheet structures also give rise to a strong
C-H bending band intensity as PPII conformations do. The
insensitive to

angle dependent Am III band is

angle.1 It is useful if we can identify additional UVRR spectral markers that are

sensitive secondary structures, especially to

angle.
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It has been observed that an additional band appears at 1520 cm-1 (in some conditions, it
partially overlaps with Am II band) in UVRR spectra of highly -helical peptides. Examples
include the spectra of low temperature AEP (Figure 5.2A), XAO with 20 mM SDS (Figure 7.1C)
AP in acetonitrile,2 polylysine with concentrated NaClO4,3 and Ac-AP-NH2 (Figure 10. 1).

Figure 10. 1. 204 nm excited UVRR spectrum of Ac-AP-NH2 at 4 °C

The origin of this band is unclear. One possibility is the overtone of amide group out-ofplane bending (opb). Ab initio calculation predicts that the NMA second (-*) excited state
equilibrium geometry (Figure 10. 2) significantly deviates from a planar structure. This nonplanar amide structure indicates that the overtone of amide out-of-plane bending is significantly
resonance enhanced, though the fundamental mode is silent due to the symmetry.
NMA gives an amide opb frequency of 650 cm-1, however, DFT calculation on Ac-AlaNHMe found the amide opb frequencies are in the range of 740 cm-1 to 780 cm-1 (Figure 10. 3).
The overtone frequencies of Ac-Ala-NHMe match the observed 1520 cm-1. Figure 10. 3 shows
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that the calculated Ac-Ala-NHMe amide opb frequency depends on both
negative

and

angles. In the

angle range where most secondary structures locate, for a given

frequency shows a sine-like dependence on the
shows dependence on

angle. At a given

angle, the

angle, the frequency also

angle. It is difficult to separate the impacts of

and

angles because

the amide opb involves the distortions of both dihedral angles.
This band involves little N-H opb contribution, it thus depends little on the N-H Hbonding and does not significantly downshift upon N-H deuteration. Indeed, the UVRR spectrum
of AP at 0 °C in D2O does show this band is at a similar frequency,4 as expected.

Figure 10. 2. NMA second (-*) excited state equilibrium geometry
optimized at CIS / 6-311++G** level of theory with Gaussian 095

Experimentally, by measuring the IR and UVRR spectra of NMA and other model
compounds, such as Ac-Ala-NMe, diglycine, etc, we can compare both the fundamental and
overtone frequencies to confirm this assignment. Isotopic substitutions (13C and/or
18

15

N and/or

O) also help the assignment. Moreover, we can measure different small peptide crystals and

find the correlation of the frequency with

and

angles. Thus, we can calculate the

using the frequency of Am III band, and use the obtained
the

angle

angle as an input to help calculate

angle by using the established correlation of this amide opb frequency. This correlation
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between amide opb frequency and ( , ) angles will provide an additional spectral marker that
allows to calculate

angle.

Figure 10. 3.  angle dependence of Ac-Ala-NHMe amide out-of-plane bending frequency
Calculated in vacuum at B3LYP / 6-311++G** level of theory with Gaussian 09.5 The specific ( , ) angles are
fixed during the calculation

10.2

INVESTIGATING THE ROLE OF MEMBRANE ON THE AGGREGATION OF
INTRINSICALLY DISORDERED PEPTIDES

The -helices formed by some IDPs upon binding to membranes or membrane mimics,
such as SDS micelles, have been proved to facilitate peptide aggregation and fibrillation.6-8
Therefore, membranes and membrane mimics have been proposed to promote the peptide
fibrillation.9 However, excessive lipid10 or SDS11 inhibits -synuclein (S) fibrillation and
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disaggregates fibrils. The role of membrane or membrane mimics in the fibrillation of these IDPs
remains unclear.
We observed that SDS induces XAO to aggregate and precipitate upon incubation for
days. The precipitation indicates that the aggregates must be much larger than XAO4-SDS16 that
forms in freshly prepared solution. Presumably, these large aggregates are -structured XAO
fibrils. Moreover, the precipitation only occurs at appropriate SDS concentrations. SDS
concentrations that are lower than ~0.5 mM or higher than ~10 mM do not precipitate XAO (1
mM). Figure 9.1 shows three 1 mM XAO solutions with different SDS concentrations. After
incubation in room temperature for five days, the XAO solution with 6.0 mM SDS shows
significant precipitate. In contrast, other solution, in the absence of SDS or with 20 mM SDS,
remains clear without any visible aggregates. These behaviors are similar to the S-SDS system.
Therefore, the XAO-SDS system is an excellent model to study the role of membranes
and membrane mimics in the aggregation and fibrillation of some IDPs, as well as peptide
conformational change from -helix to -sheet. One hypothesis to be tested is that peptide
association to the membranes or membrane mimics neutralizes charges in the peptide and
increases the local peptide concentration, enabling peptide molecules to be close enough to each
other for some short-ranged inter-molecular interactions,12 such as inter-molecular H-bonding.
These intermolecular interactions may cause conformational change, for example, the
intermolecular peptide H-bonding formation breaks the existing intramolecular peptide H-bonds
in -helix, triggering a transition from -helix to -sheet. Eventually, these intermolecular
interactions lead to peptide aggregation. However, in the presence of excessive membranes or
membrane mimics, the local peptide concentration decreases, inhibiting peptide aggregation.
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20 mM SDS

6.0 mM SDS
0 SDS

Figure 10. 4. Photograph of the 1 mM XAO in 0 , 6.0 mM and 20 mM SDS, incubated in room temperature for five
days.

By monitoring XAO secondary structures change in SDS solution as a function of time,
the slow conformational change can be extracted. This will provide information about XAO
aggregation and fibrillation at the molecular level. By examining the fibrillation dynamics
dependence on SDS concentrations (or [SDS]/[XAO] ratio), the above hypothesis can be tested.
This may provide a general picture for some IDPs aggregation upon association with membranes.
We can further expand this work to more biological relevant systems. Membranes are
found to play a role8 in the aggregation and fibrillation of the Parkinson’s disease related peptide,
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S , the Alzheimer’s disease related peptide, amyloid , and the type II diabetes related peptide,
IAPP. It is of importance to examine the conformational change of these peptides that are
induced by the membranes and the origin of the conformational change. Both the
peptide/membrane ratio and the membrane composition affect the conformational change.8
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